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Since Alejo Carpentier’s 1944 encounter with the “real maravilloso” in the ruins 

of the Citadelle La Ferrière, Haiti has been linked with the notion of Latin American 

identity, in particular, and American identity, in general. Interesting to me are the ways 

and the means by which Haiti resurfaces in Cuban and Puerto Rican narratives and what 

allusions to Haiti in these texts imply about its relationship to the Hispanic Caribbean. I 

will combine the ideas of John Beverley, Sybille Fischer, and Mimi Sheller to discuss 

how representations of Haiti work to perpetuate its disavowal and render it a consumable 

product for the rest of the Caribbean as a whole, and for the Hispanic Caribbean 

specifically. I will focus on works by Cuban and Puerto Rican authors who have 

prepared, processed, and packaged Haiti in such a way that its culture, language, and 

even sexuality are able to satisfy long-held cravings for that which is local and exotic. 

Thus, I hope to explain how it has been and will continue to be possible for the Hispanic 

Caribbean to consume Haiti positively as a symbol of its marvelous reality and negatively 
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as an Afro-Caribbean personification of racial, cultural, and political decadence in 

literature.
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1804, Haiti became the first nation of free blacks in the Western Hemisphere. 

Despite its many noteworthy advances, however, Haiti‘s post-revolutionary existence— 

replete with dictators, interventions, and overall political instability—has made the nation 

synonymous with abject poverty, squalor, and backwardness. Many authors have 

examined the ironic fact that the very same Haiti that provided the model for American 

cultural and political independence has been systematically eliminated from the 

hemispheric consciousness of self.
1
 Few, however, have dealt with the ways in which 

specifically Hispanic Caribbean nations deal with the Haitian situation in their national 

literatures.
2
 In this study, I will analyze works from two Cuban and one Puerto Rican 

author who have written multiple works featuring Haiti and Haitian characters and 

provide narrative examples of ways in which these authors and perhaps, by extension, the 

Spanish-speaking Caribbean imagines Haiti. I trace the narrative representation of Haiti 

from Cuban author Alejo Carpentier‘s early works, ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! and El reino de este 

                                                           
1
 Sybille Fischer‘s work on Haiti including Modernity Disavowed: Haiti and the Cultures of Haiti in the 

Age of Revolution (2004) and ―Haiti: Fantasies of Bare Life‖ (2007) directly address the negation of Haiti‘s 

critical role in the establishment of American modernity. Christopher Wargny‘s Haiti n’existe pas—1804-

2004: deux cents ans de solitude (2004) and Michel Rolph-Trouillot‘s Silencing the Past: Power and the 

Production of History (1995) also incorporate a discussion on the systematic and intentional ―erasure‖ of 

Haiti‘s legacy.  
2
 This study will focus specifically on depictions of Haiti in Cuban and Puerto Rican literatures. Ian 

Strachan‘s Paradise and Plantation: Tourism and Culture in the Anglophone Caribbean (2002) suggests 

the Anglophone Caribbean‘s desire to disassociate itself from Haiti while Anthea Morrison‘s ―The 

Caribbeanness of Haiti: Simone Schwarz-Bart‘s Ton beau capitaine,‖ provides a reading of French 

Caribbean texts  in order to shatter  the fantasy of a linguistically complicit Francophone Caribbean. She 

refutes the idea that Haiti partakes of true liberté, fraternité, égalité alongside its brothers Martinique, 

Guadeloupe, and French Guyana.    
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mundo, through four stories from Puerto Rican short story writer and essayist Ana 

LydiaVega‘s Vírgenes y mártires and Encancaranublado, to the trilogy of novels set in 

the post-Duvalier era by Cuban-Puerto Rican author Mayra Montero. Though writing 

from three different historical and artistic contexts, Carpentier, Vega, and Montero 

coincide in their need or desire to represent Haiti‘s notable and noble contributions to the 

concept of a shared Afro-Caribbean identity. In their use of Vaudou, sexuality, and 

violence as the principal markers of a specifically Haitian identity, or Haitianness, we 

find, however, that these authors also coincide in ―re-presenting‖ Haiti to their readers as 

a hotbed of exoticized and even savage blackness.
3
 Thus, through close-readings of these 

authors‘ Haitian oeuvres, I will show how their acts of literary representation prepare 

Haiti for consumption by a Spanish-speaking readership through processing the history 

and cultural traditions of that nation and placing it into narrative packages that showcase 

Haiti as both the nation to whom Latin America owes its marvelous, autochthonous 

identity and the still-othered, dark side of Hispanic Caribbean reality. 

In order to analyze the literary texts, I use the ideas of John Beverley, Sybille 

Fischer, and Mimi Sheller to construct a theoretical point of departure. I begin with 

Beverly‘s ideas concerning the relationship between hegemony, subalternity, and 

representation in order to discuss the double-edged process and effects of representation. 

I then adapt Fischer‘s theory of the mechanics of disavowal in order to explain how 

Hispanic Caribbean authors have imagined Haiti as both the symbol and backwater of 

Caribbean identity simultaneously. Finally, I expand upon Mimi Sheller‘s theory of 

                                                           
3
 Though there are many variations in its spelling, I use ―Vaudou‖ to refer to Haiti‘s intricate, indigenous 

belief system.    
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consumption and apply her views to the discussion since Haiti becomes a consumable 

product for the rest of the Caribbean in general and for the Hispanic Caribbean 

specifically. Furthermore, I hope to explain how it has been and will continue to be 

possible for Hispanic Caribbean to consume Haiti positively as a symbol of its 

―marvelous‖ reality and negatively as the Caribbean example of black decadence in 

literature.  

 

Haitianness: A Theoretical Framework 

Before being able to represent Haiti or its people, authors must set cultural, 

historical, political, and even racial parameters for what should be included in and 

excluded from their representation of Haitian identity. Tthis act of selection, this liberty 

to include and exclude certain parts of Haiti‘s cultural and historical content for the 

purposes of re-presenting Haiti in literary form, allows simultaneous expression and 

repression of Haiti in literature. One of the many problems associated with the 

representation of a distinctly Haitian subject is the confiscation or negation of that 

subject‘s agency implied by the representation itself. The use of certain identity markers 

and not others within the texts in question makes it possible for authors to generate 

bifurcated representations of Haitianness.   

Beverley‘s analyses of nationalist rhetoric, hegemony, subalternity, and 

representation in  Subalternity and Representation: Arguments in Cultural Theory (1999) 

and ―The Im/possibility of Politics: Subalternity, Modernity, Hegemony‖ (2001)  provide 

a lens through which the act of literary representation—in this case the literary act of 

representating Haitians created by Cuban and Puerto Rican authors—can be seen as 
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exclusive. Beverley describes the nation-form as an entity which invents itself by 

drawing clear lines of division between that which is inside and outside the borders of its 

identity. In a similar way, I see that Hispanic Caribbean authors are capable of fashioning 

images of Haitian identity throughout their Haitian-themed texts. What is interesting to 

me is, not so much which is excluded, but those elements which are included at the 

expense of others. That blackness—interpreted as connection with Africa, through the 

Vaudou religion, sensuality, and violence is almost always included in the authors‘ 

images of Haiti—should not go unquestioned. In fact, I find it entirely possible to read 

Cuban and Puerto Rican authors‘ construction of these images of Haitianness as 

expressions of what the Hispanic Caribbean considers as believable images of what Haiti 

is or should be.  

Beverley also critiques the fact that from Gramsci to contemporary subaltern 

studies, theorists have not been conscious of the dangers or ―speaking for,‖ a subject and 

―restoring‖ his voice which constitute the act of representation (Subalternity 187). Since 

it would be impossible to ―represent‖ without ―speaking for,‖ the authors I will discuss in 

my study can be implicated in constructing narratives which inherently, though 

unintentionally, undermine the agency of the Haitian subjects of and for whom they 

speak. For this reason, we can interpret the content of their representations—that which is 

included inside their depictions of Haitians—as the very thing that silences whatever the 

other content
4
 of Haitianness may be in order to make it palatable for the readers of 

Hispanic Caribbean narrative.     

                                                           
4
 I use this term, cautiously, to represent the idea that there is a ―whole‖ or totality of Haitianness which 

cannot be adequately described by the representations of these authors.     
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Sybille Fischer‘s Modernity Disavowed: Haiti in the Age of Revolution (2004) is a 

historical case study of representation that can be read in conjunction with Beverley‘s 

ideas on the exclusive nature of the act of representation. Important for my study is the 

way in which Fischer‘s explanation can lead us through the how and closer to the why 

certain aspects of Haitianness are expressed and others repressed in Hispanic Caribbean 

fiction. Though her study deals specifically with the Western desire to disavow the 

success of Haiti and the Haitian Revolution in the nineteenth century, Fischer describes a 

quintessential irony at the base of Western discourse of modernity that will help to 

illuminate certain difficulties existent within the effort to represent Haiti in the twentieth-

century literature of the Hispanic Caribbean. Of Cuba, she writes ―At the heart of the 

nineteenth–century culture of slavery, in the aftermath of the Haitian Revolution, is the 

act of disavowal: the slave is and is not a social being: she or he is at once submissive and 

a deadly threat; at once unthinking and forever plotting‖ (111). The fact that modernizers 

simultaneously needed and dreaded Haiti and its Revolution made it possible for them to 

sing the praises of modernity while perpetuating the antiquated barbarism that was 

slavery (Fischer, Modernity 111). Fischer goes on to say that literature, particularly the 

various ―anti-slavery narrative[s]‖ produced in the nineteenth century, was instrumental 

in ―containing‖ the modern Caribbean wonder and the threat to western whiteness that 

Haiti represented at the time (Modernity 111).
5
 I want to suggest that the way in which 

Fischer reads nineteenth-century antislavery narratives is the way in which we should 

read Hispanic Caribbean texts which represent Haiti. Within each novel and short story I 

                                                           
5
 Luis Duno-Gottberg also discusses the role of literature in the containment of the subaltern in Solventar 

las diferencias:la ideologia del mestizaje en Cuba (2003).  
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will discuss, the act of representation allows authors to admire, revere, and even 

sympathize with Haiti, its people, and its culture while simultaneously perpetuating a 

negative image of that same people and that same culture.   

Silencing or disavowing Haiti‘s agency through creating two-sided literary 

representations of Haitian cultural practices for consumption by the readers of Hispanic 

Caribbean literature produces the effects of containing Haiti and Haitianness and creating 

a clear marker between the one who speaks and the one who is spoken for.  In Fischer‘s 

research we find that the one who speaks is effectively insulated and heralded as 

champion, while the latter, the spoken for, is trapped in political silence. In like manner, I 

believe that Hispanic Caribbean authors who dedicate a significant number of works to 

speaking of and for Haitians in their texts actually produce narratives which validate their 

own position as speaking subjects and actually fix the Haitian into perpetual silence or at 

least an untenable position of a sort of sotto voce subalternity.  

That negative depictions of Haiti continue to haunt the literary representations of 

Carpentier, Vega, and Montero—all of whom want to show appreciation for the shared 

Afro-Caribbean heritage of  Haiti and the Hispanic Caribbean—points to the 

simultaneous disavowal or disowning of Haiti as a part of the Hispanic Caribbean‘s past 

and present. In fact, I interpret the portrayals of uncontrollable bodies and souls of 

irreparably sensual, violent, black peoples as indicators of a certain will to power over 

them on behalf of the authors who represent Haiti. Since they function as architects of 

representation capable of including and excluding at will, speaking for and silencing, it 

behooves readers to ask why Haiti, Haitians, and Haitianness continue to be ―fixed‖ in 

relation to the Hispanic Caribbean in simultaneously positive and negative ways. What 
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are the mechanisms in the writings which allow these authors to ―fix‖ or ―contain‖ Haiti 

in the way that the nineteenth-century Creole liberals Fischer describes contained it? Are 

the reasons Haiti is ―fixed‖ as fascinatingly backward in the twentieth century the same 

reasons for which it was ―fixed‖ as exotic and barbaric in the nineteenth century?  In 

order to answer these questions, I now turn to Sheller‘s Consuming the Caribbean: From 

Arawaks to Zombies (2006).  

In Sheller‘s analysis, she traces the history of how Western, contemporary 

consumer-cultures have systematically bought and sold the idea of the Caribbean as 

―other.‖ I see in Sheller‘s analysis parallels between the behavior of the Euro-American 

West and that of its Hispanic Caribbean component.
6
 If the former‘s aim was to buy and 

sell the idea of the Caribbean, then the latter can be implicated in the re-opening of a 

readership market hungry for the ever-exotic idea of Haiti. In order to elucidate the inner-

workings of the Hispanic Caribbean ―consumer-culture‖ and its production of Haitian 

―others,‖ I propose an adaptation of Sheller‘s theory of ―fixed‖ and ―moving‖ bodies in 

which I substitute Sheller‘s ―bodies‖ for identity markers used in the representations of 

Haiti in the texts in question. Of importance to me is determining which identity markers 

―move‖ (are included) or do not move (are excluded) throughout the representations of 

Haitianness in these texts by Carpentier, Vega, and Montero. Since Vaudou, sexuality, 

and violence are the three Haitian identity markers, or ―moving bodies‖ common to the 

authors I focus on, I will examine the types of symbolic oppressions being supported or 

maintained by their literary representations of Haiti. To be clear, my aim is to explain 

                                                           
6
 I want to emphasize here that the Hispanic Caribbean is an active part of the cultural and political sphere 

of the West. 
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how the movement of these identity markers or ―bodies‖ is used by the authors to create 

representations of Haitianness which are, at once, good and bad and not simply bad. 

In the five hundred years of colonial, social, and literary history discussed in 

Consuming the Caribbean, Sheller finds that one persistent continuity is the West‘s 

―othering‖ of the Caribbean: ―In systematically forgetting slavery and failing to recognize 

its legacies in our midst, all of us who live in post-slavery societies today are implicated 

in silencing the past and distorting the present,‖ she writes (4). ―Forgetting‖ and 

distancing itself from the past that it has so directly influenced allows the West to 

construct the Caribbean as somehow separate from Western modernity. The result of the 

West‘s forgetfulness is a harvest of ―unintended consequences‖ which make it possible 

for well-meaning Western theorists to perpetuate the same ―unethical,‖ colonial relations 

they hope to discredit (201).  

Sheller‘s implication of the travelling Western academic is a conscious effort to 

elucidate the inner-workings of the neo-colonialist, cultural-political economy. I will 

adapt the same type of critical method to the study of a select group of writings from the 

Hispanic Caribbean. Just as Sheller asserts that ―consuming the Caribbean occurs first 

through its displacement from the narrative of Western modernity,‖ I believe that the 

Cuban and Puerto Rican consumption of Haiti is first facilitated by the displacement of 

Haiti from the greater narrative of Hispanic Caribbean identity.  Just as Sheller describes 

for the West, such a deliberate displacement ―recontextualizes‖ Haiti as an ―other‖ in 

order to serve the purposes of Hispanic Caribbean fantasies or depictions of a regional 

self (144). In their texts then, the authors assemble composites of cultural input, wash 

them over by the act of speaking for, and give the impression that Haiti is and always has 
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been separate from a Hispanic Caribbean identity. Once identified as separate from the 

Hispanic Caribbean, Haiti is effectively othered and consumed as exotic, even though it 

is both literally and symbolically local.    

Sheller describes relations of symbolic and material power in the Caribbean in 

terms of an interplay between ―fixed‖ and ―moving‖ bodies. She holds that the latter 

corresponds to those European or North American colonizing powers that exercise their 

influence and will-to-power over the latter through travel (tourism and trade) and the 

production of literary documents for consumption in Western metropolis. Sheller asserts 

that in ―travel guides,‖ for instance, ―the fantasy and practice of Anglo-American 

mobility become crucial to efforts to ‗fix‘ others both in space and in time‖ (Consuming 

140). Once ―fixed,‖ these bodies are fitted to all types of oppression—symbolic and 

otherwise—at the hands of those who move.  Like those American travel guides, I see the 

Haitian-themed works of Carpentier,Vega, and Montero as mechanisms by which they 

construct themselves as Caribbean ―others‖ vis-à-vis the U.S. or Europe, while 

simultaneously distancing themselves from Haiti, a nation of ―other others‖(Sheller, 

Consuming 141). 

As a Caribbeanist specializing in the cultures of Jamaica and Haiti, Sheller draws 

on various examples from these two nations to demonstrate just how this economy of 

moving and non-moving subjects works in the Caribbean context. She examines at length 

the image of the Haitian zombie and the U.S.-manufactured ―narrative of transnational 

infection‖ as two means of ―fixing‖ Haitians to their status as regional other (169). Much 

like other writers who study representations of the Caribbean, however, Sheller, neglects 
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to even suggest the possibility of an autochthonous ―fixing‖ of Caribbeans by other 

Caribbeans.  

 The aforementioned ideas set forth in the writings of Beverley, Fischer, and 

Sheller respectively form the theoretical basis from which I launch my analysis of how 

the act of literary representation functions to prepare, process and package notions of 

Haitianness in the context of Hispanic Caribbean literature and society. Beverley‘s ideas 

support my reading of the act of positing some notion of Haitianness as an inherently 

repressive act which involves exclusion. Once formed, the notion of Haitianness, 

according to Fischer‘s idea of disavowal, can, and indeed, must be simultaneously 

praised and feared by the very authors who have sought to represent it in the first place in 

order to validate their position as speaking subjects.  As we shall see, and as Sheller‘s 

theory of consumption suggests, this fundamental struggle between speaker and spoken 

for actually renders possible the creation and perpetuation of a distance between 

Carpentier, Vega, and Montero and the product, the Haitian identity, that they package 

and consume as something at once part and not part of their own Hispanic Caribbean 

identity. 

 

Examining the Literary Representation of Haiti 

Studies focused on how Haiti is represented in literature fall into two main 

categories. French literary critic, Daniel-Henri Pageaux‘s Mythes et images d’Haïti, 

published in 1984, is representative of the first category, a strict, textual analysis aimed at 

documenting the aesthetic value of the Haitian theme in a given text and literary context. 

Pageaux‘s study, composed of essays by Pageaux and collaborators, focuses mainly on 
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the interconnectedness of themes and generic structures in Carpentier‘s El reino de este 

mundo, Bernard Dadié‘s Îles de tempête (1973), and Aimé Césaire‘s La Tragédie du Roi 

Christophe (1966). The study is, above all, a comparative one aimed at making 

―monolithic‖ readings and texts ―more universal‖ (Avant Propos 7). Other texts of this 

tendency, such as Sylvia Carullo‘s ―El vaudoux como protagonista en El reino de este 

mundo,‖ Ángel Rivera‘s ―Silence Voodoo, and Haiti in Mayra Montero‘s In the Palm of 

Darkness,‖ and Alicia Vadillo‘s Santería y vodú, examine particular aspects of Haitian 

culture as represented in Cuban texts and function mainly as ―close-readings‖ of Haitian 

motifs without questioning the implications for the use of such motifs. As in Pageaux‘s 

Mythes, there is little or no critical evaluation of the literary author‘s role as political 

architect of such motifs or representations.  

J. Michael Dash‘s Haiti and the United States: National Stereotypes and the 

Literary Imagination (1988) is representative of the second category of studies of 

representations of Haiti.  His book takes into account the history, politics, and literary 

context which give rise to the literary representations. In this way, Haiti and the United 

States establishes links between failed Haiti-U.S. relations, a shared history of racism, 

and the at times degrading rhetoric of exotic alterity in texts written and films produced 

about the half-island nation. Dash explores the very political nature of these negative 

representations implicating policy makers and writers of travel literature in the formation 

and sustenance of hard-to-shake national stereotypes about Haiti. Though markedly 

different in scope and style, Martin Munro‘s ―Can‘t Stand Up for Falling Down: Haiti, Its 

Revolutions, and Twentieth-Century Négritudes,‖ and Sybille Fischer‘s ―Haiti: Fantasies 
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of Bare Life‖ are two more recent examples of the type of work being done to question 

the politics behind representing Haiti in one way or the other.  

For Munro, author-politicians of the cultural-political movement known as 

Négritude were able to re-imagine black rights, identity, and solidarity in terms of world-

changing experiences known as the Haitian Revolution and the creation of a free, black 

nation in the New World. Munro examines the rather ironic fact that these writers‘ use of 

Haiti as a ―point of reference‖ usually leads to ―ambiguities,‖ ―contradictions,‖ and an 

inability to reconcile their visions of Haiti with Haiti‘s documented visions of itself 

(Munro 1). Fischer‘s ―Haiti: Fantasies of Bare Life‖ questions the Western appetite for 

what she calls the ―discourse of Haitian Otherness‖ (3). Her aim is to determine why 

certain negative representations of Haiti keep ―returning‖ to the forefront of the Western 

imaginary, its art and its philosophy (―Fantasies‖ 3).
7
           

 My study falls into the second category of texts and responds to a more critical 

trend begun by Dash. The majority of studies written on the use of the Haitian theme 

focus either on Euro-American or non-Haitian Franco-Caribbean representations. Though 

I will not discuss them here, I think it necessary to acknowledge  Haiti‘s long history of 

representing itself in literature. As one of the most literarily prolific nations in the 

Caribbean, Haitian authors themselves have been writing poetry, narrative, and theatre in 

order to represent themselves for as long as the Haitian republic has existed. Justin 

L‘Hérrisson, Jacques Stéphan Aléxis, Jean Price-Mars, Jacques Roumain, and various 

writers of the Haitian diaspora, such as Edwidge Danticat, Dany Laferrière, and René 

                                                           
7
 Fischer explains Haiti‘s perpetually negative depiction as a result of an ongoing, colonialist desire to 

dominate black bodies.  
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Depestre, have written works which attest to the complexity of Haiti‘s national history 

and culture in French, Créole, and English.  

C.L.R. James‘s The Black Jacobins (1938), Aimé Césaire‘s La Tragédie du Roi 

Christophe (1963), Édouard Glissant‘s Monsieur Toussaint (1961), and Derek Walcott‘s 

The Haitian Trilogy (2002) are among the most notable examples of a host of works by 

non-Haitian, Caribbbean authors who allude to Haiti in their works. In this study, 

however, I will forego discussion of these critically-acclaimed texts on Haiti written by 

authors from Haiti, and other nations of the Francophone and Anglophone Caribbean. My 

aim is to build upon the works of  Pageaux, Dash, and other authors by demonstrating 

that authors of the Hispanic Caribbean are indeed capable of and responsible for 

generating and maintaining their own images (and stereotypes) about Haiti.    

 Unlike Dash, however, I will focus solely on novels and short stories in which 

references to Haiti are central to the plot and written by authors from Cuba and Puerto 

Rico who have written multiple works which specifically reference Haiti. Despite his 

interest in the work of Carpentier, Dash, a francophonist, gives very little attention to 

Hispanic Caribbean texts and opts to focus on the influence of the imperialist power 

represented by the Anglophone United States. Of particular interest to me in this study 

are the ways and the means by which Haiti resurfaces in Cuban and Puerto Rican 

narratives specifically. These two nations are often overshadowed by the Dominican 

Republic in terms of their historical relations with Haiti. Authors such as Pedro L. San 

Miguel (The Imagined Island: History, Identity and Utopia in Hispaniola, 2005 ), Dawn 

F. Stinchcomb (The Development of Literary Blackness in the Dominican Republic, 

2004), and Michelle Wucker (Why the Cocks Fight: Dominicans, Haitians, and the 
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Struggle for Hispaniola, 1999), among many others, have examined the  problematic and 

even negative role of Haiti in the Dominican national imaginary. An acknowledgement of 

this historic political, economic, and cultural struggle between the Dominican Republic 

and Haiti, however, does not change the fact that most of the narrative written in Spanish, 

about Haiti in the twentieth century is largely of Cuban and Puerto Rican origin.
 
 Aside 

from the notable literary contribution of novelists like Juan Bosch, Ramón Marrero 

Aristy, and Freddy Prestol Castillo‘s testimonial account of the 1937 massacre of 

thousands of Haitians on the Haitian-Dominican border, El massacre se pasa a pie 

(1974), there is no substantial literary treatment of the Haitian theme in twentieth-century 

Dominican narrative. For this reason, I choose to focus on the major current of Hispanic 

Caribbean literary representation of Haiti by focusing specifically on texts from Cuba and 

Puerto Rico.  

 

Carpentier, Vega, and Montero as Hispanic Caribbean Writers of Haiti 

 From Carpentier to Montero there is a consistent desire to pay homage to the 

symbolic richness of Haiti. All authors boldly assert the role of Haiti in the foundation of 

their regional (Latin American or Caribbean) identity. Each one speaks up to elucidate 

the mysteries of the Haitian culture and experience and to criticize the cultural, political, 

and economic imperialism of some outside force. As they are alike in these positive and 

evident desires to tell new stories about Haiti, however, so are they similar in their need 

to revert to and reinforce persistent stereotypes about Haiti. Within the works of 

Carpentier, Vega, and Montero, there coexists a willingness to speak about and for Haiti, 

to attest to its cultural complexity, and a need representationally to simplify, ―fix,‖ and 
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consume it as other. An inevitable by-product of the forming of their notions of 

Haitianness is that, as Beverley suggests, they must exclude and even distill Haiti‘s 

historical, cultural, and political contributions down to what these author perceive to be 

their barest, most basic elements. Since these elements are, without fail, Vaudou, 

sexuality, and violence, readers of twentieth-century Hispanic Caribbean literature come 

away from their texts with the image of an abject blackness made of magic, sex, and 

social, intellectual, and economic poverty made familiar to them by centuries of Euro-

American stereotypes of the half-island nation projected through texts and films.   

As he is single-handedly responsible for the revival of interest in the Haitian 

theme in Hispanic letters, I begin this study with an analysis of Alejo Carpentier‘s ―black 

period‖ novels. I compare the portrayals of Haitians in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! (1933) [Lord, Be 

Thou Praised] and El reino de este mundo (1949) [The Kingdom of this World (trans. 

1967)] which will open my study. These works, written in the novelistic infancy of this 

Cuban novelist, provide one of the first examples of consistent ambiguity towards 

Haiti—a negative and yet positive manner of representing Haitians—within the oeuvre of 

the same author.
8
 Carpentier‘s negative representation of the violent, power-hungry 

Haitian bracero in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! resurfaces in the otherwise admiring portrayal of the 

enduring Haitian spirit represented by Ti Noel in El reino de este mundo. When read 

together, these novels act as links in a continuum rather than well-contrasted pasos 

(steps) in Carpentier‘s attitudes toward Haiti and blackness.  

                                                           
8
 To his credit, Carpentier revisits the theme of the Haitian Revolution in his much-celebrated El siglo de 

las luces (1962) [Explosion in a Cathedral (trans. 1963)]. Though I will reference this text in my analysis, 

my primary focus will remain the ―black period novels.‖ The term ―black period‖ is used by British critic 

Frank Janney to refer to Carpentier‘s early works which center, almost exclusively, on Afro-Caribbean 

cultural motifs.   
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 ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! marks Carpentier‘s first attempt to posit an exclusively Cuban 

identity by focusing on Afro-Cuban cultural markers. As his literary career took flight, 

however, Carpentier would go beyond Cuban nationalism in order to establish a regional 

identity grounded in Afro-Caribbean cultures and their connection with ―lo real 

maravilloso‖ in his novel El reino de este mundo. Within Carpentier‘s imagined 

Caribbean blackness, there remains a difference between Afro-Cuban and Haitian blacks 

who in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! are considered treacherous enemies and in El reino de este 

mundo are portrayed as fearless, though ill-fated revolutionaries. The depictions of 

Haitian braceros in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! are, in fact, quite similar to those of Haitian 

revolutionaries in Carpentier‘s celebrated rewrite of the Haitian Revolution. The former, 

a novel written in response to increased American interventionism in Cuba under 

president Gerardo Machado, depicts Haitians as volatile, spiritual, sexual, and economic 

agents aimed at destroying Afro-Cuban cosmic harmony, hindering their sexual 

expression, and limiting their prospects for economic empowerment. This negative 

depiction of Haitians does not altogether disappear in El reino de este mundo where 

Haitians find their liberation through what is described as a quasi-bachannalian exercise 

of Vaudou, unrestrained sexuality, and senseless violence against themselves and others.  

In the second chapter, I look forward to an entire literary generation after 

Carpentier to focus on the writings of Puerto Rican essayist and short story writer Ana 

Lydia Vega. Vega‘s works can be interpreted as critiques of the various movements of 

black consciousness in Hispanic Caribbean literature that were championed by Carpentier 

(Afrocubanismo) and even Puerto Rico‘s own Luis Palés Matos (Negrismo). With her 

short stories, Vega attempts to record and even satirize the politics of inter-Caribbean 
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cultural, economic, and political relations. Amid her snapshots of various island peoples, 

Haitians resurface time and again as representatives of a nation and a way of life that 

have been othered by virtue of their language, their race, and their troublesome political 

history.  In this study I analyze visions of Haitianness in ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ [―Port-

au-Prince, Below‖ (trans. 1994)] from Vega and Carmen Lugo Filippi‘s collection 

entitled Vírgenes y mártires‖ (1981) and three stories from Encancaranublado y otros 

cuentos de naufragio (1982), ―Encancaranublado‖ [―Cloud Cover Caribbean‖ (trans. 

1989)], ―El dìa de los Hechos‖ [―The Day It All Happened‖ (1994)], and ―Contrapunto 

haitiano‖ [―Haitian Counterpoint‖]. 

Vega plants her general narrative of Haitian identity in the very real context of 

ideological Duvalierisme, a political culture which yields three types of Haitians: poor 

refugees, frenchified social climbers, and exiles hopelessly divided by feelings of loss 

and love for the native land.
9
 She then posits this Haitian identity vis-à-vis the African 

identities of other sugar islands—Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico—as a 

means of deconstructing the idea of racial solidarity. Finally, Vega describes Haiti in the 

context of a region known for its underdevelopment and dependency. This final stage 

suggests that Haiti is destined to play the regional and even hemispheric role of the poor 

and unstable little sibling, tolerated and pitied by all, equal to none. Vega‘s efforts toward 

a regional critique do not forgo a discussion of the very specific relations between her 

native Puerto Rico and Haiti. Furthermore, a closer look at her writing about the abuse of 

                                                           
9
 I opt for the term ―ideological Duvalierisme‖ in order to describe a political culture set in motion by the 

Duvalier dynasty which outlasts the trajectory of the actual regimes of Papa and Baby Doc. Vega‘s stories 

deal with events pre and post the Duvalier regimes, but still question the Duvalierist ideological, political, 

and economic legacies. 
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Haiti by other Caribbean nations will implicate Puerto Rico in a neocolonial plot to 

manage and regulate the Haitian experience of the American dream in order to protect its 

own delicate relationship with the Mainland. 

Finally, in the third chapter of my study, I discuss the construction of Hatianness 

in three novels by Mayra Montero. As the self-proclaimed inheritor of Carpentier‘s 

literary legacy, the Cuban-Puerto Rican author writes a series of novels featuring Haitian 

characters and centering on Haitian cultural traditions.
10

 Interestingly, she publishes only 

a few years after Vega, when Haiti is still reeling from the violence of the déchoukaj, the 

violent ―uprooting‖ of Duvalierism after Jean Claude ―Baby Doc‖ Duvalier‘s unexpected 

abdication of national leadership in 1986. Montero‘s works are Pan-Caribbean in nature; 

that is, they are meant to show the interconnectedness of Caribbean cultures, peoples, and 

traditions much like Carpentier‘s Latin Americanist thrust in El reino. Despite her 

obvious respect and admiration of Haitian cultural traditions, she too writes novels which 

walk the fine line between rethinking and reinforcing negative stereotypes about Haitian 

cultures.  Montero‘s Haitian trilogy, comprised of her novels La trenza de la hermosa 

luna (1987) [The Braid of the Lovely Moon], Del rojo de su sombra (1992) [The Red of 

His Shadow (trans. 2001)], and Tú, la oscuridad (1995) [In the Palm of Darkness (trans. 

1997)], serves as an excellent example of the consistent ambiguity in representation of 

Haiti that is examined and reproblematized in this project.         

The ―trilogy‖ features a de-territorialized internationalization of Vaudou cultures. 

That is, Montero‘s novels use Haitian Vaudou as a vehicle that demonstrates the 

interconnectedness of Caribbean cultures, their spiritualities, their pasts, and their 

                                                           
10

 Montero, although born in Cuba, has resided in Puerto Rico since her teen years. 
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presents. Within the greater mission of connecting Caribbean cultures, lie Montero‘s 

efforts to rethink women‘s roles in the secular and the sacred. Each novel in the trilogy 

features the strong influence of a female character that is directly representative of Haiti 

as a nation. By alluding to the poetic figure of Choucoune, the legendary marabou
11

 

whose love affair with an abusive white man was immortalized by Haitian poet Oswald 

Durand‘s 1896 poem, Montero seeks to connect the identity of Haiti with that of its 

women. I will examine the role of each novel‘s particular Choucoune-variation.
12

 To 

start, each Choucoune engages in sexual relationships with more than one man, and when 

confronted with her past, chooses it above her present even if it is abusive. In the end, 

however, the women consciously settle for the most illicit and convenient relationship at 

their disposal. Montero portrays the Haitian woman‘s choice to enjoy the aggressive 

sexuality of Haitian men as the mechanism by which she is transformed into an agent, a 

subversive and powerful determiner of her own experience in the private sphere. The 

heavy-handed use of the erotic in creating this representation of Haitian women in 

Montero‘s works, however, points to her willingness to exploit them in ways similar to 

the ones she accuses Haitian men of doing. In this way, the bodies of Haitian women 

become canvases upon which Montero projects her desire for the primitive and the 

sensual. Her portrayals of Haitian men are predicated upon a belief in their sexual 

                                                           
11

 A marabou is a racial term in the Francophone Caribbean which refers to a dark-skinned woman with 

silky, straight hair. 
12

 I read each one of the Choucoune-figures as variations on Oswald‘s poetic marabou. Neither of these 

characters fits the original Choucoune perfectly. For instance, neither one literally engages in an affair with 

a white man and has a child by him. Despite these differences, Montero‘s representations do adhere to what 

I consider to be the rather salient symbolic features of the poetic figure.  
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brutality and the corruption at the heart of Vaudou, Haitian manhood, and Haitianness in 

general.
13

  

The works of these Cuban and Puerto Rican authors dedicated to Haiti, its culture, 

politics, and people still occupy a problematic space somewhere between Hispanic 

Caribbean pride and its inherited and homegrown prejudices. Through understanding 

literary representation as a selective, political act which functions by the creation and 

maintenance of silences and facilitates the easy consumption of carefully packaged 

identities, we can begin to explain just how and why Haiti remains chained to its 

fascinating and fearsome appeal. ―What to do with Haiti?‖ has become the perpetual 

question that drew its first horrified breath with the end of French colonial rule on the 

island in 1804. It has remained the question of many power brokers, literary and 

otherwise, who have managed the intricacies of Haitian history through the act of 

representation. As we see in the texts of Carpentier, Vega, and Montero, for the Hispanic 

Caribbean, Haiti remains suspended somewhere between its disavowed role in the 

creation of a caribeña reality, its timeless, ever-present Vaudou culture, and a regional 

longing for a sensual blackness.   

                                                           
13

To her credit, Montero makes an effort to demonstrate the still-strong, brutal nature of patriarchy in 

general. Victor Grigg, an American, and another character, a man from Germany, show that despite their 

nations of origin, men continue to subjugate their female counterparts to unfair and even violent treatment. 

Grigg‘s willingness to risk his and others‘ lives in order to collect his frog specimens can be read as an 

attempt to express his manhood and his will to power over nature through science. The German, who sends 

Thierry into the woods to track his wife as if she were an animal, wishes only to reclaim her so that he can 

place her, once again, under his control (Tú 46-58; In the Palm 26-38). Despite these and other examples of 

transnational patriarchy in the novel, Montero‘s particular approach to Haitian manhood characterizes it as 

wholly reliant upon the exercise of sexuality and the desire to maintain all women in a position of sexual, 

and thus socioeconomic, inferiority. Of all the manifestations of patriarchy in the novel, Haitian patriarchy 

is the most enduring and, ultimately, the most damaging for Haitian women.  
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At some level, Carpentier, Vega, and Montero attempt to insert Haiti‘s voice into 

the greater narrative of Western history. Where Carpentier does it through his rewrite of 

the Haitian Revolution story, Vega and Montero seek to tell stories about life during and 

after the Duvalier years. Their portrayals of what Haiti is, however, also function as 

statements about who the authors themselves are.  As we consider the way each author‘s 

oeuvre functions as a total representation of his or her thinking on the subject of 

Haitianness, we discover  within the representational economy set up within the context 

of their works a tension between the desire to include Haiti and desire to exclude it from 

the authors‘ own caribeña identity.  

Beverley‘s ideas on the nature of subalternity and representation caution us to 

read the literary representation as an act of ―hegemonic articulation‖ which has the effect 

of maintaining relations of power that consistently, even though at times 

―unintentionally,‖ favor those who ―speak for‖ (Sheller 201). Carpentier, Vega, and 

Montero play the roles of literary makers of identity and, as such, are in full control of 

what they include or exclude in their representations of Haitianness. It is in reading what 

they have included about Haitians that we come to see what they have excluded about 

themselves. In line with Fischer we can say that in presenting certain realities about 

Haitianness, the authors have managed to keep ―other realities‖—namely those which 

point to their role in reproducing Haitian silence—―at bay‖ (Fischer, Modernity x-xi). As 

Haitian identity—its history, traditions, language, and other markers of its ―ungovernable 

heterogeneity‖—pass through production cycle set up within the oeuvre of each author, it 

is packaged in such a way that readers of their works can consume the ―local‖ as if it 

were ―exotic.‖ As Sheller would agree, this consumption of the local as exotic can only 
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take place once the consumer has ―strategically forgotten‖ his or her connection with the 

product, thus placing himself at a safe ―distance‖ from the Haitian ―other other‖ for 

whom he craves (Sheller 141). By adapting these ideas from Beverley, Fischer, and 

Sheller, I believe we come closer understanding how Carpentier, Vega, and Montero, 

three authors who share an immense appreciation for the particularities of the Haitian 

experience and culture, can actually produce works which reinforce the same 

homogenizing discourse of black depravity that generations before had used to manage, 

control, and silence black others living in their midst.        
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CHAPTER 1 

 HAITIANS IN THE ―BLACK PERIOD‖ NOVELS OF ALEJO CARPENTIER 

 

The literary career of Alejo Carpentier was marked early on by his direct 

engagement in the politics of Cuba. As a self-proclaimed participant in what he calls the 

never-ending cycle of literary ―ismos‖ born in the 1920s and 1930s, Carpentier‘s early 

works represented, in his own words ―escalas y arpeggios‖/ ―the scales and arpeggios‖ of 

a literary novice (Prólogo 10; Prologue 29 ). Chief among these early works was the first 

Afro-Cuban novel ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! (1933). Though Carpentier would later ―disown‖ this 

work for its lack of literary merit, it is important for understanding the author‘s use of 

blackness as a politico-literary tool in his early works. In fact, I want to suggest that the 

political undertakings of Carpentier in both ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! and El reino de este mundo, 

distinct as they may be one from the other, must be understood as works dependent upon 

what Beverley would describe as a ―re-presentation‖ of what Fischer would describe as a 

―disavowed‖ Afro-Caribbean blackness. In revalorizing that which was once 

―disavowed,‖ Carpentier constructs a modern (Latin) American identity, complete and 

separate from those of first, the United States (as in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!) and then from 

Europe (as in El reino de este mundo). As we shall see, however, the Afro-Caribbean 

blackness that Carpentier imagines, is partly based on depictions of Haitian blacks that 

express, at once, his appreciation of their spirituality, sexuality, and their (collective 
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revolutionary) violence as the primary forces behind their ―marvelous‖ fight for 

independence and his criticism of these very markers of what he describes as a self-

destructive and depraved Haitianness. I hope to show that in describing Haitianness in 

these conflicting ways, the Carpentier of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! maintains, in Sheller‘s words, 

a safe ―distance‖ between his Cuban self and what he describes as a Haitian br(other) in 

El reino de este mundo.     

¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! and  El reino de este mundo are as different as night and day in 

terms of the amount of critical attention dedicated to each work. This is due, at least in 

part, to Carpentier‘s own desire to disinherit ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, a text that he later 

regretted publishing, because of what he describes as its lack of literary merit. Despite his 

efforts, Carpentierian scholars Roberto González Echevarría and Robert Shaw, along 

with Caribbean theorist Antonio Benítez Rojo and others, agree that ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! 

and El reino de este mundo have more in common than Carpentier would care to admit. 

The most commonly cited reason for this similarity between the novels is Carpentier‘s 

own preoccupation with the Americas‘ double-sided identity. In his personal life for 

instance, critic Stephen Henighan writes that Carpentier, a Cuban author born to 

European parents, was ―a go-between, a mediator between two cultural spheres‖ 

(Henighan 1012). His life experience imbued him early on then with a desire to speak of 

and for both sides of his own identity, one that he eventually described as a typically 

Latin American identity based on the interplay between ―here and there,‖ ―inside and 

outside,‖ ―aquí y allá.‖ 

 In ―Blancas y Negras: Carpentier and the Temporalities of Mutual Exclusion,‖ 

Paul B. Miller examines the breakdown of Carpentier‘s America-Europe /aquí-allá / 
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here-there dichotomy which resulted from his desire to ―speak of and for.‖ In trying to 

represent the Americas‘ difference, Carpentier must necessarily use the language of the 

very Europe from which he hopes to distinguish himself. Critics agree that the most 

striking evidence of this breakdown is Carpentier‘s problematic assertion of Afro-

Caribbean identity.  Carpentier‘s desire for what Benìtez Rojo describes as a blackness 

that the Caribbean negro could assume ―sin conflict,‖ meaning ‗without experiencing any 

conflict,‘ made for depictions of an inescapable (and predictable) cycle of tragic black 

life (Isla 268; The Repeating 236). González Echevarrìa also writes ―All of the blacks in 

his fictions, from Menegildo to Filomeno, are in a constant state of mobility, propelled 

by… socioeconomic forces,‖ arguably towards the same sad end (45). Carpentier 

disowns ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, then, largely out of a recognition of this difficulty. He 

neglects, however, to ever address evidence of the same problem in his El reino de este 

mundo. ―Evidently,‖ writes Miller, ―Carpentier seems to consider the difficulties of 

representation and essentialism, of the unabridgeable gap between inside and outside, to 

be ones that were remedied in his subsequent works‖ (26).  When markers of blackness 

surface in El reino de este mundo, however, I agree with Miller who studies the role of 

music in both novels, ―that many of these same issues which undermined his first novel 

resurface in El reino de este mundo‖ (26).  

Despite their sensitivity to these similarities between the earlier and later works, 

Miller and others never address the specific treatment of Haiti in these works by 

Carpentier. Instead, their works focus on the representation of the ―Afro-Caribbean,‖ to 

borrow Miller‘s term, which washes over any differences that exist between the 
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representations of Haitians and those of Afro-Cubans and thus covers them all in what 

critic Diana L.Vélez calls an ―othering sameness‖ (827).  

In this chapter, I will continue this critical conversation of Carpentier‘s earliest 

novels by using his representation of Haitianness as yet another link between ¡Écue-

Yamba-Ó! and El reino de este mundo. Carpentier‘s role as the architect of a ―marvelous‖ 

Latin American identity makes his works a necessary point of departure of how 

Haitianness is constructed in the Hispanic Caribbean. Because his literary project is built 

upon a need to represent and project a Cuban and then an American reality in the face of 

external politico-cultural pressures represented by U.S. and European economic and 

cultural interventionism, he can be implicated in what Beverley would describe as the 

creation of a ―homogenizing‖ representation of Hispanic Caribbean identity (Subalternity 

187). In creating a Cuban or Latin American ―us‖ for the purposes of projection and 

protection of the national regional identities, however, Carpentier must insulate his 

Cuban and then his Latin American self from the outer yanqui-Europe aggressors while 

maintaining control of, or, managing the ―heterogenous‖ inner Haitian threat (Beverley, 

Subalternity 185).  In this way, we can read Carpentier‘s representation of Haitianness as 

a means of ―governing the ungovernable‖ Haitian within the national and the regional 

borders (Beverley, Subalternity 185). 

¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! (1933): Haitians as the ―Others‖ Among ―Us‖ 

¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! was published in 1933 in protest of the dictatorial regime of 

Cuban president Gerardo Machado y Morales (1925-1933). Under Machado, Cuba 

became increasingly acquiescent to the economic interventions of the United States and, 

as a result, Cubans of all classes, especially the lower ones, were forced to endure great 
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economic hardship, unemployment, and loss of farmlands. Afro-Cuban peoples, who 

generally formed the base of Cuba‘s rural, economically-depressed communities, were 

the greatest casualties to Machado‘s U.S.-friendly politics. For this reason, Carpentier 

sees in Afro-Cubanism a way in which to assert both the important cultural contributions 

of Afro-Cuban peoples and a truly Cuban national identity. ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! is the story 

of a poor, rural Afro-Cuban family, the Cués and their struggle for survival amid the 

economic hardships of a World War I sugar boom (González Echevarría 76).  

Usebio Cué sells his small farm at half its value to a rapidly-expanding American 

sugar company, leaving him, his wife Salomé, their son Menegildo and their shack full of 

―offspring‖ (prole) in the most destitute poverty (translation mine 31). With so few 

dependable economic options left, Usebio buys two yokes of oxen and hires himself out 

as a plowman (32). Carpentier‘s ironic allusion to the oxen hints at the sad plight of 

Usebio and of all the Afro-Caribbean peoples he represents—after having once been the 

proprietors of their own lands, Usebio, his oxen, and the Afro-Cuban people at large now 

find themselves emasculated beasts of burden, under the yoke of neocolonial economic 

slavery once again.  Usebio‘s son, Menegildo, rises to the forefront of the novel as its 

protagonist and the heir of a profound and inescapable economic and social poverty.  

In keeping with Carpentier‘s fascination for cyclical narrative, we must read 

Menegildo‘s journey as a universal one, one that is inevitable and one that is destined to 

repeat itself for all Afro-Cuban peoples. From Carpentier‘s nationalist perspective, 

Machado‘s U.S.-friendly politics could only worsen the Afro-Cuban economic condition 

and would, in doing so, endanger the plight of Cuban cultural sovereignty. With this in 

mind, the author launches a literary assault against the U.S. infiltration of Cuba‘s 
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economy and society. Afro-Cubanism, as mentioned earlier, was the means by which 

Carpentier and others like him would assert a particularly Cuban identity in order to 

counteract the Americanization of the Cuban economy and society that was already 

taking place.  

Carpentier‘s Afro-Cubanist strategy rests upon Afro-Cuban language, musicality, 

and spirituality, three of the most visible manifestations of a particularly Afro-Cuban 

culture available or accessible to him during his time period. The brand of Afro-

Cubanism marketed in his work also points to the existence of what Sheller would 

describe as literary marketplace within a Spanish-reading ―consumer-culture‖ that was 

hungry for an exotic and yet homegrown blackness. In this way, Carpentier‘s portrayals 

of Cuban blackness rely on some idea of authenticity that tasted of Africa and otherness 

eventhough it effectively existed within the ―local‖ space of the Cuban nation (Sheller 

144).  

From start to finish, the Afro-Cuban characters of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! express 

themselves in a language which provides one of the principle markers of their difference. 

Their utterances, though grammatically poor due to a lack of education, are replete with 

African words thereunto unfamiliar to Carpentier‘s middle to high class readership. A 

student par excellence of ethnologists like Fernando Ortiz and Lydia Cabrera, Carpentier 

seeks to evoke the ―authenticity‖ of his Afro-Cuban language by incorporating an entire 

glossary full of idiomatic expressions and terms into the narrative. The glossary, though 

also an indicator of the vast social difference between the lettered Carpentier and the 

illiterate subjects he represents, has the effect nonetheless, of signifying Afro-Cuban 
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singularity and difference through language.
14

 This linguistic difference is most clearly 

seen in various sections of the text where chants, refrains, and proverbs are neither 

translated into Spanish, nor included in the glossary at the end of the novel. The cultural 

opacity projected through the use of genuine Afro-Cuban language is closely related to 

Carpentier‘s second marker of national difference, music.  

One of the great loves of Carpentier, music, provides the base of such a strategy 

and is characterized in the novel as the very essence of the Afro-Cuban being, and even 

as an alternative means of education for Cuba‘s poor rural blacks. In the first part of the 

novel, ―Infancia‖ ‗Infancy‘ for instance, the narrator declares ―Era cierto que Menegildo 

no sabìa leer, ignorando hasta el arte de firmar con una cruz‖ ‗It was true that Menegildo 

did not know how to read, he didn‘t know how to even sign with a cross‘ (34). Despite 

his illiteracy, however, Menegildo ―era ya doctor en gestos y cadencias‖ ‗he was already 

a doctor of gestures and cadences‘ (34). His inherent musicality, assumably like that of 

all Carpentier‘s Afro-Cuban subjects, can be seen and heard in all of his actions and even 

―los balanceos de sus hombros y de su vientre enriquecìan estos primeros ensayos de 

composiciñn con un elocuente contrapunto mìmico‖ ‗The balance of his shoulders and 

waist enriched these first attempts at composition with an eloquent, imitative 

counterpoint‘ (34). There is no question that Carpentier‘s Afro-Cuban is, in all ways, 

built for music and music making. Menegildo literally embodies this notion when: 

                                                           
14

 Though I will not address it further in this study, I do acknowledge that the ―glossary‖ and other elements 

necessary for the representation of Afro-Cubanness are tools of Carpentier as a literary hegemon. They 

allow him to encapsulate the Afro-Cuban subaltern for the purpose of projecting him as a symbol of 

Cubanness, but do little to change his social, political, and economic status.  
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Una noche se aventuró en el círculo magnético de la batería, moviendo las 

caderas con tal acierto que los soneros lanzaron gritos de júbilo…Por 

herencias de raza conocía ya el yambú, los sones largos y montunos, y 

adivinaba la ciencia que hacìa ‗bajar al santo.‘ En una rumba nerviosa 

producía todas las fases de un acoplamiento con su sombra. (38)  

One night he ventured into the magnetic circle of drums, moving his hips 

with such flair that the singer gave shouts of joy…For reasons of racial 

heritage he was already familiar with the yambu, the long and montuno 

sones, and he divined the wisdom that ‗brought down the gods.‘ In a 

nervous rumba he produced all the phases of a coupling with his own 

shadow.
 15

 (Translation mine.) 

This passage, a frame-by-frame description of Afro-Cuban dance, is written with 

ethnographic precision. As the rhythm of the dance accelerates, so does the rhythm of the 

description. Sentences become shorter, choppier, so as to mark the time and capture for 

his readers, the moment of Afro-Cuban expression: 

 Liviano de cascos, grave la mirada y con los brazos en biela, dejaba 

gravitar sus hombros hacia un eje invisible enclavado en su ombligo. Daba 

saltos bruscos. Sus manos se abrían, palmas hacia el suelo. Sus pies se 

escurrían sobre la tierra apisonada del portal y la gráfica de su cuerpo se 

renovaba con cada paso. Anatomía sometida a la danza del instinto 

ancestral. (38) 

                                                           
15

 For this and other texts which do not have published translations, I have chosen to include my own 

translation of entire passages to which I refer later on in my analysis of a particular passage.   
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Light as a shell, with grave face and his arms pent to his sides, he let his 

shoulders gravitate towards an invisible axis nailed somewhere in his 

navel. Brisk jumps. His hands opened, palms down. His feet scurried 

across the well-trodden floor of the hall and with each step his body turned 

graphic renewed itself. Anatomy submitted to the dance of the ancestral 

instinct. (Translation mine.) 

The musical existence of Menegildo, a ―doctor de gestos y cadencias‖ ‗doctor of 

gestures and cadences‘ serves to demonstrate the his sensitivity to the sensual realm and 

his distance from the rationality of the West. As he moves to the rhythm of his own 

primitive self, Carpentier‘s Afro-Cuban must also engage his other-worldliness, his extra-

physicality, a spirituality that allows him to transcend continents and history. Closely 

related to the musicality supposedly coursing through his veins is the Afro-Cuban‘s 

religious belief system.  

References to Ñañiguismo form the crown jewel of (Afro) Cuban difference in 

Carpentier‘s representation of national difference. The First World War, a conflict which 

occurred right in the heart of the supposedly rational West, left Carpentier and other 

artists disappointed and in search of new inspiration. With Pablo Picasso leading the way, 

the West refocused on Africa, a haven of exotic (non-European) culture, sensuality and 

primitive existence, which served as a point in time and space from which artists could 

begin again. Surrealism, Afro-Cubanism, Negrismo, and Négritude are all connected 

rather directly to this international search for the exotic. Sub chapters thirty-five through 

thirty-seven of the third and final part of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! document Menegildo‘s 

rompimiento (initiation) into a juego (group) ñáñigo. The rompimiento has a dual 
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function in the novel. It serves as Menegildo‘s induction into a religious society and as 

his debut/rebirth as an urban citizen.
16

 These chapters include detailed descriptions of the 

eighteen-hour initiation, the religious paraphernalia, including altars, religious attire of 

the participants and even the sacred drum rhythms involved in Menegildo‘s rite of 

passage into urban society. Carpentier offers the readers of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! firsthand 

knowledge of these sacred rites to make them witnesses of what he describes as a 

complex and fascinating world all of its own. His attention to the various anthropological 

details mentioned above is, no doubt, the result of the fieldwork he did with Cabrera upon 

her many visits to Afro-Cuban communities (Brown 185).  

The very anthropological tradition from which he takes the materials to forge his 

depiction of Afro-Cuban peoples, however, can also be implicated in the perpetuation of 

certain stereotypes about blackness, namely its supposedly inherent primitivism, blacks‘ 

proximity to nature, their musicality, hyper-spirituality, hypersexuality, and violence. 

These stereotypes were generally confirmed by ―scientific‖ studies like those of Ortiz 

about ―negros brujos‖ ‗black witch doctors,‘ ―el hampa‖ ‗the underworld,‘ and black 

crime which directly influence Carpentier‘s depiction of ñáñigos killing ñáñigos at the 

end of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!. In his analysis of Carpentier‘s works, Benìtez Rojo explains: 

                                                           
16

The transition from rural to urban society is an important theme of Afro-Cubanist thinkers Nicolás 

Guillén and Carpentier as it plays a major role in the conception of the rural Afro-Cuban‘s life-cycle in the 

twentieth century. Unlike the urban born Afro-Cuban who made a living as a dockworker, or the urban 

mulatto who used his dual racial identity to carve out a niche for himself in urban society, Cuba‘s most 

―authentic‖ Afro-Cuban was, by Afro-Cubanist estimation, best-acclimated to the countryside.  Whereas 

the Afro-Cuban of Usebio‘s generation lived and died in the country, the twentieth-century rural Afro-

Cuban (male) would eventually end up as a citizen or non-citizen in the City. As Menegildo and others 

eventually die violent deaths in the City, Carpentier paints a grim picture of their urban lot. Interestingly, 

Menegildo‘s wife, Longina, would return to the country in order to give birth to their son after Menegildo‘s 

death. According to the novel‘s depiction of their urban existence, it is clear that Carpentier‘s rural Afro-

Cuban has no permanent place in the City, even though the novel depicts his music, his spirituality, and his 

sexuality as only fully explored in that place.     
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―Su novela ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! es un intento genuino de revelar el mundo interior del negro 

cubano, pero, como reconociera más adelante, fue un proyecto frustrado‖ ‗His novel, 

¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! is a genuine attempt to reveal the Cuban Negro‘s inner world, but, as he 

would later recognize, it was a failed attempt‘(La isla 268; The Repeating 235). This 

failure, according to Benitez Rojo, was probably due to the fact that Carpentier was not 

conscious of the distance between his white, letrado self and the illiterate, black subject 

he was trying to represent:  

Soy del parecer de que Carpentier quizá deslumbrado por la riqueza y 

variedad del contexto cultural afroantillano—puesto de moda en las islas 

por la lectura de Spengler—, cayó en el error de dar por sentado que el 

negro del Caribe podía asumir sin conflicto el color de su piel. 

 (La isla 268) 

 I think that Carpentier, perhaps blinded by the richness of the Afro-

Antillean cultural context—then a popular theme in the islands because 

everyone had read Spengler—fell into the error of taking it for granted that 

the Caribbean Negro could assume the color of his skin without 

experiencing any conflict.  (The Repeating 235-36) 
 
 

Given Carpentier‘s access to the writings of Négritude authors and his familiarity with 

the works of fellow Cubans Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda to Nicolás Guillén—who 

pointed to the oppression of blackness in Cuban society—one cannot read Carpentier‘s 

desire to represent an unproblematic assumption of blackness as mere naïveté (La isla 

268; The Repeating 235-36). Rather, Carpentier‘s desire to depict an ideal blackness at all 

costs was due to two factors. One was a transnational artistic trend of representation 
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adopted in all the major movements of black consciousness. According to Benítez Rojo 

―Carpentier veìa a las culturas africanas en su ciclo de ascenso, tal, ya en su perìodo de 

decadencia. Y, claro, ahora legitimado por Europa, su lado de allá reclamaba un 

reconocimiento. Esta valorización ya se observa con nitidez en ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!‖ 

‗Carpentier saw African cultures in their ascending cycle, shedding the hegemony of a 

Western culture that had entered its period of decline. This appraisal can already be seen 

perfectly in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!‘ (270; 237). With the decline of the West in view, and the 

influence of the North bearing down upon his island nation, we can understand why the 

most important factor driving Carpentier‘s depiction of Afro-Cuban blackness was his 

nationalism.
17

 One may say that Carpentier saw his nation‘s progress as the return to the 

African elements which are almost always coded as past, ancient, and historically out of 

reach for Western society. The act of representation as described by Beverley comes into 

stunning relief here because for Carpentier and other authors of the time, it became 

necessary to reach into the subaltern past, to go back to blackness, back to Africa in order 

to assert collective difference in the present.
18

 In this way, Cuba‘s political circumstances 

and the Western search for blackness combine to produce a colorful nationalism based on 

the construction of a proyectable, (Afro-)Cuban identity.  

Despite its problems, Carpentier‘s concept of blackness was, for him, the primary 

way of asserting a distinctly Cuban national identity in the face of foreign 

                                                           
17

 Though I choose to focus on Benítez-Rojo‘s analysis of problematic blackness in Carpentier, I 

acknowledge that he also sees inconsistencies in Carpentier‘s and other Caribbean intellectuals‘ concept of 

whiteness (La isla 268; Repeating 236).  
18

 Among the many problems with coding blackness as past is that one ignores the present realities of Afro-

Cuban communities. How much of the Cué present are we ignoring if we read their culture as past? Robin 

Moore‘s Nationalizing Blackness: Afrocubanismo and Artistic Revolution in Havana 1920-1940 (1997) 

analyzes the role of a stylistic blackness in the perpetuation of Afro-Cuban oppression in Cuba during the 

1920s.   
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interventionism. Afro-Cuban blackness was considered homegrown and thus preferable 

to white, ―yanqui‖ culture based on capitalism, hotdogs, and the neo-colonial presence of 

a proverbial ―Mister Wilson.‖ Depictions of other black peoples in the novel also support 

the idea that one of Carpentier‘s main difficulties with blackness, was indeed his 

nationalism. For instance, black Jamaicans and Haitians appear, but are treated as 

unwanted, uninvited foreigners by the narrator and other Afro-Cuban characters in ¡Écue 

Yamba O!. This should come as no surprise, seeing that Afro-Cubans were forced to 

compete for jobs with these black peoples who came from other sugar islands and did not 

speak Spanish.  

In a subchapter entitled ―Fiesta‖ the narrator declares the frustration of the Afro-

Cuban community at the arrival of these unwanted immigrant workers: ―¡Los 

jamaiquinos eran unos ‗presumìos‘ y unos animales! ¡Los haitianos eran unos animales y 

unos salvajes!‖ ‗The Jamaicans were presumptuous bunch of animals! The Haitians were 

animals and savages!‘(Écue 66; Translation mine). Though the narrator calls both groups 

―animales,‖ a classification left over from the days of slavery on the island, Haitians are 

also called ―salvajes‖ ‗savages.‘ This sequence of insults, first animals then savages, 

supports the idea that Haitians were inherently beast-like and predisposed to cruelty.
19

 

The narrator goes on to justify this added insult by saying ―¡Los hijos de Tranquilino 

Moya estaban sin trabajo desde que los braceros de Haití (emphasis mine) aceptaban 

jornales increíblemente bajos! Por esa misma razón, más de un niño moría tísico, a dos 

                                                           
19

 The idea of the Haitian as animal found here in Carpentier will be taken up years later in Mayra 

Montero‘s novels which, according to my reading, depict Haitians as animal-like in the moment of sexual 

expression. Curiously, however, neither Carpentier, nor his literary descendant, Montero, seem to be 

conscious of the fact that their texts actually perpetuate this stereotype left over from colonial discourses 

about the soul-less and savage African.  
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pasos del ingenio gigantesco‖ ‗Tranquilino Moya‘s  had been out of work since the 

Haitian canecutters accepted incredibly low wages. For that same reason, more than one 

child lay dying of tuberculosis, a mere two steps from the gigantic sugar mill‘ (66). In 

contrast with the Jamaicans, Haitians are seen here as being a malevolent force that 

literally sucks the life out of Afro-Cubans. Aside from threatening the economic 

livelihood of the Afro-Cuban workers (Carpentier‘s national symbol), Haitians are also to 

blame for the endangerment (―un niðo morìa tìsico‖ ‗more than one child lay dying of 

tuberculosis‘) of the present and future physical well-being of the rural Afro-Cuban. ―¿De 

qué habìa servido la Guerra de Independencia‖ ‗What good had been the War of 

Independence‘ asks the third-person narrator and expositor of Menegildo‘s thoughts ―…si 

continuamente era uno desalojado por estos hijos de la gran perra…?‖ ‗…if a guy was 

continually in danger of being kicked out by these sons of the great, big bitch?‘ (66). The 

fear of being ―deslojado‖ ‗kicked out‘ puts the Afro-Cuban constantly on guard against 

the Haitian bracero. Menegildo‘s frustration, carefully documented here in the worlds of 

the narrator, serves as a defining characteristic of the Afro-Cuban condition. Carpentier‘s 

desire to differentiate, signify, and ―define‖ as it were the Afro-Cuban in this moment 

lead him down a two-lane path in which self-definition runs parallel to a critique of 

Haitianness.  

As he contemplates the grand injustice of his people‘s demise, a great white hope 

comes riding in to Menegildo‘s view. Amid the sea of the Haitians‘ intense (and 

―savage‖) blackness, he sees ―algún guajiro cubano‖ dressed in white drill (―vestido de 

dril blanco‖) ―surcando la multitud en su caballito huesudo y nervioso‖ ‗making his way 
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through the crowd on his bony, nervous little horse‘ (66). ―Ése, por lo menos, hablaba 

como los cristianos‖ ‗At least that one speaks like a Christian,‘ exclaims the narrator (66).  

This contrast between the black Haitians and the guajiro cubano dressed in white and 

mounted on a horse here is very interesting for our study. Though whiteness usually 

shows up as a symbol of foreign control in ¡Écue Yamba Ó!, Carpentier‘s narrator and 

Menegildo are willing to deal with whiteness as long as it is Cuban and speaks Spanish. 

The term guajiro, a word used to refer to a member of the rural Cuban peasantry, 

functions as a cultural and racial marker which signifies ―native‖ and non-blackness 

simultaneously. Since the guajiro is, above all, not black, Carpentier uses him to perform 

whiteness. Ironically, this performance of whiteness also amounts to a temporary betrayal 

of the Africanness of Cubanness. Furthermore, the guajiro as performer of whiteness and 

Cubanness in a novel that Carpentier titles ―afrocubana,‖ functions also as an indicator of 

the intense and problematic nationalism embedded within ¡Écue Yamba Ó!.  The guajiro 

is celebrated here for his intrinsic Cubanness and, thus, for his inherent, non-Haitianness. 

In his performance of whiteness, the guajiro also occupies the role of postcolonial 

capataz (crew boss). This character, like the whiteness and then Cubanness he represents, 

occupies a symbolically managerial position n this scene. The guajiro is not only a 

watchman of the black flock of Cubans, but also a safeguard against the disorderly 

blackness of the Haitian bracero. In the very heart of the ―heterogeneous‖ subalternity 

that is blackness, we see evidence of a need and a desire to ―homogenize and ―re-present‖ 

Cuban blackness through the performed whiteness of the Cuban guajiro. Himself a 

―hegemonic‖ constant, the guajiro manages and ―re-presents‖ Afro-Cubanness as less 

afro (black) and more Cuban. As Sheller would agree, Menegildo ―systematically 
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forgets‖ the blackness he shares with the Haitian bracero, and in doing so places a 

distance between himself, an Afro-Cuban ―other,‖ and the Haitian bracero ―other other‖ 

(Sheller, Consuming 141).   

As the novel progresses, the depiction of the Haitian as an ―other other‖ makes 

him especially undesirable for the narrator and the Afro-Cuban characters. Two 

characters in particular highlight this special circumstance in which Haitians find 

themselves in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!. An analysis of their characterization reveals the seeds of 

a Carpenterian Haitianness which will eventually provide a representational blueprint for 

a rewrite of the Haitian Revolution in El reino de este mundo.   

 

Paula Macho as Carrier of Haitian ―Salaciñn‖  

Within Carpentier‘s collection of predominantly male, Afro-Cuban characters, 

Paula Macho stands out as a fearsome and fascinating symbol of female sexuality. After 

her husband‘s death, Paula quickly developed a reputation for being ―trastorná‖ ‗a 

twisted woman‘ of whom the narrator says, bluntly ―no habìa mozo en el pueblo al cual 

no hubiese desflorado en las cunetas de la carretera‖ ‗there had not been a man in the 

entire village that had not deflowered her in the ditches by the highway‘ (40). The 

narrator describes Paula as not simply a sexually promiscuous woman, but also a socially 

promiscuous one whose willingness to associate with outsiders is always suspect. One 

particular social bond, which she forms some time before the action of the novel takes 

place, marks Paula forever as a persona non grata in the collective memory:  

Nadie olvidaba aquel lío, bastante inquietante, en que se vio envuelta, 

cuando los haitianos de la colonia Adela profanaron el cementerio para 
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robar un cráneo y varios huesos, destinados a brujería, que nunca fueron 

encontrados en las viviendas de los acusados. ¿Mujer que había andado 

manoseando muertos? ¡Sola vaya con su tierra de sementerio [sic]…! 

 (40-41) 

No one had forgotten the disturbing little mess she had been involved in 

when the Haitians from the Adela Colony profaned the cemetery in order 

to steal a skull and other bones, destined for witchcraft, and were never 

found in the homes of the accused. A woman who had been fooling 

around with the dead? Let her alone with her semetery dirt! [sic]  

(Translation mine)  

Paula‘s condemnation to solitude (―sola vaya‖ ‗let her alone‘) is predicated upon 

the social prejudice against Haitians within and without Carpentier‘s textual world. Her 

various ―de-flowerings,‖ for example, did not provide cause enough for isolation because 

they occurred within the confines of normal Afro-Cuban sexual relations. Though one 

could argue that her brazen female sexuality likens her to a ―macho‖ as her name 

suggests, it is her association with the Haitians that takes her out of the bounds of what 

would be considered an acceptable form of social deviance. Paula‘s sexual promiscuity 

morphs into malevolent brujería (witchcraft) once she finds herself ―involved‖ with the 

Haitians.
20

 Furthermore, the fact that these Haitians are from the Colonia Adela 

(emphasis mine) makes them especially suspect.
21

                

                                                           
20

 The fact that Paula is socially ostracized for both her sexuality and her interaction with Haitians also 

points to the existence of a sexual double standard. As we shall see, Menegildo, though not sexually or 

spiritually involved with a Haitian, is described as rescuing his love interest, Longina, from her abusive 

Haitian lover, Napoliñn. Since Napoliñn is described as a violent man, Longina‘s choice to stay with him, 
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The unsolved mystery of Paula‘s ―lìo‖ ‗mess‘ and the missing human remains 

come to the forefront of the narrative when Usebio Cué makes yet another chilling 

discovery. Usebio finds a group of Haitians who had stayed past the most recent zafra 

(cane harvesting season) hiding out in an abandoned barrack. Not able to determine what 

is taking place from the outside even with the broad light of day, Usebio must penetrate 

the darkness of the foreigners‘ lair.  

Usebio anduvo a lo largo del edificio: En el costado contrario al viento 

había una puerta cerrada. Asiendo una estaca, golpeó furiosamente las 

tablas de madera dura. Golpeó sin tregua hasta oír un ruido que provenía 

del interior. La puerta se movió apenas y una cara oscura se mostró en el 

intersticio. Intentaron cerrar. (52)  

Usebio walked the length of the building: On the side opposite the wind 

there was a closed door. Seizing a stake, he beat furiously against the hard, 

wooden boards. He swung away at them until he heard a noise coming 

                                                                                                                                                                             
and to have fallen in love with yet another Haitian before Napolión, is not depicted as problematic in the 

novel even though she, like Paula, is sexually involved with at least two Haitians (95). In effect, the 

difference between these two women is Menegildo, the symbol of Afro-Cuban masculinity, which saves 

Longina from her violent Haitian lover. Though Longina and Paula initiate contact with Haitian braceros, 

Paula is described as a sexual deviant because she does not allow herself to be saved by some Cuban male. 

Unlike the Afro-Cuban male who can celebrate promiscuity as a sign of his masculinity, the Afro-Cuban 

woman is socially maligned for her acts of sexual expression. I also find it interesting that in Paula, the 

sexual and the sacred are combined in a way that maligns the sexuality and the spirituality of the Haitian.        
21

 The name of this colonia is very telling. I believe Adela is a reference to the transgressive and indeed 

socially and politically aggressive nature of Haitianness that Carpentier is representing in the novel. In a 

sense, the Haitians in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! are always looking for a way to get ahead, or adelantarse. There is 

a sense that these Haitians will violate anything, even Afro-Cuban cemeteries, to get what they want. Since 

Carpentier is trilingual, however, Gosser-Esquilín points out that the name Adela (―noble‖ in the Spanish), 

may also function as a trilingual jeu de mots. When pronounced quickly, the French au-délà ‗beyond‘, 

sounds like the Spanish adela and may suggest that the Haitians are to be feared because they are 

geographically and spiritually from a world au-délà de (beyond) Cuba.  
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from inside. The door moved a bit and a dark face showed itself in the 

shadows. They tried to close it. (Translation mine.) 

The darkness of the inner barracks is meant to represent that of the unknowable, opaque, 

and thus threatening Haitianness Carpentier is portraying in the novel. Since these 

Haitian braceros are technically squatting on lands not their own, an emboldened Usebio 

(Afro-Cuban) must use force to gain entrance.
22

 The narrator provides us with a first 

glance into this heart of darkness: 

Pero Usebio se precipitó con todo su peso contra la hoja, cayendo cara al 

suelo, en el interior del barracón, entre unos negros que blandían mochas. 

Uno de ellos, singularmente ataviado, llevaba una larga levita azul sobre 

un vestido blanco de mujer. Su cara estaba desfigurada por anchos 

espejuelos ahumados. Un gorro tubular, de terciopelo verde, le ceñía la 

frente… En el fondo del barracñn habìa una suerte de altar, alumbrado con 

velas, que sostenía un cráneo en cuya boca relucían tres dientes de oro. 

Varias cornamentas de buey y espuelas de aves estaban dispuestas 

alrededor de la calavera. Collares de llaves oxidadas, un fémur y algunos 

huesos pequeños. Un rosario de muelas. Dos brazos y dos manos de 

madera negra. En el centro, una estatuilla con cabellera de clavos, que 

sostenìa una larga vara de metal. Tambores y botellas…Y un grupo de 

haitianos que lo miraban con malos ojos. (52) 

                                                           
22

 I find it very interesting here that Carpentier uses his Afro-Cuban character to take back the barracks. 

Because the barracks are located on lands that were essentially stolen from poor sharecroppers like Usebio, 

he is just as dispossessed from the land as the Haitian. In forcefully trying to unsettle these Haitian 

squatters, Usebio becomes an agent of the sugar industry which has enslaved both him and the Haitians.  
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But Usebio pushed all his weight against the door, falling faced down, into 

the interior of the barracks, between some Negroes brandishing machetes. 

One of them, singularly arrayed, had on a long blue frock over a woman‘s 

white dress. His face was disfigured by wide, dark shades. A green velvet 

top hat, sat atop his forehead…In the back of the barracks there was some 

type of altar, lit with candles, on top of which there rested a skull with 

three shiny gold teeth in its mouth. Several horns of oxen and spurs of 

birds were scattered all around the skull. Necklaces made of rusty keys, a 

femur, and a few small bones. A rosary made of molars. Two arms and 

two hands of black wood. In the center, a little statue with a mane made of 

nails that held a long, metal rod. Drums and bottles…And a group of 

Haitians who looked at him with evil eyes. (Translation mine.)      

Without explicitly naming it as such, the narrator evokes the influence of 

Africanist spiritism in his description of the barrack‘s interior. Given that the novel takes 

place in Cuba, and has as its focus Afro-Cuban culture, the reader is tempted to assume 

that the scene of occult activity described here is related to the practice of Santería. The 

Haitians‘ presence, however, signals to the reader that he is suddenly in a world ―beyond‖ 

or ―other‖ than Cuba. Each feature of the scene is a deliberate allusion to Haitian 

Vaudou.
23

 Carpentier, having a rather in-depth knowledge of Vaudou due to his own 

                                                           
23

 Only one other direct reference to Vaudou appears in the novel. In the sub-chapter entitled ―Fiesta‖ the 

narrator spies a group of Jamaicans and Haitians on their way back to their shacks in preparation for a 

celebration on New Year‘s Eve. ―Algunos traìan banzas, chachás y tambores combos, como si se 

prepararan a  invocar las divinidades del vaudú‖ ‗Some of them carried banzas, chachas, and combo 

drums, as if they were preparing to invoke the divinities of Vaudou‘ (65). References to the Jamaicans only 

include details about their clothing and appearance (―chaquetas de un azul intenso‖/ ―anchas sayas‖/ 

―diente de oro‖  ‗intensely blue jackets‘/ ‗wide skirts‘/ ‗gold tooth‘ do not carry any religious trappings. In 
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background in ethnography, includes various other objects in the scene which function 

―to distance‖—as Sheller says— Afro-Cuban ―others‖ from Haitians, the ―other others‖ 

(Sheller 141). The man described as ―singularmente ataviado‖ ‗singularly arrayed,‘ for 

instance, dons the quintessential ―gorro tubular‖ ‗top hat‘ and ―espejuelos ahumados‖ 

‗dark shades‘ of Baron Samedi, the Vaudou deity closely associated with death. The 

darkness of the barracks, combined with the various markers of a foreign spirituality and 

the ―malos ojos‖ ‗evil eyes‘ of the Haitians, makes for an ominous scene. Usebio, 

stunned, takes one more look around the room and notices something even more 

shocking which helps him to properly deduce what is taking place inside this ―othered,‖ 

Haitianized space: ―En un rincón, Usebio reconoció a Paula Macho, luciendo una corona 

de flores de papel. Su semblante sin expresiñn, estaba como paralizado‖ ‗In a corner, 

Usebio recognized Paula Macho, wearing a crown of paper flowers. Her expressionless 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the case of the Haitians, however, the narrator assumes that the instruments would be used for Vaudou. 

This assumption points to the narrator‘s and Carpentier‘s stereotypical view of the Haitians who, in their 

estimation, are always practicing Vaudou. As a student of Fernando Ortìz, one of Cuba‘s foremost scholars 

of Afro-Cuban culture, Carpentier was no doubt mindful of the double function of drums in all Afro-

Caribbean cultures. Furthermore, Ortiz‘s research on the instruments used in Santerìa and Ñaðiguismo 

reveals that Haitian Vaudou orchestras were organized into ―families‖ of drums, much like the batá drums, 

the most important ones used in Santería (Ortiz, Los tambores batá 8). Ortiz makes it clear, however, that 

the batá drums are specific to Cuba and the African peoples who settled there: ―Los tambores de los negros 

lucumíes [in speaking of the batá drums] que conservamos en Cuba, son por su forma y estructura distintos 

de los usados en Haití por los ritos vodú …‖/ ―The drums of the Lucumì negroes that we conserve in Cuba, 

are, by virtue of their shape and structure distinct from those used in Haiti for the Vaudou rites‖ (Ortíz, Los 

tambores ñáñigos 19). For Ortiz, then, drums and other ceremonial instruments were used to mark Cuban 

difference. Carpentier, motivated by the same desire to uphold Cubanness, uses the items carried by 

Haitians as markers of Haitianness as opposed to Cubanness. Curiously, however, he mentions the chachá 

in the list of instruments carried by the Haitians. The narrator describes the way they are carrying these 

drums: ―como si se prepararan a invocar las divinidades del vaudú‖ ‗as if they were preparing to invoke the 

divinities of Vaudou‘ (65). In the novel‘s glossary, however, the chachá is defined as a ―especie de sonaja, 

empleada en las orquestas de baile de la provincia de Santiago [emphasis mine]‖ ‗type of rattle, employed 

in the dancehall orchestras of the province of Santiago‘ (199). Unlike the banza, defined in the novel‘s 

glossary as an ―instrumento haitiano de percusiñn [emphasis mine]‖ ‗a Haitian percussion instrument,‘ the 

chachá is associated with a specifically Cuban location, Santiago de Cuba. That Carpentier makes such an 

―error‖ in associating Cuban musical markers (chachá) with the Haitians‘ practice of Vaudou hints at his 

willingness to read all things associated with Haiti through a stereotypical understanding of Vaudou.  
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face, seemed paralyzed‘ (50). With her ―corona de flores de papel‖ ‗crown of paper 

flowers,‘ Paula is instantly transformed into another Vaudou deity, Erzulie Freda, the 

sultry and love-sick goddess associated with eroticism. Usebio, having interrupted what 

Carpentier indirectly describes as a ritual in which the aforementioned Haitian man and 

Paula are being mounted by Baron Samedi (death) and Erzulie Freda (lust) respectively, 

―reads‖ the scene as ―other‖ and jumps to a conclusion. Suddenly, through a chain of 

mental associations in which Paula codes as a carrier of ―salación‖ ‗bad luck‘ and a 

―trastorná‖ ‗twisted woman‘ who had gotten into a disturbing ―mess‘ with ―the Haitians‖ 

from La Colonia Adela, Usebio screams: ―¡Lo‘ muelto! ¡Lo‘ muelto! ¡Han sacao a lo‘ 

muelto!‖ ‗The dead! The dead! They‘ve dug up the dead!‘ (52). A long-held collective 

suspicion finally had the undeniable testimony of Usebio, a stand in for the celebrated 

Afro-Cuban, on its side: ―¡Lo‘ muelto! ¡Lo‘ muelto del sementerio [sic]! ¡Y Paula 

Macho, la bruja, la dañosa, oficiando con los haitianos de la colonia Adela…!‖ ‗The 

dead! The dead from the semetery [sic]! And Paula Macho, the witch, the no-gooder, 

scheming with the Haitians from the Adela Colony…!‘ (53; Translation mine). 

Furthermore, this scene functions as a direct representation of and reference to 

zombification, which quickly becomes synonymous with Vaudou in this jumble of 

images. Just as Benítez Rojo would do after him, Carpentier does away with the cultural 

particulars of Vaudou— key to its ―heterogeneity‖ in Beverley‘s terms— and conflates 

Haitianness with the practice of zombification or zombies. In this way, he manages the 

moment through a verbal ―re-presentation‖ and in doing so eases his own anxiety about 

the unknowable ―other other‖ Haitian enemy living within his national borders.    
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As if there were no need for further explanation of the scene‘s events, the chapter 

closes, and the reader is left to accept Usebio‘s eyewitness account as the ―truth.‖ When 

we unpack this compendium of strange sights and sounds, do we obtain a clear sense of 

what it actually taking place? The narrator acts as ―speaking‖ subject and selector of the 

images and items, details to be ―included‖ and then ―re-presented‖ as ―other‖ to use 

Beverley‘s terms. The undecipherable spiritual dealings of the Haitians of the Colonia 

Adela are enough to forever mark Paula Macho with her own scarlet letter of sorts. In the 

constellation of normal social relations, Paula Macho‘s blatant sexual promiscuity—

though risqué—passes as permissible because it occurs exclusively among Afro-Cubans. 

Once she becomes socially involved with Haitians, however, Paula Macho crosses the 

forbidden divide between familiar Afro-Cuban identity and the ominous Haitian 

otherness. She effectively burns the bridge between her now-Haitianized self and her 

Afro-Cuban community, and so her social exile is a direct result of the unsettling, 

―ungovernable,‖ and unknowable relationship she shares with the Haitian ―invaders.‖ In 

this way, Carpentier makes Paula Macho, a walking carrier of Haitian cultural influence, 

the worse kind of ―salaciñn‖ ‗bad luck‘ in the eyes of the Afro-Cuban.         

Though there is no indication that actual sexual relations occur between Paula and 

the Haitians of the Adela colony, the fear of Haitian sexuality is foreshadowed by the 

disturbing and ―messy‖ occurrences in the barracks. Paula symbolizes both deviant 

sexuality and deviant spirituality, and so is doubly threatening to notions of Cuban-

manhood and nationhood, which both rely on the control of the female body as a measure 

of power (Paravisini Gebert, Literature 32). Nowhere in the novel is the fight against and 
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the fear of Haitian sexuality more clearly seen than in the love triangle involving 

Menegildo, his love interest Longina, and her Haitian ―ex-husband,‖ Napoliñn.         

 

Napolión: The Haitian as Sexual and Economic Threat 

Menegildo embodies all the virtues (and vices) of Afro-Cubanness and thus, for 

Carpentier at the time, he functions as the symbol of Cuban national identity. In asserting 

his national self, there are two principal rivals that Menegildo, the Afro-Cuban male, 

must face in the novel. One is a white, North American man, and the other is a Haitian 

called Napolión. The former is introduced in a scene towards the end of the novel when 

Menegildo is incarcerated in Havana. When ―una mujer rubia, americana sin duda‖ ‗a 

blond woman, American no doubt‘ begins to undress in a hotel room just outside the 

prison walls, fifty or more prisoners, including Menegildo, look on in agony. During this 

striptease, the prisoners discover that the woman is trying to seduce a man who is also 

American, without doubt, as he, of all things, calmly reads a newspaper (144).
24

 

La rubia, desnuda, se instaló a su lado con brusco sobresalto del bastidor. 

Cincuenta miradas ansiosas convergían hacia el muslo que un pulgar 

rascaba levemente. Un seno rozó varias veces el codo del hombre sin que 

éste abandonara la hoja impresa…Los dedos de la mujer esbozaron mimos 

que no dieron el menor resultado, se volvieron entonces hacia un pomo de 

caramelos que descansaba en la mesita de noche. En coro los presos 

aullaron: ‗¡Aprovecha…! ¡Verraco…! ¡Qué esperas…!‘ (144)  

                                                           
24

 The narrator does not divulge the true nationality of the man reading the newspaper. The reader can infer, 

from the behavior of the man, that he is American because he fits the yanqui stereotype of being obsessed 

with money and business to such an extent that he cannot express himself sexually. 
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The blond, naked, suddenly emerges from the background, installing 

herself at his side. Fifty anxious pairs of eyes converge on the thigh that a 

thumb was lightly stroking. A breast brushed against the elbow of the man 

several times without the guy even turning away from the printed page… 

The woman‘s fingers carefully sketched caresses, but to no avail. 

Unsuccessful, they returned to a box of sweets sitting on the nightstand. A 

chorus of imprisoned onlookers hauled:  

‗Go for it…!‘ ‗You jerk!...‘ ‗What are you waiting for…!‘  

(Translation mine.)   

The presumably white, American man‘s lust for the written word proves stronger 

than the charms of his nude temptress. Carpentier‘s narrator does not hide his disdain for 

such a man whose printed distraction (the newspaper) has somehow diminished his desire 

and ability to react sexually. Eventually, the lights go out in the room, and the prisoners 

are left to wonder what, if anything, happens between the rubia and her newspaper-

reading companion. The narrator switches the focus back to the perspective of the 

sexually-deprived Menegildo, who interprets the man‘s unwillingness to ―aprovecharse‖ 

‗go for it‘ as strange and unnatural. The delayed reaction of the man to the naked woman 

alerts the reader to a different, and indeed, inferior type of yanqui sexuality. Whereas the 

capitalist aspirations of the white man curb his sexual desire, Menegildo, the symbol of 

Afro-Cuban sexual prowess, exudes sensuality even behind bars. Due to his, at best, 

delayed sexual response, the yanqui, provides a stark contrast to the always ready and 

willing Afro-Cuban macho man. It is clear that the yanqui, regardless of his education 

and prosperity, is no match for Menegildo in the realm of masculine sexuality. The 
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passive yanqui does not provide a veritable challenge to the Afro-Cuban‘s sexuality. In 

this way, Carpentier‘s Afro-Cuban representation effectively wards off the outer yanqui 

threat. Interesting for our study, however, is the way in which he chooses to manage the 

internal, ―other‖ threat to Afro-Cuban masculine sexuality represented in the novel by a 

gigantic Haitian bracero named, ironically, Napolión.  

Since ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! describes the life-cycle of Menegildo and thus every rural 

Afro-Cuban, we must take special notice of the Haitian character‘s role in the personal 

development of Menegildo. In ―Juan Mandinga,‖ the third subchapter of ―Adolescencia,‖ 

the second part of the book, Menegildo has his first encounter with a woman who would 

later become the love of his short life. The sad story of Longina, an Afro-Cuban from 

Guantánamo, is recounted in ―Juan Mandinga.‖ Here I cite it in its entirety as it reads like 

a litany of bad news:   

De pequeñuela, Longina había sido llevada a Haití por su padre. Este 

último, embrujado por un hombre-dios que recorría las aldeas con los ojos 

desorbitados, desapareció un día sin dejar huellas. La niña quedó al 

cuidado de una tía vieja que la maltrataba. Con la adolescencia, sintió 

anhelos vagabundos, y como tenía deseos de volver a la tierra que decían 

suya, se fugó con un bracero haitiano que iba a Cuba para trabajar en los 

cortes. Poco después, su primer ‗marìo‘ [sic] la vendió por veinte pesos a 

un compè de la partida, llamado Napolión. Era pendenciero y borracho. Le 

inspiraba un miedo atroz. Siempre encontraba motivo oportuno para 

zurrarla…Y Longina no era una mujer a quien gustara dejarse pegar por 

‗un cualquiera…‘ (95) 
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As a little girl, Longina had been carried off to Haiti by her father. He, 

bewitched by some man-god, went from town to town with his eyes 

popping out of his head, disappeared one day without a trace. The little 

girl was left to the care of an old aunt who mistreated her. With 

adolescence came also a yearning to wander, and since she desired to 

return to the land that she had called hers, she ran away with a Haitian 

canecutter who went to Cuba to work during the season. A little 

afterwards, her first ―hu‘band‖ [sic] sold her for twenty bucks to one of his 

countrymen from the work crew named Napoleon. He was a troublemaker 

and a drunk. He inspired within her an atrocious fright. He always found a 

good reason to knock her around…And Longina was not the type of 

woman who liked to just let herself be hit by just ‗any old guy.‘  

(Translation mine)      

Passed from one abusive hand to another, Longina automatically falls into the role of an 

Afro-Cuban damsel in distress with none but Menegildo to come and rescue or ―pegar‖ 

‗hit‘ her. Curiously, Longina‘s sad story begins with an unnamed Haitian male who is 

described as ―hombre-dios‖ ‗man-god‘ that ―embruja‖ ‗bewitches.‘ The malevolent, 

―bewitching‖ spirituality of this Haitian ultimately leads Longina‘s father, her only 

support in the world, to abandon her to ruin. She is sold, like other slaves before her, into 

a marriage of violence and convenience, where another Haitian man acts as her master-

―mario‖ ‗hu‘band.‘  From this description we see that Longina‘s life follows the same 

vicious cycle as all other Afro-Cubans. Curiously, however, the impetus for her 

downward spiral is always a Haitian.  
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In order to break this cycle, Carpentier sends in Menegildo for a dramatic and 

violent rescue missison. Menegildo‘s first rescue attempt occurs in a chapter entitled 

―Hallazgo‖ ‗The Finding.‘ The title indicates a double entendre as Menegildo finds out 

both where Longina lives and the strength within him to finally go after her. As he stands 

outside her colonia, Menegildo prepares himself to pursue her by contemplating the 

guantanamera [woman from Guantanamo] ―la que deseaba furiosamente ahora, con 

todos los ìmpetus de su carne virgen‖ ‗the one which he now desired furiously, with all 

the impetus of his virgin flesh‘ (77). Since he has found the strength to approach her, ―el 

egoísmo de su pasión sana, sin complicaciones, no admitía la posibilidad del obstáculo 

infranqueable‖ ‗the egotism of his healthy passion, without complications, did not admit 

the possibility of an insurmountable obstacle‘ says the narrator and ―Lo que debìa pasar, 

pasaría. ¡Y si ella no lo querìa por las buenas, serìa por las malas!‖ ‗What needed to 

happen, would happen. And if she did want it for the better than it would be for the 

worse!‘ (78).
25

 Resolved to take this ―linda mujer de la flor en la oreja‖ ‗pretty woman 

with the flower behind her ear,‘ Menegildo goes to the Haitian camp where she lives. 

This scene, and the violent resolution that Menegildo makes, call to mind Usebio‘s earlier 

mission to rescue the barracks from Haitian squatters. Also similar to Usebio‘s rescue 

mission is the fact that Menegildo attempts his rescue of Longina in broad day light (78).  

Within their first tender moments of coquetry, Menegildo advances towards realizing his 

sexual fulfillment and entering into an official union with Longina; ―pero un negro 

gigantesco‖ ‗but a gigantic Negro‘ says the narrator ―atravesñ el campamento, y ella le 

                                                           
25

 In keeping with the critique of Carpentier‘s depictions of black primitivism set forth in this chapter, I 

believe that Menegildo‘s desire to be with Longina ―por las buenas‖ or ―por las malas‖ supports the 

stereotype of the black as rapist or as sexually violent. 
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volviñ bruscamente las espaldas‖ ‗walked across the camp, and she abruptly turned her 

back on him [Menegildo]‘ (78). Days later, Menegildo would find himself trying to 

approach her again but, as the narrator explains, ―cada vez que Menegildo intentaba 

acercarse, lo detenìa un atemorizado ademán‖ ―each time Menegildo drew near, she 

detained him with a frightened gesture‘ (79). Later, the reader learns that the unnamed 

―negro gigantesco‖ is none other than Longina‘s ―husband,‖ Napoliñn.  

Curious and important for us is the repeated sequence of events in which 

Napolión appears. If we read closely, every time that Menegildo comes close to fulfilling 

the desires of his heart and of his ―carne virgen‖ ‗virgin flesh‘ the dark shadow of this 

negro gigantesco literally interrupts any semblance of romantic or sexual fulfillment. It 

soon becomes clear to the reader and to Menegildo that the only way he will be able to 

attain sexual fulfillment and thus make the pass from ―virgen‖ to ―macho‖ would be to 

eliminate the competition. Carpentier describes Menegildo‘s transition into manhood as 

one that begins with losing his virginity. In this way, the character seems to be stuck in 

adolescence until he engages in sexual intercourse with Longina, something he can do 

openly only after having eliminated Napolión.   

When Napolión catches wind of the relationship developing between his ―wife‖ 

and Menegildo, he beats his Cuban rival and leaves him for dead (101). This assault is 

such a devastating blow to both Menegildo‘s body and to his own pride that his family 

attempts to hide the incident. It is Paula Macho (―una vieja…que siempre anda revuelta 

con lo haitiano‖ ‗an ol‘ lady…who was always tangled up with the Haitians‘), however, 

who reveals to a visiting relative the real story behind Menegildo‘s brush with death 

(111). First, the relative advises Menegildo to leave Longina: ―Lo haitiano son mala 
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comía [sic]‖ ‗Them Haitians are bad food‘ (113). Once he notices Menegildo‘s reluctance 

to do so, he says quite bluntly ―Si tú quiere seguil enredado con el elemento ese, te va 

tenel que portal como un macho…‖ ‗If you wanna continue fooling around with this, 

you‘re gonna have to act like a man…‘ (113). These words later combine with alcohol, 

rage, and ritual drumming to push Menegildo to violence. In the closing subchapter (28), 

Menegildo is arrested ―sencillamente‖ ‗simply‘ because, ―el haitiano Napoliñn habìa sido 

hallado en una cuneta de la carretera, casi desangrado, con un muslo abierto por una 

cuchillada‖ ‗Napoleon the Haitian had been found in one of the ditches on the highway, 

almost bled out, with a knife wound in his thigh‘ (120). This subchapter, aptly titled ―El 

macho,‖ suggests above all things that Menegildo‘s passage into real, Afro-Cuban 

manhood comes through having violently attacked his Haitian rival.  

In one sense, Napolión, like his historical namesake, is a tyrannical conquerer of 

lands not his own. Being Haitian and not French, however, the bracero is directly 

representative of an unyielding black force whose historical exercise of freedom (the 

Haitian Revolution) included the destruction of the preexisting sociopolitical order. 

Napoliñn‘s abuse of Longina is especially telling in Carpentier‘s depiction of 

Haitianness. Since she is a character who can be read as a symbol of at least three 

endangered entities—(Afro-)Cuban womanhood, the Afro-Cuban community, and the 

nation of Cuba itself—her demise at the hands of a Haitian must not be ignored. First, 

Longina‘s experience as victim of domestic violence points to the lamentable plight of 

(black) women in Cuba and their sufferings at the hands of abusive men. Next, like the 

Afro-Cuban community, Longina is sold into a violent relationship with Haitians who 

conquer the job market and facilitate the economic disenfranchisement of rural Cuban 
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blacks.
26

 Finally, the native of Guantanamo, passed from one wicked foreigner (Haitian) 

to another, is rescued and eventually impregnated by Menegildo, Carpentier‘s black 

savior of Cuba‘s national and cultural heritage. The end of the ¡Écue Yamba Ó! 

announces the (re)birth of a robust (Afro-)Cuban reality. Despite the obvious and 

enduring rural poverty, the reader can detect a sense of hope in the narrator‘s voice as he 

speaks of the second Menegildo, now one month old: 

Era un rorro negro, de ojos saltones y ombligo agresivo. Se retorcía 

llorando en su cama de sacos, bajo las miradas complacidas de Salomé, 

Longina y el sabio Beruá. Para preservarlo de daños, una velita de Santa 

Teresa ardía en su honor ante la cristianísima imagen de San Lázaro-

Babalú-Ayé. (197-98) 

He was a little black kid, with pop-eyes and an aggressive navel. He was 

rolling around crying on his bed of rags under the contented eyes of 

Salome, Longina, and Beruá the wise man. In order to preserve him from 

harm, a candle to Santa Teresa burned in front of the most Christian of 

images of Saint Lazarus-Babalú-Ayé.
27

 (Translation mine.) 

This ending, the beginning of the second Menegildo‘s life, points to the rural Afro-

Cubans, those who Carpentier holds as both the past and the future of the Cuban nation. 

Longina, Salomé, and ―el sabio‖ Beruá—a Haitian-free land, syncretic faith, and the 

wisdom of the ancients respectively—are those left to guide Cuba (Menegildo‘s son) into 

                                                           
26

 The parentheses in (Afro-)Cuban here are meant to draw attention to the dual-purpose Carpentier hopes 

to accomplish in ¡Écue Yamba Ó! namely, that through Afrocubanness, Cubanness would be preserved. 

Afrocubanness serves as the means by which Carpentier projects national difference.  
27

 Santa Teresa corresponds to the Santería orisha (deity) Oya, the warrior goddess of winds and keeper of 

the realm of the dead. By burning a candle to her, young Menegildo‘s family undoubtedly hopes to ward 

off death. San Lázaro-Babalu-Ayé is the orisha associated with infectious diseases and healing. 
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its culturally and economically independent future. For all his nationalism, Carpentier 

does not succeed in hiding his disdain for Haiti, a nation whose history of black rebellion 

had to be contained if Cuba and the Hispanic Caribbean were to move forward 

economically and politically.    

 Throughout ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, Haitians and their culture are constantly associated 

with the erosion of Cuban culture and society during the era of increased U.S. economic 

infiltration. Carpentier uses the violent language of an Afro-Cubanist nationalist to recast 

―lo‘ haitiano‖ as the undesirable and corruptive ―nueva plaga‖ ‗new plague‘ eating away 

at the livelihood of Cuba‘s autochthonous culture. For him, as for his Afro-Cuban 

characters, ―lo‘ haitiano son mala comìa‖ ‗them Haitians are bad food‘ fit to be 

eliminated in order for the nation to move forward. When contrasted with Afro-Cubans in 

¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, we find that Haitians represent an overwhelmingly negative force. In 

keeping with the nationalist bent of the novel, we could explain this negative 

representation of Haitians as an effort to exalt Afro-Cubanness at all costs. The novel 

portrays a sad economic reality in which impoverished rural Afro-Cubans must compete 

with Haitian braceros who gladly work for lower wages than Cubans. Since other black 

immigrants (Jamaicans) did the same, one must ask why are Haitians demonized more 

than any other immigrants alluded to in the novel.  

Carpentier seeks to ―govern‖ the ―ungovernable‖ Haitian living within the borders 

of Afro-Cuban blackness via the ―re-presentations‖ of Haitianness as a threat in ¡Écue-

Yamba-O!. His nationalist literary praxis falls right in line with Beverley‘s idea about 

how ―subalternity‖ is dealt with in the context of the nation. The desire to create 

―distance‖ between the Afro-Cuban self and ―other others‖ of which Sheller writes is also 
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evident in his depiction of the Haitian as outsider and invader (Sheller Consuming 141). 

Ironically, Carpentier uses the Haitian once more in order to write yet another work about 

identity. For the remainder of this chapter, we will consider the following questions: 

What happens to the image of the Haitian when Cuban national identity is not in danger? 

Does the Haitian continue to be inconsumable, ―mala comìa‖ for the forward-thinking 

Latin American in the way that he was for the forward-thinking Cuban? In order to 

answer these questions, it is important to compare the depiction of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!‘s 

secondary Haitian characters to those of the protagonists of Carpentier‘s El reino de este 

mundo. In doing so, we come away with a total representation of Haitianness in his early 

literary oeuvre.    

 

El reino de este mundo (1944): Haitianness and ―lo real maravilloso americano‖ 

The nationalism of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! gives way to regionalism in El reino de este 

mundo [The Kingdom of This World (trans. 1957)]  as Carpentier attempts to rewrite the 

history of the Haitian Revolution in order to highlight the marvelous reality of Latin 

American life. His projects are very different in each novel, but Carpentier relies on 

blackness in order to express both Cuban and Latin American identities respectively. 

Though this fact is not as explicitly stated in El reino de este mundo, one cannot ignore 

that Carpentier‘s point of departure is the first successful slave revolution and the 

subsequent creation of the first post-colonial, free state in Latin America. In writing about 

the Haitian Revolution, Carpentier cannot help but to engage some concept of blackness, 

and I am suggesting that the blackness in which he engages is not a new one, but the very 

same one in which Haitians are vilified, as in the thereafter disinherited/disowned ¡Écue-
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Yamba-Ó!. As we shall see, Carpentier‘s meditation/rewrite of Haitian Revolutionary 

history involved depictions of characters who at once partake in lo real maravilloso, a 

shared regional difference which defines them as American, and simultaneously embody 

a particularly fascinating and repulsive penchant for magic and terror.  

El reino de este mundo serves as Carpentier‘s response to the rise of European 

surrealism in the world literary scene of the 1930s and 40s. Much like the Post World 

War I generation that had rediscovered Africa, Carpentier continued to believe that 

balance of the world‘s creative energy rested outside of Europe. Unlike the others, 

however, he located the World‘s new center of creativity in the unofficial, yet to be 

written histories of the Americas. Among these histories, Carpentier chooses to represent 

that of Haiti.      

With so many other nations to choose from, one must ask what is it about Haiti 

that provides access to a particularly American reality? Carpentier‘s famed Prologue to El 

reino de este mundo provides the best and most explicit answer to this question. The 

Prologue acts as a personal testimony of Carpentier‘s watershed encounter with the 

historical realia that is Henri Christophe‘s Citadelle La Ferrière ―obra sin antecedentes 

arquitectñnicos, únicamente anunciadas por la Prisiones Imaginarias de Piranesi‖ ‗a 

structure without architectonic antecedents, portended only in Piranesi‘s Imaginary 

Prisons‘ (Prólogo 12; Prologue 30). Awestricken, he writes: ―Habìa respirado la 

atmósfera creada por Henri Christophe, monarca de increíbles empeños, mucho más 

sorprendente que todos los reyes crueles inventados por los surrealistas, muy afectos a 

tiranías imaginarias, aunque no padecidas. A cada paso hallaba lo real maravilloso‖ ‗I 

breathed the atmosphere created by Henri Christophe, monarch of incredible 
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undertakings, much more surprising that all the cruel kings invented by the surrealists, 

who are very fond of imaginary, though never suffered tyrannies. With each step I found 

the real marvelous‘ (12; 30). The creative potential of the Americas, concretized by the 

ruins of Christophe‘s favorite palace and the site of his final resting place, makes 

Carpentier reflect even further until he finally declares: ―esa presencia y vigencia de lo 

real maravilloso no era privilegio único de Haití, sino patrimonio de la América entera, 

donde todavía no se ha terminado de establecer, por ejemplo, un recuento de 

cosmogonìas‖ ‗the presence and authority of that real marvelous was not privilege unique 

to Haiti but the patrimony of all the Americas, where, for example, a census of 

cosmogonies is still to be established‘ (12; 30). 

 Haiti, ―una tierra donde millares de hombres ansiosos de libertad creyeron en los 

poderes licantrópicos de Mackandal‖ ‗earth where thousands of men eager for liberty 

believe in Mackandal‘s lycanthropic powers,‘ represented for Carpentier a site of 

miraculous abundance (11; 30). He alludes to the ―el milagro‖ ‗miracle‘ of Mackandal‘s 

escape-execution as an example of the power of ―fe colectiva‖ ‗collective faith‘ and 

indulges into the use of such quasi-religious terms in order to channel the spirit of 

American creativity. Aside from the monuments, American myths were for Carpentier its 

greatest artistic legacy. El reino de este mundo would be, then, a continuation of a myth-

making tradition in American terms and the written account of a history strategically 

unknown and, indeed, unknowable to the West. Indeed, Carpentier‘s attempt at such a 

rewrite points to his own consciousness of a ―disavowal‖ or a ―systematic forgetting‖ 

taking place in the Western Historical project. Within his attempt to recount the historical 

mythology of the continent, however, Carpentier shows himself incapable of escaping the 
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racist tradition that nurtured his early writings. Since, according to Beverley‘s discussion 

of hegemony and subalternity, re-writing like writing would still constitute a ―hegemonic 

articulation‖ of a Haitian and an American self, Carpentier‘s act of representation 

effectively departs from and reinforces the same position of power he is trying to 

undermine (Beverley, ―The Im/possibility‖ 61).  Despite the author‘s willingness to use it 

as a symbol of what America was and could be, Carpentier‘s difficulty with Haiti and its 

undeniable, ―ungovernable‖ blackness surface in various ways throughout the novel.  

Despite his commitment to an alternative depiction of Haitian history that 

emphasizes the people‘s enduring faith in Vaudou and the lwa, Carpentier is not 

unwilling to fetishize aspects of that faith in his text in his quest for the marvelous 

unveiling of that history required by the new literature he envisioned (Paravisini-Gebert, 

Literature 27). As relates to the topic of the marvelous, I believe that his use of Jean Price 

Mars‘ works and his personal preference for sensationalist novels about Haiti inform 

Carpentier‘s approach to Haiti. In this way, ―the lurid tales of necromancy‖—like the one 

we see in the Haitian colony in ¡Écue Yamba Ó!—could be interpreted as part of that 

which has been included inside his representation of Haitian Vaudou and evidence of 

Carpentier‘s own need to ―disavow‖ or at least ―systematically forget‖ to quote Fischer 

and Sheller respectively, the validity or dignity of Haitian beliefs (Fischer, Modernity 

111; Sheller, Consuming 4). American-style sensationalism, though not ―authentic,‖ is 

added for ―marvelous‖ flavor in Carpentier‘s consumable, Haitian literary product. In 

Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert‘s chapter-by-chapter analysis of El reino de este mundo, she 

points out that Carpentier produces depictions of certain characters in which ―despite his 

best intentions, he remains dependent upon problematic representations of Haiti as a land 
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of exotic, African otherness‖ (Literature 26). She cites Jean Price-Mars Ainsi parla 

l’oncle (1928) as a primary influence on Carpentier‘s approach to Haitian history 

(Literature 27). From Price-Mars, the Cuban author takes a desire to privilege the 

perspective of the Haitian peasant who maintains himself through ―authentic‖ 

connections with African spirituality. Paravisini-Gebert also says that Price-Mars‘ critical 

evaluation of the Haitian Revolution from the perspective of the ever-oppressed 

peasantry, ―fitted well into Carpentier‘s concept of history as a cyclical repetition of a 

post-colonial pattern of oppression, revolution, and renewed oppression‖ (27). As the 

privileged voice in the narrative, Ti Noel serves as the principal representation of 

Haitianness, or Haitian identity in the novel. Despite his interest in authenticity, however, 

one of Carpentier‘s preferred literary works and points of reference for Haiti was William 

Seabrook‘s The Magic Island (1929). This novel was one of the many books written 

during the U.S. Marine Occupation of Haiti (1915-34), which had as their ―unstated aim‖ 

the ―[justification] of the U.S. Marine presence in a savage land in need of a firm 

civilizing hand‖ (Paravisini 28). 

 The cornerstone of Carpentier‘s Haitianness is its inseparability from ―lo real 

maravilloso.‖ Depictions of African-based spiritual traditions, specifically Vaudou figure 

largely into the characterization of Ti Noel and others who interact with their history and 

cope with their contemporary struggles through their spirituality. From Vaudou springs 

all other virtues of Haitianness, its connection with nature and its anti-colonialist fervor. 

Carpentier‘s Prologue includes various laudatory references to Haitian Vaudou, and he 

even goes so far as to suggest that without the unifying power of Vaudou, there would 

not have been a Haitian Revolution of which to speak (Prólogo 11; Prologue 30). The 
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narrator speaks at length of Ti Noel as the inheritor of Mackandal‘s sacred knowledge 

and legends, legends which connect Vaudou to the historically-documented events of the 

Revolution that are preserved and rehearsed through the slaves‘ stories and songs. As 

Mackandal is the embodiment, ―re-presentation‖ of the slaves‘ past living and acting in 

the present, he allows Carpentier to insert African myth-making into the history of the 

West. Nowhere in the text is this insertion seen more clearly than at the moment of 

Mackandal‘s execution in the eighth and final chapter of Part One.  

As soldiers escort Mackandal to the stake to be burned, the narrator points to the 

spectacle of gazes preceeding the auto-da-fe: ―Los amos interrogaron las caras de sus 

esclavos con la mirada. Pero los negros mostraban una despechante indiferencia‖ ‗The 

masters‘ eyes questioned the faces of the slaves. But the Negroes showed spiteful 

indifference‘ (El reino 50; The Kingdom 50). As the reader watches masters watching 

their slaves, she is confronted with the startling differences between free (master) and 

bound (slave) perspectives. What is more, the narrator posits yet another question which 

signals a break down between historical truth and the slaves‘ account of the events: 

―¿Qué sabìan los blancos de cosas de negros?‖ ‗What did the whites know of Negro 

matters?‘ (50; 51). White-master and black-slave knowledges would eventually produce a 

conflicting account of Mackandal‘s supposed execution. First, the narrator recounts a 

story that was common to all: 

El fuego comenzó a subir hacia el manco, sollamándole las piernas. En ese 

momento, Mackandal agitó su muñón que no habían podido atar, y en un 

gesto conminatorio que no por menguado era menos terrible, aullando 

conjuros desconocidos y echando violentamente el torso hacia adelante. 
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Sus ataduras cayeron, y el cuerpo del negro se espigó en el aire, volando 

por sobre las cabezas, antes de hundirse en las ondas de la masa de 

esclavos. (El reino 51) 

The fire began to rise toward the Mandigue, licking his legs. At that 

moment Macandal moved the stump of his arm, which they had not been 

able to tie up, in a threatening gesture which was none the less terrible for 

being partial, howling unknown spells and violently thrusting his torso 

forward. The bonds fell off and the body of the Negro rose in the air, 

flying overhead, until it plunged into the black waves of the sea of slaves.  

(The Kingdom 51-52) 

The perspectives of free and slave, white and black onlookers diverge, however, 

when each reacts to Mackandal‘s ―vuelo‖ ‗flight.‘ We can also read this as a place in 

which Carpentier‘s role as ―hegemonic‖ articulator of experience is most poignantly seen. 

The slaves rejoice because ―una vez eran burlados los blancos por los Altos Poderes de la 

Otra Orilla‖ ‗Once more the whites had been outwitted by the Mighty Powers of the other 

shore;‘ and Mackandal escapes the flames by transforming himself and literally flying 

away (52; 52). Simultaneously, the masters comforted themselves in knowing what the 

―negrada aullante‖ ‗howling Blacks‘ did not: ―muy pocos vieron que Mackandal, 

agrarrado por diez soldados, era metido de cabeza en el fuego y que una llama crecida 

por el pelo encendido ahogaba su último grito‖ ‗very few saw that Macandal, held by ten 

soldiers, had been thrust head first into the fire, and that a flame fed by his burning hair 

had drowned his last cry‘ (51-52; 52).  
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True to his life-long interest in the aquí-allá (here-there) dichotomy, Carpentier 

makes use of what Paravisini-Gebert calls a ―counterpoint technique‖ in an attempt to 

question monolithic history-making and to demonstrate the empowering nature of myth. I 

mean to show here that though laudable, this attempt to rewrite, is an act of 

representation which doubles back on itself and actually undermines, or ―disavows‖ the 

historical agency of the slaves by casting their eye-witness account of Mackandal‘s 

execution as a something born of what he characterizes as their simple, primitive faith 

and not of Historical fact.
28

 In fact, we can ready Carpentier‘s insistence upon the 

Historical fact, as a political gesture which presupposes some right way of reading 

Haitian Revolutionary history. According to Paravisini-Gebert, the ―counterpoint 

technique‖ amounts to yet another way that the author ―inscribes the scene with their 

[slaves‘] otherness‖ (Paravisini-Gebert, Literature 29). Though she does not take issue 

with this ―othering‖ of the slaves‘ perspective and imposing upon it an ―alternative truth‖ 

[Historical, Western, white truth], I read Carpentier‘s use of the ―counter-point 

technique‖ as ―silencing‖ or ―disavowing‖ the same marvelous African myths that 

Carpentier would use to define American identity. We must ask, then, how does his 

attempt to produce dialogue between myth and History eventually end with History (what 

―really‖ happens), once again, dominating and snuffing out by speaking for the voice of 

myth (what the slaves believe happens)? I would like to suggest that the answer to these 

questions lies in Carpentier‘s still problematic concept of the black mythmaker‘s identity. 

Despite all of its creative possibilities, the nascent republic of Haiti remains an uncharted 

                                                           
28

 I capitalize ―Historical‖ here to refer to the idea of a normative, Western tradition in which alternative 

voices and views of the past are not included.  
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territory of blackness upon which he projects his desire for primitivism and his fear of a 

world of chaos without white rule. 

The events of the Haitian Revolution bring Carpentier‘s primitive fantasy and his 

fear into the realm of Historical reality. Vaudou, as discussed earlier, allows Carpentier to 

channel all the exotic energy of Africa in the American context. Mackandal, Bouckman, 

the Bois Caiman rebellion of 1791, and a host of minor characters serve as readily 

available examples of Haiti‘s fascinating, magical side with its sacred drums, ritual 

dances, animal sacrifice, and lycanthropic powers. What is little discussed, however, is 

the other side of Carpentier‘s Haitian revolutionaries. This side, the darker one, is 

characterized by unbridled, violent sexuality, lust for the white woman, and a self-

destructive desire for whiteness itself. 

The beginning of the revolutionary violence which follows Bouckman‘s historic 

meeting in Bois Caiman is documented in a subchapter of Part Two entitled ―La llamada 

de los caracoles‖ ‗The Call of the Conch Shells.‘ After launching a brutal and calculated 

attack against their white masters, Ti Noel and his revolutionary compatriots storm 

plantations, killing whites without exception. Amid the relatively ―acceptable‖ violence 

against their oppressors, however, these men that Carpentier describes in his Prologue as 

―ansiosos de libertad‖ ‗anxious for liberty‘ engage in some rather unacceptable behavior:  

Impulsados por muy largas apetencias, los más se arrojaron al sótano en 

busca de licor. A golpes de pico se destriparon los barriles de 

escabeche…Riendo y peleando los negros resbalaban sobre un jaboncillo 

de orégano…Un negro desnudo se habìa metido, por broma, dentro de un 
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tinajón lleno de manteca de cerdo. Dos viejas peleaban, en conga, por una 

olla de barro. (El reino 66) 

Driven by a longstanding thirst, most of them rushed to the cellar looking 

for liquor. Pick-blows demolished kegs of salt fish […] Laughing and 

scuffling, the Negroes went sliding through […] a slime thinned by a 

stream of rancid oil flowing from a skin bag. A naked Negro, as a joke, 

jumped into a tub full of lard. Two old women were quarreling in 

Congolese over a clay pot. (The Kingdom 73-74) 

In only a few lines, Carpentier reduces the future leaders of the first black Republic in the 

Western hemisphere to a gang of boisterous drunken ―Negroes.‖ In his book entitled The 

Logic of Fetishsm: Alejo Carpentier and the Cuban Tradition Jorge Pancrazio explains 

that, ―Carpentier‘s images reduce black subjectivity to the physical and biological rather 

than the ideological. In this regard, the Haitian uprising appears as little more than an 

orgy of violence, rape, and gluttony‖ (Pancrazio 175). Since Pancrazio does not consider 

Carpentier‘s portrayal of a specifically Haitian subjectivity, we may do so here. The 

Haitians‘ bacchanalian manifestation of suppressed desires occurs only ―luego de mojarse 

los brazos en la sangre del blanco‖ ‗after bathing their arms‘ in the blood of their first 

white victim (66; 73). Much like animals or Seabrook‘s ―soucouyants‖ (vampires),  

Carpentier‘s ―Negroes‖ are driven into frenzy by the sight and smell of blood.  

      To his credit, Carpentier does not allow Ti Noel, the principal representative of 

Haitianness past and present, to get involved with the aforementioned ―mob.‖  The 

individual inclinations and actions of Ti Noel show us, however, that he is just as capable 

of the same violent debauchery as his fellow mobsters: 
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Ti Noel pegó la boca, largamente, con muchas bajadas de la nuez, a la 

canilla de un barril de vino español. Luego, subió al primer piso de la 

vivienda, seguido de sus hijos mayores, pues hacía mucho tiempo ya que 

soñaba con violar a Mademoiselle Floridor, quien en sus noches de 

tragedia, lucía aún, bajo la túnica ornada de meandros, unos senos nada 

dañados por el irreparable ultraje de los años. (El reino 68) 

 Ti Noël put his mouth to the bung of a barrel of Spanish wine, and his 

Adam‘s apple rose and fell for a long time. Then followed by his older 

sons, he went up to the first floor of the house. For a long time now he had 

dreamed of raping Mlle. Floridor. On those nights of tragic declamations, 

she had displayed beneath the tunic with its Greek-key border breasts 

undamaged by the irreversible outrage of the years. (The Kingdom 74)  

Later on, the results of Ti-Noel‘s celebratory actions are discovered by his former master 

who upon entering his bedroom, finds his wife ―despatarrada, sobre la alfombra, con una 

hoz encajada en el vientre‖ ‗lay[ing] on the rug, legs sprawled wide, a sickle buried in her 

entrails‘ (69; 76). As if murdering her were not terrible enough, the narrator proceeds to 

give us details which point to Ti Noel‘s cruel and sexually violent treatment of 

Mademoiselle Floridor: ―Su mano muerta agarraba todavìa una pata de la cama con gesto 

cruelmente evocador del que hacía la damisela dormida de un grabado silencioso que, 

con el título de El sueño, adornaba la alcoba‖ ‗Her dead hand was still clenched around 

one of the bedposts in a gesture cruelly reminiscent of that of a sleeping girl in a 

licentious engraving entitled The Dream which adorned the wall‘ (69; 76). As life 

imitates art in this scene, the Haitian explodes in fit of joyous and yet violent sexuality 
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when he is finally free to do so. Yet, how does the newly independent Haitian fall so far 

from revolutionary grace within a few moments of his emancipation? Does Carpentier‘s 

inclusion of a ―licentious engraving‖ in this scene effectively depict the dream of free 

black men? Why does the author feel justified in including this type of sexual violence 

perpetrated by blacks in his rewrite of Haitian revolutionary history at the expense of 

excluding depictions of a non-violent expression of Haitian liberty? 

Paravisini-Gebert reads the sexual violence as the completion of a ―thematic and 

formal cycle in the novel‖ (Literature 31). In this way, she reads the rape of 

Mademoiselle Floridor as a postcolonial justice of sorts in which the oppressed slaves 

exercise vengeance upon their oppressors through taking possession of their most prized 

commodities, white women (Literature 32). Indeed the narrator confirms Paravisini-

Gebert‘s assertion saying ―después de haber destrozado tantos encajes, de haberse 

refocilado entre tantas sábanas de hilo…ya no habrìa modo de contenerlos‖ ‗after ripping 

away so much lace, after rolling among so many linen sheets…they [the ‗Negroes‘] could 

no longer be held down‘ (El reino 70; The Kingdom 77-78). Even if the balance of power 

changing in favor of blacks connotes their use of the ―power of sexual assault,‖ does it 

become acceptable and even normal that black revolutionaries would rape not just one 

woman, but ―casi todas‖ ‗almost all‘ the ―seðoritas disitinguidas de la Llanura‖ ‗well-

born girls of the Plaine‘ (Paravisini Gebert 33; El reino 70; The Kingdom 77)? Since she 

reads it as a sign that the ―Negroes‖ had finally become a political force to be reckoned 

with in Carpentier‘s cyclical model, Paravisini-Gebert would answer ―no.‖  As she and 

other readers of El reino de este mundo do not problematize black violence against white 

women, I want to do so here. If we are to conclude that sexual violence is deplorable 
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when perpetrated by white slave owners, it must not be celebrated as evidence of 

achievement when perpetrated by black (ex)slaves. According to the latter idea of 

acceptable black sexual violence, we must read Mlle. Floridor‘s rape and subsequent 

violent death (she is found lying in a pool of blood with a sickle lodged in her belly) as 

her just reward. Though she is a symbol of white decadence, in the novel, it still does not 

justify the particularly depraved and extremely excessive post-colonial sexual violence of 

the entire gang of men (not just Ti-Noel) who raped her. Indeed the hands of these black 

men, newly liberated from the chains of their oppressors, can never be clean from their 

debauchery and excess as described in El reino de este mundo.   

Where Paravisini-Gebert seeks to downplay the fact of blackness at the heart of 

this sexual violence issue by saying that Carpentier is only trying to show that the 

oppressed had become an oppressor of sorts, I want to suggest instead that Carpentier 

saw sexual violence as a thing stemming from blackness and not just colonial violence. 

My view is consistent with the depiction of other sexually violent black characters in his 

works; Menegildo, a Cuban, and Napolión, a Haitian, from ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!. The sexual 

violence against white women in El reino de este mundo points to yet another aspect of 

Carpentier‘s problematic blackness: the black man‘s lust for the white woman. This 

stereotype, left over from the voyeuristic prison scene in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, holds that, if 

he is not held back by imprisonment or enslavement, the black man would do anything to 

possess the white woman.  

 The consummation of sexual desire through rape as seen in Ti Noel‘s actions has 

as its more passive counterpart, the self-degrading, masochistic behavior of a black 

Haitian character named Solimán. By a slight of colonial fate, Solimán becomes the 
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personal masseur of Pauline Bonaparte. Newly arrived to the colony, part of Pauline‘s 

―ensueðo tropical‖ ‗tropical dream‘ includes the daily torture of Solimán who she knew 

to be ―eternamente atormentado por el deseo, y que la miraba siempre de soslayo, con 

una falsa mansedumbre de perro‖ ‗continually tortured by desire, and that he was always 

watching her out of the tail of his eye with the false meekness of a dog well-lessoned by 

the lash‘ (El reino 95; The Kingdom 84). As he bathes and massages her daily, Solimán 

nurtures an obsession which would later drive him mad with desire for Pauline. Though 

she refuses to add him to the list of lovers she has in Saint-Domingue, the narrator reveals 

that she ―permitìa…que el negro…le besara las piernas, de rodillas en el suelo, con gesto 

que Bernadino de Saint-Pierre hubiera interpretado como símbolo de la noble gratitud de 

una alma sencilla ante los generosos empeðos de la ilustraciñn‖ ‗permitted the Negro…to 

kneel before her and kiss her feet in a gesture that Bernardin de Saint Pierre would have 

interpreted as a symbol of the noble gratitude of a simple soul brought into contact with 

the generous teachings of the Enlightenment‘ (84; 95). Long after Pauline returns to 

Europe, and Solimán escapes to Rome with Henri Christophe‘s wife and daughters, the 

memory, and the unconsummated desire for Pauline return to Solimán.  

In the fourth and final part of the novel, we find Solimán, inebriated and 

stumbling through a statue garden in a Borghesian palace in Rome. This scene alludes to 

the literal predicament in which Solimán finds himself, a free black man surrounded by a 

world of whiteness far away from home. He happens suddenly upon a statue of a 

reclining woman and begins to travel back in time: 

Él conocía aquel semblante; y también el cuerpo, el cuerpo todo, le 

recordaba algo. Palpó el mármol ansiosamente, con el olfato y la vista 
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metidos en el tacto…Aquel viaje de las manos le refrescñ la memoria…La 

materia era distinta, pero las formas eran las mismas. Recordaba, ahora, 

las noches de miedo en la Isla de la Tortuga, cuando un general francés 

agonizaba detrás de una puerta cerrada. Recordaba a la que se hacía rascar 

la cabeza para dormirse. Y de pronto, movido por una imperiosa 

memoraciñn fìsica, Solimán comenzñ a hacer los gestos del masajista… 

(El reino 142) 

He knew that face, and the body, too; that whole body aroused a memory. 

He touched the marble with eager hands, his sense of smell and sight in 

his fingers …That voyage of his fingers refreshed his memory, …The 

substance was different but the forms were the same. Now the nights of 

fear on the Île de la Tortue came back to him, when a French 

general had lain dying behind a closed door. He recalled her whose head 

he had stroked to put her to sleep. And, suddenly, moved by a memory not 

to be gainsaid, Solimán began to go through the motions of a masseur …   

(The Kingdom 165) 

Though a free man living far away from the terror of the Haitian Revolution, 

Solimán reassumes the position of a lowly slave/masseur through his memory of Pauline 

Bonaparte. The joy of massaging her body, once again, gives way to madness as Solimán 

mistakes this statue of the Venus of Canova for the stiffened corpse of a recently dead 

Pauline Bonaparte (143; 166). Alcohol and grief combine to produce an even further 

regression into his days of mental torture back in Haiti as he remembers the horrible 

events he witnessed the night of Henri Christophe‘s death (143; 166). Eventually, the 
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scene closes with an inconsolable Solimán who, despite the efforts of those surrounding 

him, sees nothing more of value in Rome and begs the gods of Dahomey to guide him 

back to Saint-Domingue (144; 167). Interestingly, he is left with ―una insoportable 

sensaciñn de pesadilla‖ ‗the excruciating touch of nightmare‘ not only in his head, but in 

his hands (144; 167).  

 The shock produced by finding and losing Pauline Bonaparte once again proves to 

be devastating for Solimán. Even in Europe, where he enjoys a certain renown for being 

―un negro verdadero‖ ‗a real Negro,‘ Solimán cannot escape the power of his desire for 

Pauline and the white femininity she represents (138; 161). His story points to what 

Carpentier suggests is an enduring truth about the black man, his intense and even 

animalistic desire for the white woman. Solimán‘s demise echoes that of another Haitian 

character in El reino whose desire for whiteness itself literally causes him to self destruct.  

 Henri Christophe is one of the few real historical figures from the Haitian 

Revolution that enjoys an equally important role in Carpentier‘s historical rewrite of the 

event. The ex-chef from Le Cap becomes Haiti‘s most extravagant leader and the builder 

of monuments, palaces, and fortresses inhabited by the New World‘s first black 

monarchs. Christophe‘s successes as an innovator are overshadowed by his reputation as 

a pitiless tyrant who re-enslaves his own people. Ti Noel, back in human form after his 

various metamorphoses, describes Christophe‘s reign from a Haitian peasant‘s 

perspective:                

Toda la población del Norte había sido movilizada por la fuerza para 

trabajar en aquella obra inverosímil. Todos los intentos de protesta habían 

sido acallados en sangre. Andando, andando, de arriba abajo y de abajo 
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arriba, el negro comenzó a pensar que las orquestas de cámara de Sans-

Souci, el fausto de los uniformes y las estatuas de blancas desnudas que se 

calentaban al sol sobre sus zócalos de almocarbes, entre los bojes tallados 

de los canteros, se debían a una esclavitud tan abominable como  la que 

había conocido en la hacienda de Monsieur Lenormand de Mezy. 

 (El reino 108) 

 The entire population of the North had been drafted for this incredible 

task. Every protest had been silenced in blood. Walking, walking, up and 

down, down and up, the Negro began to think that the chamber-music 

orchestras of Sans Souci, the splendor of the uniforms, and the statues of 

naked white women soaking up the sun on their scrolled pedestals among 

the sculptured boxwood hedging the flowerbeds were all the product of 

slavery as abominable as that he had known on the plantation of M. 

Lenormand de Mezy. (The Kingdom 122)  

Coupled with the reinstitution of forced labor, the ―infinita miseria de verse 

apaleado por un negro, tan negro como uno‖ ‗limitless affront in being beaten by a Negro 

as black as oneself‘ made working under Christophe‘s command even more unbearable 

(108; 122). As Christophe would be only one in a long line of Haitian leaders who would 

rely upon forced labor for the economic betterment of his nation, or, arguably, himself, 

Carpentier‘s depiction of his motives becomes important for explaining not just the 

actions of a single man, but the tendency toward terror at the heart of Haitian political 
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culture.
29

  The chapters which directly address Christophe‘s philosophies and aspirations 

are readings of a political culture in which an obsession with all things European 

becomes strikingly evident.
30

  

Part three of El reino de este mundo centers upon the reign of Christophe and the 

various changes that his reign brought to the island. Recently back from his time in 

Santiago de Cuba, Ti Noel encounters a world adorned by ―las pompas de un estilo 

napoleñnico‖ ‗the pomp of Napoleonic fashion‘ including all the flare of France‘s 

prerevolutionary monarchs (100; 112). Christophe even owns a ―carroza enorme, 

totalmente dorada, cubierta de soles en relieve‖ ‗guilded coach covered with suns in bas 

relief,‘ that channels Louis XIV without apology (102; 114). All the glory of 

prerevolutionary France, including its poverty-stricken peasantry, coexists with the 

ideological fervor of the Enlightenment in Christophe‘s ―mundo de negros‖ ‗world of 

Negroes‘ (102; 115). One problem, however, is that both the narrator and Ti Noel are 

equally critical of such a scene. Their tone and disbelief of it unveil their disapproval. 

What Christophe may well have considered to be progress, the narrator characterizes as a 

betrayal. Despite his impressive accomplishments, Carpentier chooses to envision a 

Christophe laden with guilt on the dawn of his demise. As the drums of a rebellion echo 

over the mountains of Millot, Christophe waxes pensive and even remorseful for having 

betrayed what the narrator describes as his cultural roots:    

                                                           
29 I am referring to the  acts of the post-revolutionary mulatto government of Jean-Pierre Boyer depicted in 

the novel and to the corvée system reinstated in the early 20
th

 century to which Haitian indigénistes respond 

and of which Carpentier must have known.  
 
30

 I want to clarify that Christophe is Haitian by self-selection, although not by birth. Christophe was born 

in Grenada in 1767 and established himself as a free, black chef in Le Cap years before the Revolution 

broke out. Still, Carpentier‘s description of Christophe‘s inner depravity is consistent with the portrayals of 

other natifs-natals in the novel.   
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Christophe, el reformador, había querido ignorar el Vodú, formando, a 

fustazos, una casta de señores católicos. Ahora comprendía que los 

verdaderos traidores a su causa, aquella noche, eran San Pedro con su 

llave, los capuchinos de San Francisco y el negro San Benito, con la 

Virgen de semblante oscuro y manto azul, y los Evangelistas, cuyos libros 

había hecho besar en cada juramento de fidelidad; los mártires todos… 

(El reino 128) 

Henri Christophe, the reformer, had attempted to ignore Voodoo, molding 

with whiplash a caste of Catholic gentlemen. Now he realized that the real 

traitors to his cause that night were St. Peter with his keys, the Capuchins 

of St. Francis, the blackamoor St. Benedict along with the dark-faced 

Virgin in her blue cloak, and the Evangelists whose books he had ordered 

kissed each time the oath of loyalty was sworn. And, finally, all the 

martyrs… (The Kingdom 148-49) 

Having sold himself to the belief in the religion of whites, Christophe is described as the 

ultimate traitor to his people. By the time he commits suicide in the next chapter, the 

reader is bereft of any sympathy for him. After Christophe turns his back on his African 

heritage and embraces traditions from European culture and government, he becomes an 

enemy of his people, and is, rightly, disposed of. Ironically, the same man who had 

become successful through culinary syncretism as a Creole cook in a white-owned 

restaurant in Le Cap, eventually found himself consumed by the European-inspired 

capitalist system. Indeed Christophe‘s consumption by European culture, Sheller would 

argue, is only possible after he ―others‖ himself through his African identity and 
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ingesting Europe‘s negative representations of blackness. Despite the deliberate and 

justifiable critique of his cruelty towards blacks embedded in Carpentier‘s portrayal of 

Christophe, one must not forget that this roi soleil is one of Carpentier‘s most lasting 

symbols of Haiti. The fact of his burial in the Bonnet de l‘Évêque makes him an enduring 

representation of his people and his adopted land (134; 156).  

When we consider Christophe as a well-known representation of Haitianness and 

not simply an isolated and extraordinary case, it becomes evident that Carpentier means 

to join his defects, his cruelty, his self-destructive thirst for whiteness at all costs, with the 

whole of Haiti. Evidence of this is also found in the life of Ti-Noel who also gets 

wrapped up in his desire to be king in the white way.
31

 The obsession with whiteness 

embodied by Henri Christophe is depicted as specifically Haitian. None of the Afro-

Cubans, despite their exposure to whiteness in ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó!, ever desires to be white 

so badly that they kill, enslave, and die to do it. To equate Christophe‘s and Haiti‘s 

adoption of various European laws and customs with the betrayal of its African heritage, 

however, raises questions about Carpentier‘s vision of the Revolution and its creators. As 

J. Michael Dash explains in The Other America, Christophe and the other fathers of the 

Haitian Revolution looked to France and modern Europe only because they intended to 

eventually engage them as equals as a ―functional part of the modern, global culture‖ 

(44). ―This does not mean that racial pride did not figure prominently  in the construction 

of a national identity in the wake of independence,‖ writes Dash, ― but the fact is that for 

                                                           
31

 I make reference here to Ti Noel‘s desire to escape from forced labor under Christophe only to return to 

Monsieur Le Normand de Mezy‘s land ―a las que regresaba ahora como regresa la anguila al limo que la 

vio nacer‖ ‗to which he was now returning like the eel to the mud in which it was spawned‘ (111; 127). The 

narrator‘s words indicate that Ti Noel, like Christophe and all other Haitians by extension, found comfort in 

the same whiteness that oppressed them.  
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the fathers of Haitian independence Africa did not represent modernity‖ (The Other 44). 

Carpentier‘s narrative allows no room for such possibility; it ―disavows‖ such an 

intentionality in the laws and customs of Christophe‘s kingdom-republic. Any 

―heterogeneity‖ in the Haitians‘ experience would prove, as Beverley would agree, to be 

unmanageable for Carpentier‘s identity-making project. The author‘s willingness to 

depict Christophe as an enemy of Haiti‘s African heritage clearly indicates that he wants 

to reduce the Haitian Revolution to ―an early assertion of black marronnage,‖ which Dash 

says ―is a distortion of historical reality‖ (The Other 44). Furthermore, the Christophe-

Africa dichotomy assumes that Haiti would be incapable of creating a ―transcultured,‖ in 

a word, ―heterogenous‖ society without losing some of its purely, exotic appeal. Only a 

Haiti, faithful to its poverty and Vaudou, would stand as Carpentier‘s ―marvelous‖ 

example of Latin American reality. This depiction, ―re-presentation‖ of Haiti as 

marvelous and primitive, serves to fix the nation, as Fischer and Sheller describe it, into a 

discourse of otherness and to keep it there.             

  In light of our discussion of representation, disavowal, and their role in the 

formation of consumable Haitian identity in Carpentier‘s early works, I propose a 

rereading of one of El reino de este mundo‘s most important and most famous passages. 

The last passage of the novel traditionally has been interpreted as Ti Noel‘s 

philosophically lucid exit from the kingdom of this world.
32

  We shall read it once again, 

this time paying particular attention to the manifestations of Carpentier‘s rocky approach 

to blackness and their implications for our reading of his representation of Haitianness.  

                                                           
32

 This exit becomes necessary, of course, because of the impossibility of freedom in the newly independent 

Haiti. In this way, Ti Noel represents the many Haitians who have been forced into exile, because of the 

political pressures at home. 
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 After delivering his final address and war cry against the new mulatto 

government, ―un gran viento verde‖ ‗a great green wind‘ roars across the Plaine du Nord 

announcing a spectacular storm: ―Y durante toda la noche, el mar hecho lluvia, dejñ 

rastros de sal en los flancos de las montaðas‖ ‗All night the sea, turned to rain, left trails 

of salt on the flanks of the mountains‘ (157; 185-86). The narrator, the only witness to Ti 

Noel‘s final moments, describes the storm‘s aftermath in the following way:   

Y desde aquella hora nadie supo más de Ti Noel ni de la casaca verde con 

puños de encaje salmón, salvo, tal vez, aquel buitre mojado, aprovechador 

de toda muerte, que esperó  el sol con las alas abiertas: cruz de plumas que 

acabó por plegarse y hundir el vuelo en las espesuras de Bois Caimán.  

(El reino 157) 

From that moment Ti Noel was never seen again, nor his green coat with 

the salmon lace cuffs, except perhaps by that wet vulture who turns every 

death into his own benefit and who sat with outspread wings, drying 

himself in the sun, a cross of feathers which finally folded itself up and 

flew into the thick shade of Bois Caïman. (The Kingdom 186)  

Ths final image of a lone vulture flying off into the depths of Bois Caiman has left 

countless readers to assume that the vulture ―aprovechador de toda muerte‖ ‗who turns 

every death to his own benefit‘ has just eaten Ti Noel‘s remains. This very logical, very 

literal way of reading the scene, from the perspective of the omniscient, Western narrator, 

downplays the importance of a fundamental irony existent within Carpentier‘s concept of 

not just blackness, but Haitianness. I propose an alternative reading of the scene, from the 

perspective Ti Noel and the world view he represents.  
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Paravisini-Gebert notices Carpentier‘s ability to ―other‖ the perspective of his 

characters by offering a real or more historically viable account of happenings as in the 

case of the death of Mackandal. Through using the narrator‘s account as a ―counterpoint‖ 

to the slaves‘ version of the events, Paravisini-Gebert says Carpentier effectively 

undermines or ―others‖ the latter and privileges the perspective of the Western narrator. 

Though she critiques this ―counterpoint‖ tendency in Carpentier, are not Paravisini-

Gebert and the other critics who praise the historic content of El reino de este mundo, 

themselves privileging the very perspective which undermines the perspective of Ti Noel 

and the Haitianness he represents? I propose reading the novel, not as a story which 

chronicles the vicious cycle of colonial misery through the mental deterioration of one 

man, but as a story in which a totally sane, Ti Noel recounts his experience in the 

kingdom of this world. What does assuming that Ti Noel is crazy do for Carpentier and 

his readers? What craving is satisfied by characterizing the actions and words of Ti Noel 

as those of a black madman?  For those who swallow the vision of the insane black man 

is predictable. Considering this, Ti Noel‘s sad end is even sadder, to have lived and 

suffered only to die and be eaten by a vulture. Yet, such a sad ending is easily 

―consumable‖ as it enables the writer and his readers to ―govern‖ and ―fix‖ Haitianness in 

ways made familiar to them through years of colonial conditioning.  As Ti Noel is the 

representative of not just blackness, but of Haitianness in the novel, we can only read this 

unending cycle of misery as one which the Haitian is doomed to repeat, whether slave of 

free, governed or governor of his own land.  For argument‘s sake, we may invert 

Carpentier‘s counterpoint and thereby privilege, value and believe the actions and words 

of Ti Noel as those of a perfectly cognizant, sane individual. Would this change anything, 
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however, about Carpentier‘s vision of Haitianness in the kingdom of this world? An 

alternative reading, though necessary, is not so promising for the Haitian either. 

Let us say, we believe Ti Noel‘s account of Mackandal‘s and his own 

lycanthropic metamorphoses. Such belief would cause one to see metamorphosis as a 

survival mechanism that he has adopted to facilitate his passage through a very hard life. 

In the last chapter of the novel, I also propose that Ti Noel undergoes two final 

metamorphoses instead of the one that has been inferred by more traditional readings of 

the work. The first of these is his failed attempt to penetrate the goose community.  

Since the geese were ―gente de orden‖ ‗orderly beings,‘ Ti Noël felt that he had 

finally discovered an earthly species which had not been corrupted by the violent politics 

of slavery (154; 182). Much to his dismay, however, he discovered that ―no le bastaba ser 

ganso para creerse que todos los gansos fueran iguales‖ ‗being a goose did not imply that 

all geese were equal‘ (155; 183). As the other geese did not take kindly to his sudden 

appearance in their community, he was forced to reevaluate his motives for wanting to be 

a goose in the first place: ―Ti Noel comprendiñ oscuramente que aquel repudio de los 

gansos era un castigo a su cobardía. Mackandal se había disfrazado de animal, durante 

aðos para servir a los hombres, no para desertar el terreno de los hombres‖ ‗Ti Noel 

vaguely understood that his rejection by the geese was a punishment for his cowardice. 

Macandal had disguised himself as an animal for years to serve men‘ (155; 184). This 

stunning realization leads to the most philosophically charged words in the entire book, 

―un supremo instante de lucidez‖ ‗a supremely lucid moment‘ on Ti Noel‘s part:  

Y comprendía, ahora que el hombre nunca sabe para quién padece y  
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espera. Padece y espera y trabaja para gentes que nunca conocerá, y que a 

su vez padecerán y esperarán y trabajarán para otros que tampoco serán 

felices, pues el hombre ansía siempre una felicidad situada más allá de la 

porción que le es otorgada. Pero la grandeza del hombre está precisamente 

en querer mejorar lo que es. En imponerse Tareas. (El reino 156) 

 Now he understood that a man never knows for who he suffers and hopes. 

He suffers and hopes for people he will never know, and who, in turn, will 

suffer and hope and toil for others who will not be happy either, for man 

always seeks a happiness far beyond that which is meted out to him But 

man‘s greatness consists in the very fact of wanting to be better than he is. 

In laying duties upon himself. (The Kingdom 184-85) 

Without a constant self-imposition of these ―Tareas‖ ‗duties‘ in the service of mankind, a 

man could never arrive at his ―máxima medida‖ ‗fullest measure‘ and would thus end as 

a sort of cosmic failure, miserable in life on earth and in the life thereafter (156; 185).  

Immediately following this ―supremo instante de lucidez‖ ‗supremely lucid 

moment,‘ Ti Noel steps up on his last platform and delivers his last ―declaraciñn de 

guerra‖ ‗declaration of war‘ to the ―nuevos amos‖ ‗new masters,‘ the mulattos who had 

recently come to power and reinstituted forced labor just one chapter earlier.
33

 As stated 

before, a spectacular storm follows this declaration of war, and then the next being we 

                                                           
33

 Though he only alludes to this issue in El reino de este mundo, Carpentier picks up the role of the 

Mulatto in his El siglo de las luces (1962) [Explosion in a Cathedral (trans. 1963)]. The novel documents 

the events from 1789-1809 and as González Echevarrìa explains: ―Carpentier has set Explosion in a 

Cathedral in a historical moment parallel to the one lived by the Haitian colonists in The Kingdom of This 

World‖ (The Pilgrim 228). 
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see is a large, black vulture, which, we are told by the narrator, may be able to tell us 

what has become of Ti Noel.  

In a break with Paravisini-Gebert, González Echevarría, and other critics who 

privilege Carpentier‘s counterpoint technique in their own readings, I prefer to invert the 

counterpoint and read the vulture as Ti Noel‘s final metamorphosis. The vulture, despite 

his ability to ―[be a] aprovechador de toda muerte‖ ‗turn every death to his own benefit‘ 

is also one of the greatest servants of mankind (157; 186). His ―Tarea‖ ‗duty‘ is that of 

eliminating the evidence of death‘s work (the rotting corpse) and in a sense, he picks up 

where normal human beings must necessarily leave off. The final vision of ―aquel buitre 

mojado‖ ‗that wet vulture‘ who having waited for the sunrise of a new day with wings 

open in the form of a ―cruz de plumas‖ ‗cross of feathers,‘ hearkens back to the last 

image of Ti Noel perched upon a table, in his ―traje de hombre‖ ‗human form‘ delivering 

his last, passionate declaration of war to those who would oppress the freedom of Haiti‘s 

people. Also consistent with Ti Noel‘s human behavior is that the vulture‘s flight into the 

―thick shade of Bois Caiman,‖ the site at which the greatest Haitian ―Tarea‖ ‗Duty‘ 

began, the birth of the slaves‘ desire to reach ―una felicidad situada más allá de la porciñn 

que le[s habìa sido] otorgada‖ ‗a happiness far beyond that which [had been] meted out to 

[them]‘ (157,156; 186,185).  

If we read the end of El reino de este mundo, not as the death, but as the last 

metamorphosis of Ti Noel, do we come out with a better or less ―othered‖ vision of 

Haitianness as posited through the original counterpoint technique offered by Carpentier? 

In other words, does privileging Ti Noel‘s perspective, recognizing him as a rational 

human being, and believing his story, improve Carpentier‘s portrayal of Haitianness in El 
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reino de este mundo? Is it better to assume Ti Noel went crazy and died in a storm or to 

believe that he transformed himself into a vulture, a black bird of prey who thrives on 

death and decay? Since they are both based on a counterpoint set-up by Carpentier 

himself, both readings point back to a fundamental irony existing at the heart of 

Carpentier‘s concept of Haitianness in his 1949 masterpiece and, by extension, in his 

bastardized 1933 ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! Within the cyclical misery of blackness as posited in 

both novels, there exists an even more problematic Haitianness in which characters like 

Napolión, Ti Noel, and Henri Christophe are destined to perpetuate the violence and 

debauchery of colonialism even as they strive for that level of ―felicidad‖ ‗happiness‘ 

which is already always somewhere beyond their historical, economic, political, and 

cultural reach. Though he never explicitly launches a critique of Haiti, its history, and its 

people, Carpentier‘s early novels provide enough examples of this fundamental irony 

embedded deep within his concept of Haitianness. 

Carpentier‘s uneasy relationship with blackness is little masked by the ardent 

nationalism and regionalism at the heart of ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! and El reino de este mundo 

respectively. These ―black period‖ works are attempts to speak for and about the 

marvelous reality of the Americas in a language and a history all their own. The 

particular hue of America‘s language and its history, however, is necessarily black.  

According to Carpentier‘s own account of his discovery of the marvelous real on Haitian 

soil one fateful day in 1943, it was the concretized dreams of that nation of black others 

that provided him with that fateful glimpse into myriad artistic, cultural, and political 

opportunities. Contrary to Carpentier‘s timeline, however, I would like to suggest that his 
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connection of the ―marvelous‖ with blackness was something he brought to his 

experience at Sans Souci, rather than something he took from there.  

Nourished by years of anthropological, criminological, musical, and historical 

research, Carpentier had already developed a taste for blackness, which he would pass on 

to his readers in narrative form. ¡Écue-Yamba-Ó! whets the appetite of the Other-hungry, 

post World War I Latin American intellectual and prepared him for, El reino de este 

mundo, the plato fuerte to come in 1949. Though these novels are extremely different in 

content, context, and technique, they both serve up a blackness, whose key ingredient is a 

reprobate and problematic Haitianness. In becoming himself, the Afro-Cuban must 

triumph over the violent, sensual, and primitive Haitian; in becoming independent, the 

Haitian can only be his violent, sensual, and primitive self.
34

 When read together, the two 

―black period‖ novels provide a consistently negative representation of Haitians in the 

background and the forefront of each work. The consistency of these negative 

representations mimics what Carpentier understands to be the perpetual difficulty of 

Haiti‘s past and contemporary struggles. The revolutionary, like the bracero, meets the 

same hopeless end because Carpentier fixes them both to the same basic blackness. Given 

the canonical importance of El reino de este mundo in Latin American and World letters, 

it is quite obvious that Carpentier‘s portrayal of the marvelously backward Haitian still 

satisfies palates aquí y allá.   

                                                           
34

 My use of the male pronoun here is an attempt to allude to the particularly masculine Haitianness that 

Carpentier prepares for consumption in his works. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE TRAVELLING HAITIAN IN THE SHORT STORIES OF ANA LYDIA VEGA 

 

Ana Lydia Vega‘s literary works reflect the trilingual worldview of their author. 

As a native of Santurce, Puerto Rico, a two-time graduate of the University of Provence, 

and retired  Professor of French and Caribbean Literature (University of Puerto Rico), 

Vega is an unapologetic Francophile who has dedicated her academic and literary careers 

to bridging the linguistic divide. She is the author of various books of short stories and 

essays and the co-author of a French textbook for speakers of Spanish Le Français vécu. 

Among other themes discussed in her works, such as the play between First World 

languages (French, Spanish, and English) and the changing face of Puerto Rican identity, 

the particular and difficult role played by Haiti in the Spanish Caribbean is of special 

interest in Vega‘s earliest collections of short stories. In this chapter, I will depart from 

this critical context of language to address more directly Vega‘s need to use Haiti and 

Haitianness as evidence of the Caribbean‘s intranational unity and disunity 

simultaneously. Vega‘s desire to showcase a shared African heritage links her to 

Carpentier, but her willingness to critique the at times stereotypical portrayal of Haiti 

demonstrates a deeper awareness of a problematic, not easily assumable Afro-Caribbean 

blackness. Even as she speaks of and for this still marginalized Haitianness, the content 

of the Haitianness she portrays, ―excludes‖ or ―disavows‖ the possibility of change in the 

relationship between Haiti and Puerto Rico. Curiously, as with the negro of Carpentier‘s 
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early novels, Vega‘s Haitians—with their resentment, violence, and uncontrollable 

sexuality—are ultimately to blame for their perpetually sad state.     

Vega is known as a writer who is unflinchingly confrontational in her treatment of 

the racism, sexism, and other sociopolitical ills which continue to disrupt cultural unity in 

the Caribbean. Part of her acclaim is due to the fact that she offers no facile explanations 

or solutions, opting to employ instead, irony and open endings to disrupt any notions of 

harmony imagined to be inside or outside of the text. Critics also agree that Vega‘s 

intentional abuse of linguistic boundaries, expressed through her use of Spanglish and her 

insertion of English, French, and Haitian Creole into her Spanish texts, make for a radical 

challenge to the idea of a unified Caribbean language (Vélez 827). Fernando Valerio-

Holguìn ―Postcolonial Encounters and the Caribbean Diaspora ‗Encancaranublado‘ by 

Ana Lydia Vega‖ reads her mixture of languages primarily as a challenge to the 

neocolonial authority represented by the United States. Yet, Vega‘s scathing critiques of 

not just the U.S. but also of her own native Puerto Rico reveal that she is, in the words of 

critic Ramon Acevedo, an author ―que no perdona a nadie‖ ‗that pardons no one‘ (236).  

Of the stories I will discuss in this chapter, ―Puerto Principe abajo‖ and 

―Encancaranublado‖ are the two most critically acclaimed. Since Vega‘s focus in each of 

these stories is to demonstrate the rather direct ties between Puerto Rico and Haiti, critics 

are keenly aware of Vega‘s use of language and race as markers of difference. In ―La 

transculturación racial y sexual: ¿Treta posmoderna de Ana Lydia Vega?‖ critic 

MaryAnn Gosser-Esquilín notes that even though other Puerto Rican thinkers conceived 

of the newly revived racism against blacks and their descendents as the product of 
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imported American ideas after Puerto Rico became an Estado Libre Asociado of the U.S. 

in 1952, Vega sees these prejudices as always existing in Puerto Rico (109). 

 As Vega‘s mission is to criticize all and ―pardon no one,‖ she recognizes the act 

of representation as a means to challenge the historical repression of blackness in the 

Hispanic Caribbean. This recognition and its inherent desire to rewrite the wrongs done 

to the black subject, via a rewrite of the Haitian‘s role in the Caribbean, pose significant 

problems of their own. Vega, in desiring criticize a reality in which the Hispanic 

Caribbean has repressed its cultural and historical connections to Haiti, also implicates 

herself in a process which is ultimately designed to manage, rather than redeem, the 

Haitian. In line with Beverley‘s ideas about representation as an act of ―hegemonic 

articulation,‖ Vega‘s critiques of the Hispanic Caribbean found in her texts do not 

preclude her own role as a ―hegemonic‖ writer. Her repentant and, at times, self-critical 

works do more than express the reality of historical repression of Haiti in the Hispanic 

Caribbean. I believe the Vega‘s snapshots of ―hard reality‖—snapshots that supposedly 

resist the stereotypical and even sensational representations of Haitianness produced by 

her literary forefathers—actually have the effect of masking disavowed ―realities‖ that 

Fischer describes as those which must ―be kept at bay‖ (Fischer ―Preface‖ xi). In this 

way, critiquing the liberal tourist, or talking about the misfortunes of the avenger of 

blood, ―boat person,‖ and the exile help to ―distance‖ Vega, as Sheller would say, from 

the hard reality she represents. The ―reality that must be kept at bay,‖ then, is that of her 

own role as a perpetuator of the Haitian‘s subalternity in the hegemonic space that is 

Hispanic Caribbean identity. Though the desire to keep certain realities at bay occurs 

inside the symbolic economy existing inside each of the stories, I think reading these 
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stories together gives us a better sense of how Vega‘s Haitian oeuvre can be read as 

accomplishing the rather hegemonic purpose of managing the Haitian‘s relationship and 

access to Hispanic Caribbean identity.  

  

 ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖or Haiti as ―una bofetada‖  

Vírgenes y mártires includes the first of Vega‘s stories about Haiti. ―Puerto 

Príncipe abajo‖ is the story told from the perspective of a Puerto Rican school teacher on 

holiday in Port-au-Prince. Her perspective, expressed in vignette-like ―diapositvas‖  

‗slides‘ which divide the story into convenient snap-shots of her experience, is a critical 

one. In fact, her evaluation of the trip, the group of Puerto Rican teachers, the entire 

experience of Haiti, is aimed at disenchanting the well-intentioned reader who 

consciously or not, tends to embrace stereotypes about the poorest nation in the Western 

Hemisphere. Via this self-critical and self-conscious narrator, Vega challenges the reader 

to question her own good or ill-will towards Haiti and to see the usual, emotional, liberal 

response to that nation‘s sad reality as akin to the shallow bigotry of the postcolonial 

tourist. Within this challenge to the reader, Vega also delivers a powerful critique to the 

reader from her native land. Eventually, the interplay between characters shows that the 

shallow tourist and the liberal humanitarian can be both sides of one Puerto Rican 

identity still unsure of how to relate to Haiti.  

―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ opens with the following epilogue, a citation from Luis 

Palés Matos‘  ―Canciñn festiva para ser llorada‖ (Tuntún de pasa y grifería 1937): 

―…sñlo a veces Don Quijote,/ por chiflado y musaraña,/ de tu maritornería/ construye 

una dulcineada‖ ‗…sometimes Don Quijote/ bewildered and bemused,/ of Maritornes‘ 
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ugliness/ would build himself a sweet dream‘ (Palés Matos 130-33; Translation mine).  In 

using this citation from Palés Matos, Vega demonstrates that she intends to critique the 

quijosteque desire of her liberal narrator, who tries to convert the ugly reality of Haiti 

(―maritornerìa‖) into a beautiful fantasy of its glorious past (―dulcineada‖).
35

     

The opening scene and first diapositiva (slide) of ―Puerto Prìncipe, abajo‖ sets in 

relief these two sides or attitudes existent within what Vega describes as Puerto Rico‘s 

national psyche. The song of the ―cacatúa portorricensis‖ ‗cockatoo portorricensis,‘ a 

matronly and ridiculous coworker, begins this tale of the two perspectives. The ―cacatúa‖ 

‗cockatoo‘ begins by singing the virtues of the Haitians: ―tan finos, tan resignados, tan 

alegres, tan atentos, tan humildes y—lo que es para ella el summum del cachet—tan 

cultos que hasta francés hablan‖ ‗so refined, so resigned, so cheerful, so attentive, so 

humble and—what for her is the height of cachet—so cultured that they even speak 

French‘ (―Puerto Prìncipe‖ 91; ―Port-Au-Prince‖ 216-17). Vega‘s narrator renders 

laughable the Puerto Rican tourist‘s low and condescending expectations of Haiti. A 

―coro de lamentaciones‖ ‗chorus of laments‘ quickly interrupts the laudatory song of the 

cockatoo: ―qué lástima. pobrecitos parte el alma, ay bendito qué miseria Dios mìo‖ ‗What 

a shame, the poor things, it breaks your heart, Oh God, such misery‘ (91; 217). This 

seemingly well-meaning dirge closes with a sharp critique of Haiti which alerts the reader 

to bigotry inherent in the ―cockatoo‘s‖ song of praise and laments: ―he allí la cosecha 

amarga de la Independencia‖ ‗such is the bitter fruit of independence‘ (91; 217). For this 

                                                           
35

Vega and Palés Matos allude here to the humorous episode entitled ―De lo que sucedió al ingenioso 

hidalgo en la venta que él imaginaba ser castillo‖ in the first tome  and sixteenth chapter of Miguel de 

Cervantes‘ legendary El ingenioso hidalgo  Don Quijote de la Mancha (Cátedra 2003). In this episode, a 

wounded and delusional Don Quijote mistakes an ugly, promiscuous, Asturian maid named Maritornes for 

a beautiful ―doncella.‖ This mistake leads to trouble for himself and for those around him (I, 214-215).    
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―cacatúa‖ ‗cockatoo‘ and the side of Puerto Rican identity she represents, Haiti‘s greatest 

flaw is its will to be free from colonial rule. 

As an alternative to the doubly condescending song of the cockatoo, the narrator 

weighs in on the reality of Haiti‘s past and present. ―Diapositiva VI‖ ‗Slide Six‘ is a 

critique of the narrator‘s/intellectual tourist‘s desire to delve into Haiti‘s history as a way 

to escape the privileged but questionable political status of Puerto Rico, to avoid being so 

insensitive, so colonialist in her dealings with the half-island nation. Her plan of action is 

simple:  

Insistes en aislarte con Haití. El de la Historia. El que pone  la piel de 

gallina y timbales en el pecho. Poseída por Ogún, con todos los ejércitos 

desalinianos cabalgándote en el cráneo, quieres nada menos que violentar 

la cuerda del tiempo y ver germinar en flashback  el árbol mentado de la 

libertad. (―Puerto Prìncipe‖ 95)  

You insist on isolating yourself along with Haiti. The Haiti that went 

down in History. The Haiti that gives people goose bumps and makes their 

hearts beat like drums. Possessed by Ogun, with Dessaline‘s entire army 

riding cavalcade through your head, you want nothing less than to break 

the thread of time and see, in flashback, the so-called tree of liberty take 

root and grow. (―Port-Au-Prince‖ 220) 

The narrator‘s isolation is achieved through an internal process of remembering, which 

contrasts starkly with the cockatoo‘s external ―verbodiarrea‖ ‗verbal diarrhea‘ (92; 217). 

What she remembers, however, is not unlike the types of things remembered, inferred, or 

implied by the utterances of her fellow Puerto Ricans. Like them, her knowledge of Haiti 
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is limited to that which gives ―piel de gallina‖ ‗goosebumps‘ (95; 220). Cognizant of the 

affinity between their idea of Haiti and her own, the narrator says to herself 

―romanticismo intelectual de ligas menores, proclama sonriente el veterano mutilado de 

tu ser‖ ‗that‘s just minor-league intellectual romanticism‘ (95; 220). She forsakes the 

attempt at internalized isolation in medias res, only to return to a present riddled with 

disenchanting ironies:  

A tu lado amenaza el Negro Cimarrón con su cadena trunca en el tobillo y 

su antorcha erecta a las estrellas. No es más que una estatua frente a los 

tanques del palacio blanco. Allí arriba bosteza Pétionville. La luna mira 

televisión impasible. Y tú ya no comulgas con Boukman y Mackandal en 

el Bosque Caimán. Los aullidos del los vivos te coagulan la sangre en 

Puerto Príncipe. (―Puerto Principe‖ 95)     

At your side, the Runaway Black Slave menaces, with his short ankle 

chain and straight torch reaching for the stars. It‘s only a statue facing the 

tanks that guard the white palace. Up above, Pétionville yawns. The moon 

is impassively watching television. And you no longer commune with 

Boukman and Mackandal in the Cayman Woods. The howls of the living 

curdle your blood in Port-au-Prince. (―Port-au-Prince 220-21)  

The narrator‘s intellectual comedown is meant to inspire that of the unassuming, 

uncritical reader of ―Puerto Prìncipe.‖ The story ends just as quickly as the holiday does. 

Despite the experiences of the weekend, the various run-ins with the ―reality‖ of Haiti 

which the group encounters, the only person who goes away changed is the repentant, 

self-deprecating narrator who says ―Haitì es una bofetada a tu bondad sintética. Un país 
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que no perdona. Todo acto es culpable y la pena un lujo que se paga a precios de turista‖ 

‗Haiti is a slap in the face, a challenge to your synthetic goodness. It is an unforgiving 

country. Every act is a guilty act, and pity is a luxury paid for at tourist prices‘ (98; 224).  

On the plane ride back to San Juan, her compatriots plan their next tourist 

adventure, and the narrator reluctantly abandons herself to the affection of her mother-

like native Puerto Rico. Her embrace of the familiar mimics that of the now discomfited 

reader. Since she has also journeyed through the murky territories of her own intellectual 

tourism, Vega‘s reader must now regard the familiar with suspicion and a certain 

enlightened and self-conscious anxiety. It is interesting that Vega uses a trip to Haiti as 

the means by which the narrator (and reader) must face the double-sided nature of her 

own identity. Though it is clear from the text that Vega wants to satirize the role of the 

ridiculous and culturally callous tourist, one must consider why it is a trip to Haiti that 

shows the narrator‘s ―bondad‖ ‗goodness‘ as ―sintética‖ ‗synthetic,‘ hypocritical, and 

tourist-like. As Puerto Rico possesses its own set of national, social, and economic ills, 

why must the narrator travel to Haiti and make a ―dulcineada‖ out of the ―maritornerìa‖ 

that she encounters there? What is it about Haiti, specifically, that puts in relief the guilt 

and complicity of the tourist?     

The glimpses of ―reality‖—the poverty, prostitution, hopelessness—that we 

encounter in ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ are meant to remind the reader of the relative 

comforts she enjoys in her native land. Once the difference between life in Haiti and life 

in Puerto Rico is established, however, the repentant and increasingly self-conscious 

narrator resigns herself to her own powerlessness. Since, ―todo acto es culpable‖ ‗every 

act is a guilty act,‘ the narrator, though sincere, elects not to act at all (98; 224). The 
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implications of this call to inaction leave the reader to conclude that since nothing can be 

done at all, she, like the narrator is somehow, relieved of any responsibility, intellectual 

or otherwise to Haiti. The futility of any action makes not acting the only viable option 

for the reader and the Puerto Rican teacher-narrator. Reader and narrator are alike in their 

powerlessness; they are given permission to stand idly by and not get emotionally or 

intellectually involved with a country or a people that are, by definition, unknowable and 

unwelcoming of the kindness of strangers.  

Vega‘s Haiti is ―una bofetada‖ ‗a slap in the face‘ to the Puerto Rican outsider 

and a constant reminder of the latter‘s difference. In this way, Vega portrays Haiti as a 

resentful and unforgiving neighbor who is either too proud or too bitter to escape the 

misery of its past or present. Assuming the latter is true, ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ suggests 

that Haiti, and not other nations, is to blame for its sad reality because it rejects even the 

most noble intentions of those drawn to it. The preliminary attention to detail, reflected in 

the narrator‘s rejection of the too simple idea that Haiti‘s greatest fault was its historical 

choice to be free, is forgotten amid the easy assumption that Haiti is its own worst enemy 

and the cause of its own historical, political, and economic malaise. Vega‘s ―Puerto 

Prìncipe abajo‖ allows the narrator and reader to shake their heads (and fingers) in 

disgust and justifiable disapproval at an unreasonably resentful Haiti.  Ironically, what 

starts as a critique of unenlightened tourism, ends up being a rebuke of Haiti‘s 

unwillingness to just forgive and forget the faults of the tourist. 

Vega‘s manner of portraying Haiti renders her identical to the compatriotas 

satirized by her critical narrator. Like the ―cacatúa‖ ‗cockatoo‘ and the tourists she 

represents, Vega wants to relate to Haiti on Puerto Rican terms. While the former bring 
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Don Q rum in their suitcases because Haitian Barbancourt ―les sabe a perfume‖ ‗tastes 

like perfume to them,‘ Vega packs her own belief in the bitterness of the Haitian people 

into her representation of life in Port-au-Prince (95; 220). Suggesting that the nation is 

unforgiving, she necessarily implies that the identity of the unforgiven is her own. In this 

way, the self-critical and sincerely remorseful tourist, having confessed her faults, is 

unjustly condemned by the vengeful and unrelenting Haiti. The subtlety of this transition 

allows Vega to convert the once guilty tourist-oppressor into the oppressed victim of 

Haiti‘s unparalleled wrath. Indeed, one could argue that in the absence of the converted 

Puerto Rican tourist, Vega‘s Haiti does not possess an identity of its own. With no one 

left to forgive or resent, Haiti, as imagined by Vega, is erased and its true identity is 

―disavowed‖ by means of the representation of its characteristic bitterness towards the 

liberal tourist. It is this erasure, this absenting of one nation from the consciousness of 

another, which critics like Fischer have described as an act of oppression whose effect 

maintains Haiti and Port-au-Prince consistently below its neighboring Puerto Rico.  

In ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo,‖ Vega‘s portrayal of the liberal Puerto Rican tourist 

serves to criticize over-romanticized notions of Pan-Caribbean blackness in favor of a 

more ―realistic‖ appreciation of the history of economic and political disparities existing 

between Haiti and its Hispanic Caribbean neighbors. The desire for realism leads readers 

to conclude that, since any efforts to ameliorate the historical mistreatment of Haiti are 

futile. A call to do nothing at all actually amounts to managing the poor, hopeless Haitian 

and perpetuating his subalternity and the hegemony of the Vega and her liberal tourist 

and her alter ego, the racist, culturally insensitive ―cockatoo.‖ 
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    The year following the publication of Vírgenes y mártires, Vega publishes 

another book of short stories which revisits the image of Haiti‘s unforgiving and 

oppressive nature.  Encancaranublado y otros cuentos de naufragio (1982) includes three 

stories which feature Haitian characters from various sectors of society. These stories 

differ from the ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ in that they do not function as a critique of 

tourism and that they center upon the experiences of Haitians living at home and abroad. 

The stories from Encancaranublado also engage more explicitly the role of Haiti in the 

formation of (Hispanic) Caribbean identity.  Like Carpentier and Montero, Vega is 

especially interested in showcasing the racial diversity of the Hispanic Caribbean as a 

defining characteristic of its regional heritage. Blackness is of special interest to Vega in 

this regard as it represents a consistent means through which to revalorize the region‘s 

African heritage. ―Encancaranublado,‖ the first story of the collection, directly addresses 

this issue.       

 

―Encancaranublado‖ and Haitian Boat People 

―Encancaranublado‖ is the story of three shipwrecked, Afro-Caribbean men who 

are eventually rescued at sea by a passing U.S. Navy ship. The captain, an initiator of this 

ill-fated voyage, is a Haitian named Antenor. His reasons for fleeing Haiti, in a ―make-

shift vessel‖ with little to eat and drink, become immediately clear to the reader: 

Atrás quedan  los mangós podridos de la diarrea y el hambre, la gritería de 

los macoutes, el miedo y la sequía. Acá el mareo y la amenaza  de la sed 

cuando se agote la minúscula provisión de agua. Con todo eso, la triste  
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aventura marina es crucero de placer a la luz del recuerdo de la isla.  

(―Encancaranublado‖ 14)  

The putrid mangos, emblems of diarrhea and famine, the macoute‘s war-

cries, the fear, the drought—all are behind him now. Seasickness and the 

threat of thirst once his meagre water rations run out—this is the here and 

now. For all the menace, this wretched sea adventure is a pleasure cruise 

compared to his memories of the island. (―Cloud Cover‖ 107)    

Seasickness and thirst are more welcoming than the misery of a Haiti slowly beginning to 

break free from years of Duvalierist rule.
36

 Antenor‘s ―pursuit of happiness‖ is 

interrupted by that of another man lost at sea. As he rescues a Dominican named 

Diñgenes, Antenor‘s world adrift starts to take on the historical contours of his homeland. 

These two men from their respective halves of Hispaniola resist the urge to give into the 

―espìritu burlñn‖ ‗mocking, derisive spirit‘ that threatens to topple the boat (14; 107). The 

two men focus instead, on their commonalities: ―Allí se dijo la jodienda de ser antillano, 

negro y pobre. Se contaron de los muertos por docenas. Se repartieron maldiciones a 

militares, curas y civiles. Se estableció el internacionalismo del hambre y la solidaridad 

del sueðo‖ ‗They told of the endless pain of being black, Caribbean and poor; of deaths 

by the score; they cursed the clergy, the military and civilians; established an 

international brotherhood of hunger, a solidarity of dreams‘ (―Encancaranublado‖ 14; 

―Cloud Cover‖107). Just as suddenly as they establish a bridge of troubled waters, 

however, the Haitian and Dominican spy the ―cabeza encrespada‖ ‗kinky hair of a 

                                                           
36

 Encancaranublado is published in 1982. Since the only temporal marker is the month of September, I am 

assuming that it takes place in September of 1981, when Jean Claude ―Baby Doc‖ Duvalier had recently 

married Michele Bennett and effectively begun his fall from political grace.  
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Cuban‘ (15; 107). Vega is quick to show how that, in the absence of dire need, the 

Dominican‘s willingness to ally himself with Haiti quickly vanishes. Curiously, it is 

language, something that had not been a problem only minutes before the arrival of the 

Cuban, that serves as the wedge between the Haitian and the Dominican.  

As the Cuban and Dominican bond, in Spanish, over a discussion of their 

respective misfortunes, the latter‘s true feelings for his Haitian counterpart become very 

clear: ―Qué vaina, hombre. En mi país traen a los dichosos madamos pa que la piquen y a 

nosotros que nos coma un caballo‖ ‗Hey, man, where I‘m from they bring in all the 

madamos from Haiti to do the cutting. The rest of us can lie there and rot for all they 

care,‘ says Diñgenes to Caramelo, the Cuban (16; 108). The use of the word ―madamos‖ 

signals Diogenes‘s quickly declining respect for the Haitian man who had just saved his 

life. In fact, the two Spanish speakers would later take Antenor‘s food rations by force, 

calling him, among other things a ―prieto‖ ‗nigger‘(16; 108). Despite their own blackness 

and kinky hair, the Dominican and Cuban are able to effectively distinguish themselves 

from Antenor by way of language. Eventually, a struggle between the men, who seem 

bent on sabotaging their own voyage to ―happiness,‖ ends in yet another shipwreck.  

Antenor‘s boat is destroyed, and the narrator describes yet another temporary 

alliance, born of necessity for survival: ―las tres voces náufragas se unieron en un largo, 

agudo y optimista alarido de auxilio‖ ‗The three unfortunates joined their voices in a 

long, shrill, hopeful cry for help‘ (19; 110). The humorous tone of the narrator shows the 

unwillingness of the three ―voces náufragas‖ ‗unfortunate ones‘ to band together, except 

in times of trouble:  ―Al cabo de un rato—y no me preguntan cómo carajo se zapatearon a 

los tiburones porque fue sin duda un milagro conjunto de la Altagracia, la Caridad del 
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Cobre y las Siete Potencia Africanas …‖ ‗don‘t ask me how in the hell they kept the 

sharks at bay—it must have been a miracle jointly organized by the Virgin of Altagracia, 

the Caridad del Cobre, and the Seven African Powers‘ (19-20; 110).  

Their seemingly irreconcilable differences are soon washed over when they end 

up ―cansados pero satifechos‖ ‗exhausted but happy‘ aboard ―la cubierta del barco‖ ‗the 

rescue boat‘ (20; 110). The narrator signals Vega‘s most fearsome assault on the sad state 

of Caribbean affairs by clarifying that the rescue boat is an American boat (20; 110). The 

inclusion of this detail harkens back to an all too common series of events in the 

Caribbean. Historically, when Caribbean nations fall off their economic, political, and 

even cultural boats, it is the United States that moves in to restore order and to keep these 

stormy nations from destroying themselves (20; 110). In this way, Vega suggests that 

Caribbean disunity is the breeding ground for American intervention. Just moments after 

they are ―saved‖ from the angry sea and the hungry sharks, they are delivered into the 

hands of an ―ario y apolìneo lobo de mar‖ ‗Aryan, Apollo-like seadog‘ who barks out the 

following command in English: ―Get those niggers down there and let the spiks take care 

of ‗em‘‖ (20; 110). Without their knowledge, Antenor, Diñgenes, and Carmelo are thrust 

into an alternate universe where race subverts language, an American universe in which 

the ―nigger‖ and the ―spik‖ are born. 

The Haitian, the Dominican, and the Cuban transform into ―niggers,‖ whose dark 

skin color and not language defines them. The history of racism in the U.S. provides the 

new context for this trio of Caribbean brothers turned ―niggers‖ (20; 110). Whereas they 

refused to voluntarily unite their different but connected histories and cultures, the 

idiosyncrasies pertaining to nationality are quickly washed over by a wave of 
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phenotypical blackness. Just as quickly as the Aryan seadog bonds them together as 

―niggers,‖ however, Antenor, Diñgenes, and Carmelo are once again reminded of their 

differences: ―minutos después, el dominicano y el cubano vieron la grata experiencia de 

escuchar su lengua maternal‖ ‗Moments later, the Dominican and the Cuban had the 

pleasure of hearing their mother tongue spoken‘ (20; 110). The three men embrace the 

familiar sound, but they do so differently. The Dominican and Cuban embrace it as their 

―lengua maternal‖ ‗mother tongue,‘ but only to the Haitian ―le parecìa haberla estado 

oyendo desde su más tierna infancia‖ ‗seemed to recall it from tenderest childhood‘ (20; 

110). The gap between ―lengua maternal‖ ‗mother tongue‘ and what seemed to be 

recalled from Antenor‘s childhood widens ―cuando el puertorriqueðo gruðñ en la 

penumbra‖ ‗when a Puerto Rican voice growled through the gloom‘ presumably in 

Spanish, ―y sacñ un brazo negro por entre las cajas para pasarles la ropa seca‖ ‗[and a] 

black arm thrust through the crates to hand them dry clothes‘ (20; 111). Here the reader 

encounters an American paradox—despite the black skin of the Puerto Rican, he is a 

―spik‖ and not a ―nigger.‖  

As Vega portrays it, Spanish, in the American context, apparently whitens the 

Puerto Rican, who is considered by the white, American captain to be a ―spik‖ despite his 

black arm thrusting through the crates (20; 111). Since the Afro-Puerto Rican is 

considered a ―spik‖ because he speaks Spanish, we can assume that once the Americans 

on board learn that the Cuban and the Dominican speak Spanish that they too will be 

promoted to the level of ―spiks.‖ The end of ―Encancaranublado‖ is an attempt to 

demonstrate the ignorance and bigotry of the American by having him group the black 

men as ―niggers‖ and the Spanish speakers as ―spiks.‖ Vega‘s aim is to show that 
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American racism is incapable of seeing differences as anything more than a question of 

black and white. Thus the Afro-Hispanic is doubly othered in the American context, and 

in Vega‘s story, the laugh is on the culturally ignorant ―gringo.‖As they are drafted into 

the American captain‘s ―spik‖ labor force, Antenor, Diñgenes, and Carmelo look forward 

to survival, albeit by the sweat of their brow. The fate of Antenor, however, is not a 

neatly settled matter.  

Vega‘s ending leaves Antenor doubly stranded. The Haitian is literally a ―nigger‖ 

among ―spiks‖ and a linguistic invalid among both the American and his fellow Afro-

Caribbeans. Though Vega wants to classify ―nigger‖ as a primarily American construct, 

one cannot ignore the fact of the Haitian‘s blackness which has historically separated him 

from his Hispanic Caribbean brothers. Unlike the phenotypical blackness assigned to all 

three men by the American boat captain solely on the basis of skin color, the Haitian‘s 

blackness stems from his Haitianness. For the Dominican, Cuban, and presumably the 

Puerto Rican, Haitianness is an undiluted blackness which hearkens back to a shared, but 

feared African heritage. It is particularly telling when the ―cabeza encrespada‖ ‗kinky-

haired‘ Cuban refers to the Haitian as a ―prieto‖ or ―nigger‖ despite his own dark skin 

(16; 108). Whereas the  Cuban marks the Haitian as a ―prieto‖ ‗nigger‘ and thus, darker 

than himself, Vega‘s Dominican uses the term ―madamo‖ to locate the Haitian in the 

historical context of the perpetual struggle between the Dominican Republic and Haiti. 

According to Diñgenes, the ―madamos,‖ or Haitians represent a threat to the economic 

survival of Dominicans and consequently incur his disdain. He then transposes this 

historical, economic rivalry onto his encounter with Antenor making Dominican-Haitian 

cooperation as impossible on the high seas as it is on their shared island. 
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Antenor‘s Haitianness, with all its historical trappings, effectively maroons him so 

that he is both there and not there in the Dominican‘s and Cuban‘s consciousnesses. 

Since the Afro-Puerto Rican of the story never directly addresses Antenor as Haitian, it is 

impossible to really know how he would address Antenor‘s Haitianness. His silence 

harkens back to the decision not to act proposed in ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo‖ and seems to 

give consent to the Hispanic Caribbean‘s continued othering of the Haitian. As the 

assigned caretaker of the ―niggers,‖ the ―spik‖-Afro-Puerto Rican seems to mind little 

other than survival and so, sadly Vega allows him to focus on ―meter mano‖ ‗working‘ 

and not the quality of life for himself or for others (20; 111).    

 In ―Encancaranublado,‖ Vega does not provide a way of escape for Antenor, the 

Haitian who, without the ability to speak Spanish, is destined to remain a ―nigger‖ and to 

be ―taken care of,‖ or supervised by the ―spiks.‖ Vega does not question this eventuality, 

made possible by her construction of the ―spik-nigger‖ dichotomy in her critique of the 

American attitude towards people of color. In critiquing the Americans, however, Vega 

inadvertently reinforces a long-held, colonialist view of power relations in the 

Caribbean—Haiti remains the ignorant, black, little brother who must be tolerated or 

supervised by those more enlightened or enwhitened than himself. In the absence of an 

American or European colonizer, the Caribbean Hispanic becomes a veritable capataz 

who ―takes care‖ of, or manages the Haitian, down in the hull of a floating empire. 

Though they are all subjugated to the American flag, the Haitian, being both black and 

unable to speak either of the languages of power, English or Spanish, is destined to be 

misunderstood, the lowest of the low. Just as in ―Puerto Prìncipe abajo,‖ Vega suggests 

that the Haitian‘s fate is unchangeable and that the exclusion of Antenor is the only 
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means by which the Hispanic Caribbean can maintain its solidarity and identity in the 

face of an increasingly Americanized Caribbean space.  

 

―El dìa de los Hechos‖: Hispaniolan Disunity Revisited  

The lack of harmony between Hispanic Caribbeans and Haitians is also the theme 

of Vega‘s ―El dìa de los Hechos.‖  As the second story of Encancaranublado, ―El dìa de 

los Hechos‖ tackles head on the age-old conflict between Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic. According to Pamela Smorkaloff, who translated the text with the author, 

Death itself narrates the events which transpire on one fateful day at the Quisqueya 

Laundry in Río Piedras, Puerto Rico (Smorkaloff 211). That the story takes place in 

Puerto Rico suggests that Vega imagines her homeland as a sort of neutral territory where 

the country‘s relative prosperity vis-à-vis the general poverty of Hispaniola makes ―la isla 

del encanto‖ a veritable land of opportunity for the émigré.  

Opportunity is exactly what the Dominican protagonist of the story, Filemón 

Sagredo, Jr., has in mind when he pays a boat man by the name of Grullón, five hundred 

dollars to drop him off just miles from the shores of Puerto Rico. Death, the ultimate and 

most objective narrator possible, candidly explains:  

Menos mal que en Puerto Rico no es pobre sino quien quiere. Porque 

trabajo no es lo que hace falta, no. Ni hay que dejarle el lomo y el vivir al 

maldito corte de caña. Acá un ilegal se cuela donde pueda vendiendo 

barquillas en una heladería china, atendiéndole las frituras a cualquier 

cubano desmadrao, cambiando gomas en algún garage paisano. Como 

quiera se pasa un temporal. Hasta que pueda enyuntarse uno con hembra 
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boricua y arreglar con Inmigración. O prosperar en el traqueteo de la vida 

y negociarse la papelería por un par de cientos. (―El dìa‖ 24) 

It‘s a good thing that in Puerto Rico you‘re only poor if you want to be. 

There‘s no lack of jobs here, no. And you don‘t have to leave your back 

and your life in the damn cane fields either. Anyone can get by, more or 

less, selling cones in a Chinese ice-cream shop, working as a short order 

cook for some motherless Cuban, fixing flats in a compatriot‘s garage. 

Somehow or other, you can weather the storm. Until you can get hitched 

to some Puerto Rican broad and clear things up with Immigration. Or 

prosper in the day-to-day hustle and negotiate the official paperwork in 

exchange for a few hundred. (―The Day‖ 213) 

Of all the opportunities available to him, the reader learns that Filemón is the owner of a 

prosperous laundromat in Rìo Piedras, where dirty laundry and ―kioscos y pensiones 

dominicanas‖ ‗Dominican kiosks and boarding houses‖ supposedly ―sobraban‖ ‗abound‘ 

(23; 212). On the day the story opens, ―el negro grandote y tofe‖ ‗a big, tough-looking, 

black guy‘ walks into the laundry and shoots Filemñn with a ―escopeta recortada‖ 

‗sawed-off shotgun‘ (24; 213). As the shooting takes place so suddenly, the reader and 

the fictional onlookers present in the laundry find themselves bereft of answers. The rest 

of the story then is dedicated to a historical explanation of the fictional present‘s events.  

Death, in her own matter-of-fact way, takes the reader back in time in search of 

the murder‘s origins. The reader learns that the  ―negro grandote y tofe‖ ‗big, tough-

looking Black guy‘ is a Haitian named Félicien Apolon, Jr., the son of a man who had 

been denounced by Filemñn‘s father during General Rafael Trujillo‘s 1937 massacre of 
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Haitians living on the Dominican-Haitian border. Filemñn Jr.‘s murder is an act of 

retribution in which the son pays for the sins of his father and forefathers. Vega describes 

Filemón Sagredo, Sr. both as man with the capacity to do good and as a son embittered 

by the demise of his own father during the American Occupation of the island (1915-

1934). Though no one Haitian in particular was directly responsible for the death of his 

father, Filemñn Sr. eventually refuses to help Félicien Apolon, Sr. because ―el recuerdo 

de su padre muerto en Haiti durante la ocupaciñn yanqui era una espina en pleno galillo‖ 

‗the memory of his father who had been killed in Haiti during the Yankee occupation 

stuck in his throat, choking him‘ (26; 214).  The mercy he shows the Haitian‘s son, 

Félicien Jr., in helping him cross the river, gives way to the pain of his own father‘s 

memory.  

Adding to this mix of mercy and memory is the detestable presence of Félicien, 

Sr. in the bed of a Dominican woman by the name of Paula (26; 214). As if being Haitian 

were not bad enough, Félicien, Sr. had also invaded another of the Dominican Republic‘s 

sacred spaces by sleeping with and, presumably, fathering a child (Félicien, Jr.) by Paula. 

Vega, at once mindful of this issue and yet not willing to denounce the Dominican‘s act 

as something of a lover‘s revenge, leaves the reader to sift through Death‘s version of 

Filemñn, Sr.‘s thoughts:   

En la habitación vecina, Filemón Sagredo el Viejo no acababa de decidirse 

a denunciar al haitiano. Había ayudado al hijo a cruzar el río porque Paula 

se lo había pedido. Por ella solamente, por ser dominicana además de 

buena hembra, aunque se hubiera acuartelado con un maldito cocolo. Pero 
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cuando Félicien pidió refugio, lo pensó dos veces para al fin murmurar un 

sí cargado de indecisión. (―El dìa‖ 26)  

Filemñn couldn‘t make up his mind whether to denounce the Haitian or 

not. He had helped the man‘s son to cross the river because Paula had 

asked him to. He had done it for her, for her alone, because she was a 

Dominican, besides being one hell of a woman, even if she was living 

with a damn cocolo. But when Félicien asked for refuge, he had to think it 

over twice before murmuring a yes laden with indecision. (―The Day‖ 14) 

  Reluctance eventually gives way to a refusal to help. Filemón, Sr. mulls over the 

Haitian-inspired injuries of the past and the affront to Dominican patriarchy in his present 

a total of ―tres veces antes de llamar a los verdugos‖ ‗three times before he called in the 

hangmen‘ (26; 215).  The grand irony of Filemñn Sr.‘s vengeful resolution is that his act 

of hate for the Haitian ultimately resolves nothing. In fact, the narrator explains: ―por eso, 

aquel día, Filemón Sagredo hijo, descendiente de tantos filemones matados y matones, 

estaba de cara al suelo en el Laundry Quisqueya de Río Piedras‖ ‗And that is how 

Filemón Sagredo, Jr., descendent of so many Filemñn‘s, victims and assassins, found 

himself face down on the floor of the Quisqueya Laundry of Rìo Piedras that fateful day‘ 

(26-27; 215).  The characteristic humor of Vega‘s narrative style, in using Death to 

narrate this history of ―matados y matones‖ ‗victims and assassins‘ from Hispaniola, does 

little to erase the sadness of an age-old conflict, which in ―El dìa‖ continues to claim the 

lives of Haitians and Dominicans alike even abroad. In fact, the humorous tone of the 

story effectively highlights the futility of the Haitian-Dominican conflict. In this way, 
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Vega‘s ―El dìa de los hechos‖ functions as a literary call for a ceasefire between the two 

nations that Vega describes here as practically brothers. 

 Death and Vega, both, assert that it is the violence that drowns out all potential 

for unity among Haitians and Dominicans, who at times may even share the same parents 

(25; 214). Because ―no se le preguntaba a nadie por su mai‖ ‗no one bothered to ask 

anyone about their mothers‘ at the moment of bloodshed, brothers essentially kill 

brothers. Despite this call for harmony among (blood) brothers and the questionable 

parentage of Félicien, Jr.—who may well be the son of Paula and Félicien, Sr.—Vega 

refers to him in the story, simply as a Haitian. This assertion of his Haitian nationality 

despite his possible Dominican heritage effectively undermines Vega‘s assertion of 

blood-unity and neatly demarcates a difference and ―distance‖ between Félicien and 

Filemñn in ―El dìa de los hechos.‖ If Hispaniolan unity (and even brotherhood) is indeed 

the message of the story, what purpose does Vega‘s emphasis of the Haitian identity of 

the murderer serve? The answer to this question must lie in Vega‘s own conception of 

Haitianness, despite her belief in the need for Hispaniolan unity. In her desire to make 

these two nations see eye to eye as brothers, Vega effectively ―disavows‖ to use Fischer‘s 

term or ―systematically forgets‖ in Sheller‘s words the Dominican heritage of a Haitian‘s 

son in order to re-present and recast him in his perennial role as violent, particularly 

Haitian aggressor. The result of her doing so, interestingly, is the perpetuation Dominico-

Haitian divide.   

Following the pattern of fratricide described by Vega, the son of the injured party 

always comes back to avenge his father‘s death in some way. As documented in ―El dìa 

de los hechos,‖ the cycle of vengeance begins and ends with a Haitian aggressor. 
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Filemón, Sr., for instance, remembers his father who ―lo habìan ahorcado los cacos de 

Peralte‖ ‗[had been] strung up by Péralte‘s henchman,‘ whose own father, according to 

Death had been killed by a vengeful ―madamo‖ (26; 214). This ―madamo‖ was also the 

son of a Haitian who had been ―atravesado por bayoneta dominicana en tiempos de 

Serapio Reinoso‖ ‗pierced through by a Dominican bayonet during Serapio Reinoso‘s 

time‘ (26; 214-15). That this battle between Filemóns and Féliciens begins with the death 

of a Haitian during the era of Serapio Reinoso del Orbe (1805) is especially telling. 

Though it is in fact a Dominican bayonet which kills the first victim, a Haitian, Vega, by 

virtue of the historical marker she chooses, makes sure to show that the bayonet is 

wielded in defense against Haitian invaders.  

As Serapio Reinoso del Orbe is lauded as a hero and credited with leading the 

forces which sought to protect Santo Domingo from Haitian forces, the Haitian who dies 

pierced through by a ―bayoneta dominicana‖ ‗Dominican bayonet,‘ effectively plays the 

role of the intruding aggressor who dies justly at the hands of Reinoso‘s forces. The first 

Félicien is as guilty and ruthless then as the latest, who braves land and sea to track down 

the Dominican responsible for his father‘s death. On ―El dìa de los Hechos,‖ not even the 

distance and historical immunity offered by the Puerto Rican land of opportunity can 

save the Dominican from his vengeful, violent Haitian brother. The last of Death‘s 

eyewitness account of the events suggests that the bad blood plaguing Dominicans and 

Haitians alike will continue to do so:  

El mayor de sus dos hijos, parado en el umbral  de la puerta, miraba 

fijamente sobre las cabezas de los curiosos el cauce de la calle Arzuaga 

por donde se había escurrido, en un Chevrolet negro, el pasado de su 
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padre. Al volante del mentado, Félicien Apolon hijo, seguía la pista de 

sangre pacientemente dibujada por tantos felicienes matones y matados.  

(―El dìa‖ 27) 

The oldest of his [Filemon‘s] two sons, standing in the doorway, stared out 

over the heads of the curious all the way down Arzuga Street, where his 

father‘s past had just sped away in a black Chevrolet. At the wheel, 

Félicien Apolon, Jr. followed the trail of blood patiently traced by so many 

Féliciens, victims and assassins. (―The Day‖ 215) 

The stare of Filemon‘s oldest son—although one most likely full of vengeance—remains 

merely a stare as the story comes to a close. Because Félicien is cast as the primordial 

Haitian aggressor, the reader has no sense that the Dominican youth, the primordial 

victim, will go after the Haitian who has just viciously hunted down and killed his father. 

For this last descendent of the Filemñns, the ―negro grandote y tofe‖ ‗big, tough-looking 

Black guy‘ can be nothing more than ―el pasado de su padre‖ ‗his father‘s past‘ fleeing 

the scene ―en un Chevrolet negro‖ ‗in a black Chevrolet‘ (27; 215).
37

 In stark contrast to 

the young Dominican‘s resignation, Félicien Jr. is resolved to coldly calculate his attack 

on the Dominican boy‘s father and to ―segu[ir] pacientemente la pista de sangre‖ 

‗patiently trace the trail of blood‘ marked out for him by his forefathers (27; 215). The 

juxtaposition of Dominican resignation with Haitian aggression amounts to trapping 

                                                           
37

 Interestingly, Vega also refers to the Haitian as ―past‖ just as Carpentier and Montero do in their works. 

Neither one of the Dominican characters in this story (and the others) is ever referred to as a representative 

of the past, even though this story of vengeance must necessarily allude to a history of violence between 

Hatians and Dominicans. In this story, as in the other texts in this study, it seems that the discourse of 

―past,‖ ―origin,‖ and even ―original sin‖ are associated with Blackness as expressed through Haitianness.   
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Vega‘s Haitian character in a history of violent and murderous blackness, in which the 

role of vengeful aggressor is her most vivid marker of Haitianness.   

 

―Contrapunto haitiano‖: The Haitian Exile 

In a break with the focus on the historical divide existing between Haiti and its 

Hispanic Caribbean, Vega closes Encancaranublado with ―Contrapunto haitiano‖ 

[―Haitian Counterpoint‖].  This last story, also set in Puerto Rico, documents the 

experience of Haitians living in exile in Puerto Rico.  Like the Dominican Filemón 

Sagredo, Jr. who flees to Puerto Rico in search of a better life, Lucien, the protagonist of 

―Contrapunto haitiano‖ finds solace in San Juan amid the violence of the late Duvalier 

years. The story is largely composed of the recollections of Lucien during the last fifteen 

minutes of the first return flight home he has taken in twelve years. Unlike the other 

Haitian characters in Vega‘s stories, Lucien and his wife, Odile, are members of a 

wealthy, French-speaking upper class. In this way, the ―contrapunto‖ is largely one 

between the cultures, customs and world-views of Haiti‘s upper and lower classes which 

are victimized and implicated in Duvalieriste violence while at home and abroad. 

―Contrapunto haitiano‖ centers upon the reality of the Haitian exile and features 

characters who debunk the stereotype of the poor, disenfranchised Haitian. This is yet 

another reality that Vega hopes to bring to light in her works. Since these characters are 

effectively from a different ―class,‖ they seem to dehomogeinize the image of 

Haitianness. As she portrays the public and private consumption of the main character 

Lucien, however, Vega portrays him as just another ―Duque de Mermelada,‖ thereby 
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reinforcing the same stereotypes she starts off breaking. In this way she maintains her 

position as a hegemonic subject who can re-present the subaltern at will. 

In keeping with its title, ―Contrapunto haitiano‖ is a tale of constant 

juxtapositions. Vega, deliberate in her allusion to Fernando Ortiz‘s Contrapunteo cubano, 

constructs a series of juxtapositions between what can be called parallel presents and 

pasts in the lives of Lucien and Odile. Just as the rhythms of one instrument counter 

another to create a dissonance which amounts to song, the interplay between present(s) 

and past(s), narrated from the perspectives of Lucien and Odile eventually amount to a 

narrative whole which allows past, present, and recollections of both to unfold in real-

time.  

―Contrapunto haitiano‖ can be divided into four sections with each section 

corresponding to one of the four in-flight announcements that Lucien hears fifteen 

minutes before landing in Port-au-Prince. These flight announcements, given in English 

and French, function to constantly remind the reader of the story‘s present, which exists 

in linear, or real intradiegetic time and is confined to the defined space that is the airplane 

itself. The plane ride is only the first narrative frame, however. As the story begins, Vega 

adopts the Flaubertian style indirect libre to grant the reader access to the thoughts and 

memories of Lucien and Odile. Together, the perspectives of these two different and 

différant individuals illustrate the constant act of negotiation that is Haitian identity. Each 

section features narration from the perspective of Lucien, who is aboard the plane and 

then Odile, who is at their home in San Juan. The reader becomes privy, then, not just to 

Lucien‘s experience of the last fifteen minutes of Lucien‘s plane ride, but also to the 

events which motivate his return to Haiti after twelve years of exile and those which 
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transpire upon his return. Vega‘s unnamed, omniscient, third-person narrator straddles 

the line between omniscient, revealer of the inner thoughts of each character and the 

ever-present witness to each character‘s actions. As Lucien begins and ends this 

counterpoint, his perspective and its problematic idiosyncrasies are privileged in the 

story.     

The events in ―Contrapunto‖ are not organized chronologically. Because of this, 

the four sections of the story are not meant to narrate a sequence of events in linear time. 

Instead they are composites of various consciousnesses embedded within the perspectives 

of Lucien and Odile. If chronologically rearranged, ―Contrapunto‖ begins over twelve 

years before the story commences with the very different childhoods of Lucien and Odile. 

Lucien grows up in relative poverty with at least his mother and a brother named 

Maximilien. Odile, on the other hand, is the daughter of a landed patriarch who, quite 

possibly, lives in a richer area of the same city/town that Lucien does. Later on, Lucien 

must flee Haiti once his brother is killed on the steps of the presidential palace. He goes 

first to New York, where he meets Odile, marries her, and, eventually, moves to Puerto 

Rico where the two have a child. A phone call, which takes place in a period of time just 

before the story opens, reveals that Lucien‘s aged mother has fallen sick and that he 

desires to take her to live with him in San Juan. Odile‘s life story runs parallel to that of 

Lucien‘s before she leaves Haiti. Her father, concerned that the black community will 

corrupt her high class, good (white) manners, sends her to live in New York, where she 

eventually meets and marries Lucien. The story closes once Lucien arrives in Port-au-

Prince for the first time since the death of his brother.               
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The first section and first scene of ―Contrapunto haitiano‖ is one through which 

we come to know the two competing halves of Lucien‘s world. As he revels in a moment 

of coquetry with an attractive, female passenger, Lucien travels back in time to the night 

before. In keeping with Vega‘s privileging of Lucien‘s perspective, the reader is made 

privy to the thoughts of his wife, Odile, as they are taking place from her perspective 

which is already located in his memory. The focus shifts from plane ride to Puerto Rico, 

where Odile and her child are preparing for Lucien‘s first trip back to Haiti in twelve 

years. She notes his frustration and irritability, but does not change his decision to go.  

Within Odile‘s present, always already existing within Lucien‘s memory, the reader finds 

a foreshadowing of negative events, an omen sensed by Odile and dismissed by Lucien. 

Almost as abruptly as it begins, however, Odile‘s thoughts are silenced as the second in-

flight announcement comes blaring over the loudspeaker. Lucien‘s perspective opens yet 

another portal into his memory, one in which the horrors of his past life in Haiti come 

back to haunt his present through nightmares. The reader learns here of an elderly mother 

whom Lucien intends to bring to Puerto Rico with him, the murder of his brother, 

Maximilien and others killed, presumably by tonton macoutes, and the danger that Lucien 

faces in reentering his country. These disturbing images from the past invading the 

present are accompanied by memories of the sacred rites of Vaudou and his own prayers 

to Papa Legba for safe passage.  Of interest to me in this jumble of memories is the fact 

that Lucien‘s memories of the sacred, are associated with those of his encounters with 

various nationalities of women (Dominicans and Canadians).  

This curious sequence of remembered events forms a veritable labyrinth for the 

reader. Given what she knows of the flirtatious Lucien from his interaction with the 
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woman seated with him on the plane to Port-au-Prince, however, the reader can use 

Lucien‘s sexuality as a map through his labyrinthine memory. In the opening scene, for 

instance, Lucien entertains the present possibility of a weekend fling with the tacky, 

mixed-raced ―dudú platinada‖  ‗silver sweetie‘ sitting next to him, and remembers his 

high-class, almost white wife at home. In a similar way, he remembers his black mother 

along with Dominican and Canadian women in the second part. It becomes clear that 

Lucien is incapable of thinking of just one woman at a time. As in the case of the ―dudú 

platinada‖ and Odile, race and class seem to surface as factors in his manner of relating to 

both women.  These two women fall neatly into either the category of loose or lady-like 

and provide a contrast through which to read Lucien‘s experience of women. Added to 

this categorization of women is also the embedded notion of racialized sexuality inherent 

in Vega‘s own portrayal of Haitian class antagonisms.  

The author marries Lucien‘s treatment of women to some preconceptions about 

their race and sexuality. In this way, we can understand the ―dudú platinada‘s‖ 

willingness to flirt with Lucien as something stemming from her identity as a woman 

who is partly black. Since flirtation and sensuality code as black behaviors early on in 

―Contrapunto,‖ it is possible to read other manifestations of sensuality as either stemming 

from or inspired by blackness in some way. In contrast to the sensuality and ―mal gusto‖ 

‗bad taste‘ of the ―dudú platinada‖ with her ―peluca de puta menopáusica‖ ‗wig of a 

menopausal prostitute,‘ Lucien describes Odile as ―severa y frìa como el primer invierno 

de un haitiano‖ ‗severe and cold like a Haitian‘s first winter‘ when he is introduced to her 

for the first time (―Contrapunto‖ 64; Translation mine).      
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Though the race of Odile is also ambiguous in the story, it is very clear that she is 

not a dark-skinned woman. In fact, her language (French), class consciousness, and 

―severe‖ demeanor are factors which distinguish Odile from the women who are either 

black or ―blackened‖ in the story via their sensuality or language. As he flirts with the 

―dudú‖ and remembers his first encounter with the severe Odile, Lucien‘s mind wanders 

to another woman. Odile‘s blood relative, Aurélie, is described as a woman who speaks 

Créole ―como si hubiera nacido en Jacmel‖ ‗as if she had been born in Jacmel‘ and is 

conceptually linked with those who are ―fácil como las demás‖ ‗easy like the rest of 

them‘ according to Lucien (64). In this way, Odile and Aurélie, two light-skinned, and 

possibly white women, effectively represent two sides of Haitian femininity as 

constructed by Vega in ―Contrapunto.‖ Odile, the formal, ―severe‖ ―afrancesada‖ 

‗frenchified‘ and Aurélie, the ―easy,‖ Créole-speaking temptress are united in class, but 

distinguished by linguistic and sexual proximity to blackness. Curiously, however, these 

women share the same taste in men. From the references to how ―fácil‖ ‗easy‘ they are 

compared one to another, it is evident that at some point both are lovers of Lucien. Not 

surprisingly, however, Odile the ―severe‖ and thus whiter of the two becomes the official 

wife, while Aurélie plays the flirtatious other(ed) woman in either Lucien‘s present or 

past. Vega deprives the reader and Odile of the details about Lucien‘s relationship with 

Aurélie and allows that knowledge to remain hidden in Lucien‘s labyrinthine memory.  

The Odile-Aurélie, ―severa-facil‖ ‗severe-easy‘ dichotomy gives way to Odile‘s 

perspective as the second section opens onto her own remembrance of the night she 

meets Lucien. Aurélie‘s father sends her to New York in an effort to avoid what turns out 

to be the inevitable.  As the monied, Pétionville patriarch explains, Odile has to be sent 
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away ―porque acá [in Haiti] los negros andan detrás de las blancas como guaraguaos‖ 

‗because here the Negroes are after white women like hawks‘ (64-65; Translation mine).  

Remembering her father‘s words and the racist fear that inspired him, Odile explains her 

first encounter with Lucien as an act of fate ―un paseo, un encuentro inesperado y 

predestinado a la vez, unos ojos como luces de Bengala, un hombre grande, fuerte, oscuro 

como el árbol verdadero y Dios dispone‖ ‗a stroll, an encounter that was at once 

unexpected and predestined, eyes like the lights of Bengala, a man tall, dark and strong as 

a tree itself and God provides‘ (65). Odile is immediately taken with the tall, dark, and 

handsome Lucien, who she says ―tiene clase‖ ‗has class‘ (65). Despite all she has been 

taught about blacks, Odile sees Lucien‘s ―class‖ as what marks his difference and makes 

him exceptional despite his blackness (65). The timing of their encounter is also 

important for our understanding of just how their unlikely match becomes possible.  

Lucien describes his life in New York, a veritable hotbed of activity and 

opportunity:  

En Nueva York también había mujeres altas y rubias y empleo para quien 

quisiera trabajar, of course, y es tan divertido, óyeme, más divertido aun 

que la Cuba de Batista: un cañonazo a las diez, mi hermano, y la gente se 

tira a la calle como para carnaval. Casinos burdeles, teatros donde las 

mujeres te enseñan hasta lo que no tienen. Pero en Central Park también se 

cuecen habas. Central Park: Odile, severa y fría como el primer invierno 

de un haitiano. (63-64)  

In New York there were tall, blond women too and work for anyone who 

wanted it ‗of course’, and it‘s so much fun, listen, more fun than Bautista‘s 
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Cuba: a blowout at ten, mi brotha, and the people take to the streets like 

it‘s Carnival. Casinos, whorehouses, theaters where the women show you 

even what they don‘t have. But in Central Park they also cook beans. 

Central Park: Odile, severe and cold like a Haitian‘s first winter.  

(Translation mine) 

The allusion to carnaval in Lucien‘s version of their chance encounter in New York is 

consistent with Odile‘s own account. Before describing Lucien as ―un hombre grande, 

fuerte, oscuro com el árbol verdadero y Dios dispone‖ ‗a man tall, dark, and strong as a 

tree itself and God provides,‘ Odile has her own flashback of watching carnival from the 

balcony of her family home (64). In these tender moments of her childhood, the first 

bloom of Odile‘s fascination with blackness grows despite the racist vigilance of her 

grandmother and father who complain about the ―negrada‖ ‗black rabble‘ that ―anda 

suelta haciendo de las suyas‖ ‗is running wild doing its own thing‘  in the streets below 

(64). This type of black a freedom, only possible during carnival, sucks both Odile and 

Aurélie in. The two girls visually consume the scene just below them, ironically, with 

permission from their grandmother: ―Viene Negro Grande envuelto en sábana blanca y 

sábana blanca se hincha como vela en temporal y Negro y Negra se juntan bien contentos 

bajo sábana y contoneo y remeneo y culipandeo‖ ‗Here comes Big Black Man wrapped 

in a white sheet and white sheet swells like a flame in a storm and Black Man and Black 

Woman come together happily and bumping and grinding and gyration‘(64; Translation 

mine).
38

 Their grandmother, conscious of the dangers of the ―negrada‖ ‗black rabble‘ 

                                                           
38

 This scene is a direct allusion to Palés Matos‘s ―Majestad negra,‖ a poetic celebration of the Caribbean 

carnaval tradition.  
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below, permits the girls to watch this scene from the relative cultural-economic safety of 

the balcony. The grandmother‘s effort to protect Aurélie and Odile has the opposite 

effect. Even in her memory of that night, Odile associates this pivotal moment in the 

topsy-turvy world of carnival, with the moment she met Lucien. 

 In watching carnival, Odile (and Aurélie) would garner the courage to transgress 

the rules of their parents and class in order to associate and even sleep with negros. Only 

in carnival, a time when the usual barriers of class and station are temporarily eliminated, 

does Vega allow such a transgression of social and racial norms to become possible. 

Curiously enough, however, the carnival-like scene in which Lucien and Odile meet is 

not one at all. The New York night scene takes on carnivalesque contours in Lucien and 

Odile‘s memories. While out on the town, this ―Negro Grande‖ meets not Negra, but 

Blanca as it were. The ―sábana blanca‖ ‗white sheet‘ which permits their union is no 

longer a piece of physical costume, but Lucien‘s ―clase‖ ‗class,‘ which conceals his 

offensive and taboo blackness.        

Though she wants to critique the fact that blackness is clearly a problem for 

people of Odile‘s class, Vega herself does not depict Lucien as different from the 

―negros‖ ‗Negros‘ that Odile‘s father says pursue white women ―como guaraguaos‖ ‗like 

hawks‘ (65). The second section, a part of the narrative that is told from his perspective, 

for instance, includes allusions to real and imagined escapades with other, particularly 

White women. Lucien recounts meeting a Canadian woman twelve years before he leaves 

Haiti. He describes their encounter, the first of many sexual encounters with Canadian 

women, in the following way:  
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Doce años desde la canadiense toda vestida de blanco, despeinada, pelo 

seda: bouzen, ésa también anda olfateando macho. Aquella mula tan lenta, 

tan testaruda, paseándose como si con ella no fuera. Le muerdo la oreja 

para que avance y la condenada echa a correr y casi me tumba. Perfume 

obsceno de canadienses rubias y esbeltas: les gustan los choferes de taxi y 

son casi tan bellacas como las dominicanas. Pero son todas leche y hablan 

francés francés como las maestras. (63)
 39

 

Twelve years since the Canadian all dressed in white, disheveled, hair like 

silk: slut, she‘s walking around sniffin‘ out a man too. That old mule, so 

slow, so stubborn, walking about playing hard to get. I bite her ear so she 

advances and that wretch shoots out so fast she almost throws me off. 

Obscene perfume of those svelt Canadian blonds: They like taxi drivers 

and are almost as hard to manage as Dominican women. But they‘re 

smooth as milk and the speak French French like schoolteachers.  

(Translation mine) 

Vega maintains a playful ambiguity in the narration of this scene. On one level, it 

becomes clear that Lucien is literally riding a mule along a road somewhere near a 

waterfall (presumably Saint d‘Eau) where there are ―negras baðándose desnudas‖ ‗naked 

black women bathing themselves‘ and ―suplicándole hijos a Maitresse Erzulì‖ 

‗supplicating children from Mistress Erzulie‘ when he finds himself in the presence of 

this Canadian woman (63; Translation mine). If we venture out into the strange and 
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 ―Bouzen‖ is most likely an alternate spelling for the word ―bouzin‖ which means ―slut‖ in Haitian 

Creole. See www.urbandictionary.com.  
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unstable territory of Lucien‘s memory, however, we can read the two scenes as separate 

and unrelated occurrences that he associates as somehow linked in his remembrance of 

them. Via mental association, the literal ―mula‖ ‗mule‘ is transformed into the Canadian 

―bouzen‖ ‗slut‘ who, after behaving ―como si con ella no fuera‖ ‗playing hard to get,‘ 

becomes the first of her kind to succumb to the advances of Lucien and other Haitian men 

like him. Clearly, the succumbing is a feigned one. Lucien and Vega clearly want to show 

the white Canadian woman as active pursuer of the black man. What is meant to be a 

critique of white decadence and hypocrisy turns sour for the black man. ―Clase‖ ‗class‘ 

and all, Lucien falls easily for the bait and walks headlong into a trap of stereotypical 

black sensuality. Vega describes this consensual sexual exchange between the black man 

and the white woman as the beginning of a free-for-all that the black man (Lucien) can 

enjoy anywhere there are ―rubias esbeltas‖ ‗svelt blondes.‘  

Herein lies an irony central to the analysis of Vega‘s representation of Lucien, a 

Haitian male. Vega shows how readily whiteness, as represented by Odile‘s family and 

the Canadian ―bouzen‖ ‗slut,‘ consumes blackness, as represented by Lucien, in the 

private sphere of sexual activity. Private consumption is coupled with public rejection, so 

as to maintain a safe-distance between those who have class and those who do not, whites 

and blacks respectively. Ironically, however, the very black sexuality that Vega describes 

as a private delicacy enjoyed by white women transforms him into a sort of gigolo who 

will not and cannot resist the charms of even the sluttiest white woman. Despite the 

abundance of black women at his disposal, Lucien consistently opts for white women 

who speak ―francés francés como las maestras‖ ‗French French like schoolteachers‘ (63). 
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Upon his return to Haiti, Lucien varies his routine a bit, by attempting to initiate 

sexual contact with a mulata, presumably a ―fácil‖ ‗easy‘ Puerto Rican seated next to him 

on the plane to Port-au-Prince. This ―dudú‖ tries to whiten her skin through powdering 

and re-powdering her face during the flight. Lucien sees her attempt as futile: ―Ésa no 

blanquea ni con Clorox‖ ‗That one doesn‘t get any whiter, not even wth Clorox‘ (61). 

Still, the two engage in a fair amount of flirting, which, Lucien hopes, will amount to a 

fling. All hopes for a fulfillment of this desire quickly vanish when Lucien spies ―dos 

corpulentos negros de gafas ahumadas‖ ‗two brawny black guys in dark shades‘ (68). The 

frightening sight of these two men scares Lucien back into the very real risk he is 

undertaking by going back to Haiti. The story closes with Lucien venturing out into the 

heat of what Vega describes as an infernal Port-au-Prince. One is not certain whether 

Lucien will survive the return to his native land or make it back to Odile in San Juan. 

―Contrapunto haitiano‖ leaves the reader to predict what Lucien‘s end will be. Given the 

hellish circumstances implied by the hot weather, the ―dos corpulentos negros de gafas 

ahumados,‖ ‗two brawny black guys in dark shades,‘ and the generally sad conditions 

greeting him upon his arrival, one can assume that his end will not be a good one. Vega‘s 

refusal to close Lucien‘s story serves as an uneasy introduction to the unpredictability of 

life in the latter years of Duvalierist Haiti.  

Despite all the things left unresolved concerning his fate, Lucien‘s manner of 

living, his habits, his tastes are well-defined in the story. Of all the reader knows about 

him, Lucien‘s brazen sexuality arises as his most salient personal trait. The threat of 

violent death in the Duvalier years, the greater social and historical context of racial 

disharmony, his own troubled and unsatisfying marriage to Odile, and the safety of his 
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family back in Haiti are issues which shape the reality of Lucien‘s world. Curiously, 

however, these personal challenges do little to curb what describes as the ―reality‖ of his 

willingness to give in to the pursuit of light-skinned and white ―bouzin[s]‖ ‗sluts‘ who go 

about ―olfateando macho‖ ‗sniffin‘out a man.‘ Right in line with her vision of life‘s 

uncertainty in Haiti and for Haitians is the certainty that Haitian men will be Haitian men, 

wherever they are. As Lucien‘s promiscuity is not a primary focus of Vega‘s critique of 

various social injustices involving Haiti, there is no indication that his untamed sexuality 

would strike the Puerto Rican author as problematic. For the purposes of this study, 

however, the representation of Haitianness as embodied in Lucien demonstrates Vega‘s 

inadvertent consumption and repackaging of the same sensational black sensuality that 

her Puerto Rican tourists in ―Puerto-Prìncipe abajo‖ find truly delectable. In making him 

a bonbon for sexual consumption by white women, Vega clearly wants to critique the 

hypocrisy of white or ―civilized‖ sexuality. Thus, Lucien‘s escapades with these women 

―speak‖ against their public hypocrisy and expose the darkness of their private reality. 

When this bonbon returns the favor and makes the white woman a focus of his sexual 

desire, however, Vega makes him part of a long, history of black males who, like 

Carpentier‘s Solimán, are tortured and eventually destroyed by their lust for the white 

woman.  

Indeed Vega intends to connect Lucien with this long line of men who are black 

despite their ―clase‖ by alluding to ―Elegia del duque de la mermelada‖ (Tuntún de pasa 

y grifería 1937) Palés Matos‘s negrista caricature of Haiti‘s first Black Emperor‘s court 

in the following epilogue: ―¡O mi fino, mi melado Duque de la Mermelada!‖ ‗O my fine, 

sweet Duke of Mermelade‘ (1; Translation mine). What Palés Matos intends to be a 
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critique of Henri Christophe‘s rejection of his African heritage, and thus his blackness, 

Vega uses to critique Lucien‘s double life. By casting him as yet another Duque de la 

Mermelada, Vega, at the moment of speaking for Lucien, speaks about him in the same 

ridiculizing terms as the father of Puerto Rican negrismo. It is particularly telling that the 

same Vega that champions the cause of the Haitian through critiquing how the Hispanic 

Caribbean has rejected him can now incorporate such stereotypical symbols of 

Haitianness into her own depictions.                

The strong critique of racism in Vega‘s works is evidence of a desire to confront 

the cultural politics which characterize the Hispanic Caribbean‘s relations with Haiti. 

Instead of focusing on the sensational aspects of Haitian culture, such as Vaudou and 

zombies, for instance, Vega prefers to focus on the concrete and deplorable living 

conditions of the Haitian people, like poverty, lack of education, and underdevelopment. 

Within her (com)passionate advocacy, however, is a pessimism, perhaps confirmed by 

history, which conceives of Haiti as a nation hopelessly afloat. 

 The inhabitant, the boatperson, the traveler, and the exile provide Vega‘s readers 

with four representations of Haitianness. The poor boat-person and the exile, despite their 

differences in economic status, leave Haiti because they must. The inhabitant and the 

traveler cannot escape or live with the pain of former generations. Whether they leave or 

stay, however, Vega portrays Haiti as an island paradise turned inferno, a site of 

condemnation where all of the inhabitants are doing penance for their revolutionary past. 

This bleak portrayal of Haiti is characteristic of Vega‘s confrontational style of writing 

and her desire to address the region‘s most difficult issues with the same heavily critical 

hand. In her characteristic refusal to provide easy solutions for the problem of Haiti, 
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however, we find various mechanisms by which she maintains a safe, critical ―distance‖ 

between the Haiti, the ―other other‖ she speaks of and for, and the Hispanic Caribbean 

she speaks to and from (Sheller 141). The tourist of ―Puerto Principe abajo‖ experiences 

firsthand what Haiti is really like. Disenchanted and scorned, she returns home to Puerto 

Rico, relieved that though she is an Afro-Puerto Rican other, she is still Puerto Rican and 

not like the Haitian ―other others.‖ Antenor of ―Encancaranublado‖ comes face to face 

with the ugly truth that he will never be allowed to see eye to eye with his black Hispanic 

Caribbean brothers. This evidence of Caribbean disunity is not surprising to Vega or to 

her readers. What is interesting though is that the Puerto Rican, by virtue of his privileged 

position on the American ship, does not have to directly address the Haitian at all. He 

neither speaks the Haitian‘s language, nor assays to because Vega only requires that he 

lend ―a black hand‖ from time to time. In the historic battle between Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic, Vega, surprisingly, locates the problem where the West has always 

located it, with the violent, Haitian aggressor. Lucien from ―Contrapunto haitiano‖ has 

been gone for twelve years and when he returns, we are still not sure whether or not he 

will live to tell another story. As suggested by Vega‘s depictions of Haiti, as well as the 

title of ―Contrapunto haitiano,‖ Haiti‘s two sides are ―bad‖ and ―worse‖–bad for those 

who leave and worse for those who go back.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EMPOWERED WOMANHOOD IN MAYRA MONTERO‘S HAITIAN TRILOGY 

 

     As the writer of some of the most recent and critically acclaimed Haitian works, 

Mayra Montero is especially important for this study. Like Vega, she directly engages the 

terror of the latter Duvalier years and even goes so far as to imagine the bleakness of life 

during the déchoukaj
40

. Among other injustices she challenges in her trilogy, I find 

Montero‘s critique of patriarchal domination to be most useful in our study on 

representation. Montero, in an effort to have Haitianness speak for itself, makes a rather 

sophisticated, representational move in opting to use two of the nation‘s foremost poetic 

and religious symbols as departures for her representation of Haitian womanhood in her 

novels. Her main, female characters in each novel, themselves re-presentations of Haitian 

poet Oswald Durand‘s poetic damsel in distress, Choucoune, possess the sacred 

characteristics of the multifaceted Vaudou deity Erzulie. In the Choucoune figure of each 

novel, we find then, the primary representation of Haitian nationhood and the most 

powerful-pitiful symbol of Haitian femininity in this world and the world beyond. 

Though Beverley would still allow us to call Montero‘s representation an attempt to 

―speak for,‖ it is clear that Montero seeks not to create a new and thus less authentic 

                                                           
40

 Déchoukaj is a Haitian Creole term that refers to the ―uprooting‖ of years of Duvalierist corruption 

through violent elimination of all things and people associated with his regime. Jean-Bertrand Aristide 

would come to power as Haiti‘s first democratically-elected President in 1991 on the aftershocks of such 

political uproar. On a symbolic level, his election represented the welcomed ―uprooting‖ of Duvalier-style 

political culture. His presidency and the good-feeling inspired by his election came to a swift end when he 

was overthrown by a military coup in 1991. Tú, la oscuridad, set in 1992, depicts a time of escalated 

political violence after Aristide has been ousted and before he is re-installed as president in 1994.   
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voice, but to appropriateHaiti‘s own authentic poetic and religious symbols in her 

narration. This appropriation should not be read merely as what Fischer would call an 

―attempt at realism‖ (Modernity 114). Rather, we can read it as something which 

facilitates a rewriting of Haitianness that Montero will undertake in her Haitian works. In 

line with Fischer‘s thoughts on the role of fiction in the process of disavowal, we can say 

that Montero‘s appropriation of Haitian poetic and religious symbolism for use in her 

own novels helps in ―alleviating or resolving some of the paradoxes and tensions‖ 

inherent in the Hispanic Caribbean‘s own relationship to Haiti (Fischer, Modernity 114). I 

want to suggest here that Montero‘s appropriation of particularly Haitian poetic and 

religious symbolism in this series of novels functions to create a distance between the 

Spanish-speaking, caribeño ―other‖ and the Haitian ―other other‖ (Sheller, Consuming 

141).   In this way, Montero does not escape the oppressive act of what Beverley would 

call ―hegemonic articulation,‖ the resulting validation of her own position as a speaking 

subject, and the perpetuation of a silence that reinforces structures of oppression (―The 

Im/possibility‖ 61). 

Critics of Montero interpret her focus on Haiti and, specifically, Vaudou as a 

means of forging a Pan-Caribbean identity. Del rojo de su sombra and Tú, la oscuridad 

are the two most critically acclaimed works in the trilogy while La trenza de la hermosa 

luna is not translated into English, a fact which, perhaps, limits its critical exposure. 

When either of her works are discussed, however, critics usually focus on the way in 

which Montero uses the religious symbolism of Vaudou. In his study ―Silence, Voodoo, 

and Haiti in Mayra Montero‘s In the Palm of Darkness,‖ Ángel Rivera examines how 

Montero ―interprets the rhetoric of silence and the religious practice of voodoo as cultural 
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strategies of survival‖ (Rivera 2). Key to Rivera‘s analysis of these phenomena is the 

male protagonist of In the Palm of Darkness because, according to Rivera, ―it is through 

his silence and religion that the novel offers a new voice to the Caribbean, and in 

particular to the Haitian, subject‖ (Rivera 2). Other writers, just as I will in this study, 

focus on the role of female characters in Montero‘s novels. 

Of particular critical interest are the allusions to the female goddess, Erzulie, as a 

means to assert an empowered Haitian womanhood. In ―Caribbean Poetics of the Erotic 

in Mayra Montero‘s In the Palm of Darkness‖ Gosser-Esquilìn writes ―Montero‘s 

syncretic reading of the Caribbean‘s poetics of the erotic…looks at women as subjects 

who defy criteria established by patriarchal socieities. Thus for her, the Caribbean‘s 

poetics of the erotic may provoke a much needed sexual apocalypse.‖ (157). Rivera 

Villegas makes a similar argument about Del rojo de su sombra‘s powerful female 

protagonist, Zulé, and her powerful subversion of the social and religious order: ―Zulé, 

como mujer de autoridad, no solo logra traspasar las fronteras de la penuría social sino 

también las fronteras del dictamen patriarcal‖ ‗Zulé, as a woman of authority, doesn‘t just 

trespass the frontiers of the social penury, but also those dictated by patriarchy‘ (Villegas 

164; Translation mine). In her essay on the same character in Sacred Possessions, 

Margarite Fernández Olmos goes as far as to read Montero‘s powerful Zulé as a female 

character who effectively rewrites ―the master narrative of salvation‖ through her 

―sacrificial‖ death at the end of Del rojo de su sombra. Though these and other authors 

embrace the promise of Montero‘s combination of the sexual and the sacred, none 

suggests the potentially negative implications of anchoring Haitian identity to the search 

for sexual freedom.  
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   In this chapter, I will continue the critical exploration of Montero‘s use of the 

sexual and the sacred in her portrayal of Haitianness in the trilogy. La trenza de la 

hermosa luna (1987) [―The Braid of the Lovely Moon‖], Del rojo de su sombra (1992) 

[The Red of His Shadow (trans. 2001)], and Tú, la oscuridad (1995) [In the Palm of 

Darkness (trans. 1997) all feature allusions to one of Haiti‘s most important symbols of 

femininity and nationhood, Choucoune. Haitian poet, Oswald Durand narrates the sad life 

of one, Choucoune, a lovely marabou who spurns the love of a (presumably black) suitor 

in favor of that of a white man in his 1896 poem ―Choucoune.‖ Eventually, the white 

lover abandons Choucoune, leaving her heartbroken and pregnant. In his analysis of 

Durand‘s poem, Dash writes ―Choucoune‘s choice, though a tragic one, since the product 

of the relationship is destined to be in chains, is one that reveals a kind of inscrutable 

independence‖ (The Other 50-51).  Departing from Dash‘s reading of ―Choucoune,‖ I 

read Montero‘s Haitan trilogy as an effort to restore the voice of a disenfranchised 

Haitian womanhood through the portrayal of Haitian women‘s bodies, sexuality, and 

their exercise of an ―inscrutable liberty.‖   I believe the implications of Montero‘s 

repeated allusions to two of Haiti‘s own national poetic and religious symbols of 

femininity, Choucoune and Erzulie, necessarily imply complementary allusions to the 

idea of a Haitian violent and destructive Haitian manhood. As she attempts to ―include,‖ 

in Beverley‘s sense, the ―voice‖ of a powerful Haitian femininity she necessarily 

―excludes‖ and even ―disavows‖ in Fischer‘s words, the voice of a Haitian manhood 

which is not based on sexual violence. By evoking and reinterpreting Durand‘s 

Choucoune through representations of female characters in La trenza de la hermosa luna, 

Del rojo de su sombra, and Tú, la oscuridad, Montero assays to draw attention to the sad 
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plight of ―silent‖ Haitian women. The ―voice‖ she gives to these voiceless ones, however, 

turns out to accuse and incriminate not just Haitian men, but an entire way of life. As 

Sheller would agree, the negative representations of Haitian manhood and Haitianness are 

―unintended consequences‖ stemming from the act of representation which perpetuate the 

repressive othering of Haiti on and off the written page (Sheller, Consuming 201).  

Among the many female characters used and abused by men in her novels are 

three striking and rather direct allusions to the national symbol of Choucoune. Each 

novel‘s particular Choucoune-variant makes the same ―tragic‖ choice of Durand‘s 

marabou; each chooses to remain in a relationship that is somehow abusive or 

detrimental to her emotional and even physical health. What distinguishes Montero from 

Durand, however, is that Montero suggests that each woman‘s choice is indeed logical 

given her circumstances. Whereas Durand‘s Choucoune has a choice between the love of 

a respectable suitor and the allure of a foreign lover, Montero‘s Choucounes assert their 

―inscrutable independence‖ by choosing what seems to them the better of at least two 

evils. As neither is courted by a white lover, Montero makes both Choucoune and her 

suitors Haitian and black. In the absence of a white lover, the black Haitian male plays 

both metaphoric roles and thereby demonstrates the scope of Haitian manhood as 

represented by Montero. Albeit for the purpose of including the ―voice‖ of Haitian 

womanhood, Montero‘s appropriation and subsequent rewrite of Haitian poetic and 

religious lore amount to an act of violence against, a silencing of a once self-determined 

Haitianness.     

Montero‘s particular approach to Haiti results, at least in part, from her life 

experiences as an uprooted Caribbean author. After the contents and tone of her father‘s 
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radio program were interpreted as counterrevolutionary, to the new Castrista regime, 

Montero‘s family left Cuba and eventually relocated to Puerto Rico where she has spent 

all of her adult life. Montero self-identifies as a ―puertorriqueña que escribe desde Puerto 

Rico‖ despite being born in Havana (―Como si…‖ 2000). Her post-natalist version of 

nationalism echoes the staunch Pan-Caribbeanism at the heart of all her works 

(Fernández Olmos, ―Trans-Caribbean Identity‖ 268). When asked about the nationality of 

her works, she feels that given her particular case, she pertains most aptly to the Puerto 

Rican rather than the Cuban canon and is often cited as such. As Puerto Rican as she sees 

herself, however, Montero says she is best described as a Caribbean writer (una escritora 

caribeña). In a 2006 interview she candidly admits: ―Desde el punto de vista literario, soy 

un producto bastante sincrético‖ ‗From the literary point of view, I‘m a pretty syncretic 

product‘ (―Soy un…‖ 2006; Translation mine). She later explains ―Con respecto a lo que 

significa ser escritor caribeño, pues es esto: esta mezcla que es una unidad. Nací en Cuba, 

vivo en Puerto Rico, siento muchas veces como puertorriqueña, pero escribo de Haitì‖ 

‗With respect to what it means to be a Caribbean writer, well its this: a mixture that is a 

unit. I was born in Cuba, I live in Puerto Rico, I feel many times like a Puerto Rican, but I 

write about Haiti‘ (―Soy un…‖ 2006; Translation mine). The ―syncretism‖ and ―mixture‖ 

that characterize both her life and work have facilitated her particular approach to Haiti in 

the novels we shall discuss here.     

Living in Puerto Rico, for instance, provided Montero with the opportunity to 

engage with the one national culture most central to her Pan-Caribbean literary oeuvre. In 

another interview she states: ―In the 80s my contact with the Haitian community in 

Puerto Rico—which was made up for the most part of university professors and 
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researchers—opened my eyes to a world I knew nothing about; the voodoo [sic] religion‖ 

(―Interview‖ 2000). Montero saw in Vaudou the Caribbean‘s true, cultural baseline and 

would write three of her novels, displaying various aspects of it: 

Through voodoo I discovered a religion and a pantheon of fascinating 

gods. I became friendly with several anthropologists, traveled many times 

to the border between the Dominican Republic and Haiti, and visited the 

huts of the Haitian  laborers who work (and suffer), harvesting sugar cane 

in the Dominican Republic. It‘s a terrible migration with many depressing 

aspects…Voodoo in Haiti and Santerìa in Cuba are part of the identity of 

the peoples of those two countries. They are at the origin of an important 

aspect, perhaps the most beautiful and sublime aspect of our 

―mestization.‖ (―Interview‖ 2000)    

This statement about her travels and association with ―anthropologists‖ is reminiscent of 

Carpentier‘s experience as a student of Fernando Ortiz and a research aid in the field 

research of Lydia Cabrera. I want to suggest that this similarity between the experiences 

of Carpentier and Montero also points to similarities in the way in which they portray 

Haiti in their texts. Where Carpentier desires to show forth a carefully researched, 

authentic documentation of Haitian Vaudou and history, Montero delves into the 

religious symbolism embedded within a ―pantheon of fascinating gods.‖ Aside from the 

academic ―research‖ she does, Montero also draws from the personal experience of a 

living relic.       

In the eighties, around the same time she was ―discovering‖ Haiti in the university 

setting, Montero said goodbye to a woman who had provided her with a non-academic 
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perspective on Haitian culture. Madame Lulú, a [presumably white] woman from Nantes, 

France, had grown up in Haiti and provided her grand-daughter, a childhood friend of 

Montero, with a first-hand account of life on the island. In Aguaceros dispersos 

―Scattered Showers,‖ a selection of Montero‘s weekly newspaper columns compiled and 

published by Tusquets in 1996, Montero explains her love of Haiti as stemming from the 

years spent listening to tales at the feet of Madame Lulú. In ―La flor más viva de Port-au-

Prince‖ ‗The Most Lively Flower of Port-au-Prince‘ Montero recounts her final 

experiences at the home of Madame Lulú, who, even many years later, still grieved for 

her ill-fated cousin, Paul Lafargue.
41

 Years after his death Montero writes that ―Madame 

Lulú conservaba todavìa en esa época…el misterioso arcñn donde nacieron todas mis 

novelas, pasadas y futuras, sobre Haitì‖ ‗At that time, Madame Lulú still had…the 

mysterious chest where all my novels about Haiti, past and future, were born‘ (Aguaceros 

13; Translation mine).
42

 This treasure ―chest‖ of artifacts brought with her from Haiti was 

filled with items such as ―decenas de collares guerreros, muðecos de trapo, viandas 

momificadas en ofrenda, imágenes de piedra, paquetes rellenos de mágicas sustancias, 

recuerdos y amuletos de su juventud silvestre y desgraciada en una finca de l‖Artibonite‖ 

‗scores of warrior necklaces, rag dolls, vegetables mummified as offerings, images made 
                                                           
41

 Madame Lulú was a cousin of Paul Lafargue, a French Marxist literary critic and son-in-law of Karl 

Marx. Lafargue and his wife committed suicide for fear of becoming old in 1911. 
42

 Montero offers two conflicting explanations for her interest in Haiti.  In an interview published in 2007, 

Montero says she left Cuba with her parents in 1968 at age 19 (Hernández 341; 343). So she had at least 

her teenage years to get to know Mme. Lulú who was already very old and living in Cuba (344). Because 

these meetings with Madame Lulú take place in what is essentially her childhood, Montero‘s first contact 

with Haiti would have occurred before her ―contact with various university professors at the University of 

Puerto Rico‖ as she states in a 1999 interview published in BOMB magazine. Wherever the actual 

birthplace of her novels about Haiti actually is, however, of utmost importance to me is her approach to 

representing Haiti in ways that are consistently those of a Spanish-speaking, Caribbean ―other‖ outsider 

looking in on a Haitian ― other other‖ (Sheller Consuming 141).      
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of stone, bags full of magic substances, souvenirs and amulets from her wild and 

miserable youth on a farm in l‘Artibonite‘ and served as visual aids to the stories 

Madame Lulú told the young Montero about the country (15; Translation mine). Given 

the misfortunes which befell her in Haiti, Montero says that Madame Lulú‘s stories were 

always riddled with a sort of anger and resentment against her adopted homeland. The 

sum total of Madame Lulú‘s feelings towards Haiti would not be all hate, however. 

Montero explains:  

Nunca supo ella que aun en sus grandes momentos de rencor, en fragor de 

una poderosa narración de odio contra Haití, se le escapaba a su pesar un 

hilillo de amor y de nostalgia. El hilo que yo tomé, mucho más tarde, para 

contar mis propias historias, todas las cuales le deben desde siempre el 

alma a quien Lafargue bien llamñ ―pequeða y delicada flor de Port-au-

Prince.‖ (16) 

She never found out that even in her moments of bitter ranting, despite 

forging a powerful narration of hate against Haiti, there escaped from her 

a tiny thread of love and nostalgia. That thread, I took up, much later, in 

order to tell my own stories, whose soul is forever owed to her whom Paul 

Lafargue aptly called ‗little and delicate flower of Port-au-Prince.‘ 

 (Translation mine)     

As Madame Lulú‘s ―arcñn de milagros‖ and her love-hate ―novela oral‖ ‗oral 

novel‘ occupy such an important place in the formation of Montero‘s ideas and writings 

about Haiti, it is necessary to examine their role as primary sources in the works of 

Montero‘s trilogy. What are the implications of having a chest full of ―collares guerreros, 
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muñecos de trapo, viandas momificadas en ofrenda, imágenes de piedra, paquetes 

rellenos de mágicas sustancias‖ ‗scores of warrior necklaces, rag dolls, vegetables 

mummified as offerings, images made of stone, bags full of magic substances‘ as the so-

called birthplace (―donde nacieron‖) of all of Montero‘s novels about Haiti? The articles 

in the chest are, at first glimpse, mere evidence of Madame Lulú‘s fancy for Africanist 

religious traditions, and it is only later that one can assume any true appreciation for these 

traditions on her part. Since there is no explicit reference made to the way in which the 

chest and its contents fit into the life of Madame Lulú, these items retain their ―other‖-

worldly allure. Despite all her research, Montero allows these articles to remain in a 

shroud of mystery, to play on the readers‘ and, perhaps, her own stereotypes of blackness 

and black magic.  

In another selection from Aguaceros entitled ―Junio en la memoria‖ ‗June on My 

Mind,‘ we find another source of inspiration for Montero‘s Haitian stories in the life of 

American anthropologist June Rosenberg. Rosenberg‘s story is a sad one that begins in 

the lap of New York luxury and ends in destitute poverty in the Dominican Republic. 

Montero writes ―Me he preguntado…cuál ha sido el pecado o la equivocaciñn de June; 

qué mecanismos se pusieron en marcha, en algún punto de su vida, para arrastrarla hasta 

allì‖ ‗I‘ve asked myself…what could have been June‘s sin or error; what were the 

mechanisms that came into play, at some point in her life, which dragged her all the way 

there‘ (49; Translation mine). The ―allì‖ to which Montero refers was a meager apartment 

in Santo Domingo, far away from her life as a blueblood heiress of New York City. ―Tal 

vez fue su pasiñn por el Caribe‖ ‗Perhaps it was her passion for the Caribbean,‘ says 

Montero, ―y en especial por todo lo que oliera a Haitì‖ ‗and especially anything that 
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smelled of Haiti‘ (49; Translation mine).  Rosenberg‘s ―passion‖ for Haiti is described 

here as a sort of sickness that eventually leads to her demise. Such a passion is rare as 

Montero says bluntly that ―Haitì nunca le ha interesado a nadie‖ ‗Haiti has never 

interested anybody‘ (49; Translation mine). Even more dangerous than just an interest in 

Haiti is the fact that Rosenberg ―decidiñ profundizar—aún trata de hacerlo—en un 

problema que no todos quisieran aceptar ni recordar: el problema racial en nuestras islas‖ 

‗decided to dig deeper—and she still tries to do it—into a problem that not everyone 

wants to accept or remember: the racial problem in our islands‘ (Aguaceros 49; 

Translation mine). Although ―Junio en la memoria‖ functions as a sort of eulogy for 

Rosenberg, I also read it as a means by which Montero asserts her own passion for Haiti 

and her willingness to address the difficult ―racial problem‖ in the Hispanic Caribbean.   

As we read the novels in her trilogy, we discover Montero‘s fictional accounts of 

actual moments in Haiti‘s history; we see the at times critical stamp of Madame Lulú and 

the adventurism of Rosenberg in dealing with social ills. In order to examine the 

representation of Haiti, it becomes necessary to bear in mind how her primary 

materials—the ―novela oral‖ of Madame Lulú, June Rosenberg‘s story, the academic 

approach to Haitian culture provided by university professors, Haitian exiles and the 

Haitian community in Puerto Rico—are combined in Montero‘s preparation, processing, 

and packaging of Haiti for consumption by her Spanish-speaking readership. Curiously, 

Montero‘s own passion for ―anything that smells of Haiti‖ has not led her to the 

misfortunes of Madame Lulú and June Rosenberg. Indeed the caribeña author has 

produced novels about Haiti that enjoy immense critical and commercial success in 

Europe and the Americas. Since neither Carpentier nor Vega share this overwhelming 
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popular appeal, Montero seems to stand alone in her need to supply a certain type of story 

about Haiti that her reading public seems to demand on some level. The aforementioned 

―primary materials‖ and success constitute what Fischer would call ―the existing 

discourses and extraliterary pressures‖ through and in which Montero writes her Haitian 

works.  As we read these works, then, we consider them as written in a Hispanic 

Caribbean context of what Sheller describes as ―complex flows of material, cultural, and 

ethical relations between producer, consumer, and consumed‖ (Sheller, Consuming 3).  

Representations of Haitianness that ―flow‖ or ―move‖ through these novels reveal the 

underlying structure of power reinforced by Montero‘s works.       

 

Choucoune as Haiti in  La trenza de la hermosa luna (1987) 

 Montero‘s first novel, La trenza de la hermosa luna, serves as her initial example 

to attempt to restore a voice to a once silent Haitianness through a Haitian woman named 

Choucoune. It is not coincidence that Montero uses Durand‘s poetic namesake in her own 

novel as, I want to suggest, she boldly attempts to (re)write the story of Haitian 

womanhood. In ―re-presenting‖ Choucoune, itself a representation created by Durand, 

Montero seeks to redeem the image of a Haitian female subaltern. In this and the other 

novels, the Haitian subaltern speaks through her body, sexual expression, and ironic 

choice.      

La trenza de la hermosa luna chronicles Jean Leroy‘s return to his native land, 

after a thirty-year stint as a sailor adrift upon the Caribbean Sea. He is the quintessential 

Caribbean nomad, Montero‘s post-national symbol, who is called home to settle accounts 

with his Haitian roots. The balance between life ―here‖ and ―there,‖ a theme Montero 
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inherits from Carpentier, characterizes Jean Leroy‘s existence as a lowly ship hand. 

Interesting to me are the ways in which Montero reconnects Jean Leroy back to Haiti. 

The most obvious means for reconnection is Vaudou. Jean Leroy receives a message 

from his childhood friend and Vaudou superior, Papa Marcel Rigaud, while living in St. 

Croix (La trenza 31). For him, the island of his birth has disintegrated into the sporadic 

newsflashes he would receive from time to time: ―Se comentaba apenas de unos 

disturbios aislados en Port-au-Prince; de los estudiantes muertos en Gonaïves, y, ya a 

principios de ese mes de enero, se supo que el Gobierno habìa cerrado las escuelas…‖ 

‗There was talk of a few isolated disturbances in Port-au-Prince; about the dead students 

in Gonaïves, and, already at the beginning of this January, it became known that the 

Government had closed the schools…‘ (31-32; Translation mine). These bits of Haiti‘s 

contemporary reality come into focus as soon as Jean Leroy receives his call back to 

Haiti, where presumably he will embark on a search for sacred, ceremonial powders 

(37).
43

 After setting foot on Haitian soil, however, Jean Leroy‘s focus becomes divided 

once again. If obligation to Vaudou is his reason for coming back to Haiti, his desire for 

Choucoune, his ex-lover, is the reason he is willing to stay.  

From the very onslaught of his journey back into his homeland‘s past, Choucoune 

plays a role equal to or greater than that of Vaudou in Jean Leroy‘s mind (18). As Jean 

Leroy rekindles the romance they once shared, Choucoune becomes his second and, 

perhaps, most important means of reconnecting with his homeland. The relationship that 

(re)develops between Jean Leroy and Choucoune can tell us much about Montero‘s 

                                                           
43

 These sacred powders are reminiscent of Madame Lulú‘s ―arcñn de milagros,‖ and establish a connection 

between the real-life articles mentioned in ―La flor más viva…‖ and those which appear in Montero‘s 

fictionalized accounts of Haiti.     
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approach to Haitianness in the novel. If we read him as the symbol of an endangered and 

estranged Haitian manhood and her as the symbol of a silent and yet alluring Haitian 

womanhood, then the relationship between Jean Leroy and Choucoune serves as a model 

of Haitian identity in the novel. 

In keeping with the patriarchal order, Montero allows Choucoune to be described 

in the novel exclusively from the perspective of Jean Leroy. At first glance, the author 

appears to reinforce the power of the male gaze in the characterization of Choucoune. 

Choucoune appears first, encapsulated in Jean Leroy‘s memory as he contemplates the 

lilies growing in a Jamaican swamp: ―No pensñ en ella como la viuda deseada, amante de 

su juventud, mujer de sus primeros bríos. Sino que la rememoró como un pedazo neto de 

su cuerpo, una pierna, un brazo, un ojo que habían quedado lejos y que de repente le 

faltaban para andar, para poder asir, para vivir‖ ‗He didn‘t think of her as the desired 

widow, the lover of his youth, the woman with whom his manhood revived. He 

remembered her instead as the piece of his own body, a leg, an arm, an eye that had been 

afar off and all of sudden, he realized he needed them to walk, to seize, to live‘ (110-11; 

Translation mine). In this passage, Jean Leroy describes Choucoune as a part of his own 

body to which he must reconnect ―para vivir‖ ‗to live‘ (111). Their long separation 

produces in Jean Leroy a nostalgia that he effectively describes as crippling, and Montero 

undoubtedly wishes to unite their bodies under the banner of one Haiti in the novel. 

Perhaps in homage to the metaphor presented by Durand, Montero codes Choucoune‘s 

body as the enduring symbol of his pays natal in Jean Leroy‘s memory.
44

     

                                                           
44

 Here I allude to Aimé Césaire‘s Cahier d’un retour au pays natal (1939), as it connects Jean Leroy‘s 

return to a regional history of ―returning.‖ Montero‘s protagonist goes back to his homeland in order to 
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Aside from her significance as a symbolic body to which Jean Leroy must join 

himself, Choucoune‘s physical body, the primary symbol of her sexuality, is also 

important in the novel. It is at the level of the physical that Choucoune and Haitian 

womanhood effectively move into the zone of power and break their social and poltical 

―silence‖ in and through La trenza de la hermosa luna. The use of scatological language 

in the description of Choucoune is Montero‘s way of disturbing the patriarchal image of a 

non-threatening, silent, Haitian femininity. When Papa Marcel mentions Choucoune in a 

conversation with Jean Leroy, for instance, the sound of her name triggers in Jean 

Leroy‘s mind an interesting chain of memories. Some very particular details about 

Choucoune‘s physical presence resurface at this moment, and the narrator reveals that 

Jean Leroy: ―Sentìa el apremio por saber más de su vida, de sus afectos, de sus olores, 

sobre todo de sus olores‖ ‗[He] felt pressured to know more about her life, her feelings, 

her smells, above all her smells‘(18). From that moment the physicality of Choucoune‘s 

―smells‖ becomes intertwined with her symbolic performance of Haitian womanhood and 

Haitianness in general. Another passage links the physical and the symbolic more 

explicitly. In reading it we see Montero‘s desire to showcase the character Choucoune as 

Haiti more clearly: 

Y Jean Leroy pensó que Haití tenía una sola cosa que no había  encontrado 

en ninguna de esas islas grandes y pequeñas por las que había transitado. 

Tenìa su propio olor… 

                                                                                                                                                                             
advance his destiny. Just as Césaire‘s native poet is called back to his true identity when he realizes the 

importance of his African past, Jean Leroy finds his true calling in returning to Haiti, his lover, and his 

gods.        
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      El olor de Haití, como el olor de Choucoune. Aquel era un país de 

olores perniciosos, olores que jamás podrían olerse en otra parte. De 

fragancias únicas y pestilencias extremas, que atafagaban a los más 

curtidos y doblegaban a los pájaros en pleno vuelo. (188-89) 

And Jean Leroy thought that Haiti had one thing that he had not found in 

any of those other islands great or small through which he had travelled. It 

had its own smell… 

The smell of Haiti, like the smell of Choucoune. It was a country 

of pernicious smells, smells that could never be smelled in any other place. 

A land of unique fragrances and extreme pestilences, that suffocated even 

those most hardened and made birds to double over in mid flight.  

(Translation mine)        

Via her smells Choucoune, a destitute widow and seller of dulces is transformed into a 

powerful symbol of Haiti‘s particular mystique as well as its sensual appeal. Haiti and its 

sensuality are mutually implied every time Choucoue appears. Jean Leroy gravitates 

toward his homeland-body each time Choucoune‘s physical body appears in his mind‘s 

eye, and the anticipation of a sexual union with her accompanies his desire to be a part of 

his people once again. Montero‘s foregrounds her intended subversion of the public 

(patriarchal) order, by continuously implying Choucoune‘s private influence upon Jean 

Leroy‘s public decisions. At the greater, historical context of the novel, for instance, are 

the four days of events surrounding the sudden flight of Jean Claude ―Baby Doc‖ 

Duvalier in 1986. As Montero describes it, each day would see an exercise of violence 

more gruesome than the day before as the Haitian populace rebels against the Duvalier 
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regime and the corrupt Vaudou priests that support it. This depiction of the relationship 

between Vaudou and the corrupt Duvalier regime, twin phenomena that Michel S. 

Laguerre calls ―voodoization and politicization,‖ is another of the social ills that Montero 

boldly confronts in the novel.
45

 As the events unfold, the more individual, particular 

experience of Jean Leroy comes to the forefront. In like manner, Choucoune has more of 

an influence on his political enlightenment, evolution, and engagement.   

Like many inside and outside of Haiti during this time period, Jean Leroy initially 

hesitates to see what has become obvious to the enraged masses of people in revolt. He 

finds out, for instance, that his own dear, Papa Marcel had inherited an intimate 

relationship with the Duvalier regime from his wicked and powerful father, the feared 

houngan Papa Toussaint Rigaud. As he becomes more willing to accept the truth of what 

is happening around him, Jean Leroy also becomes more willing to openly engage with 

the Haitian public. The narrator describes Jean Leroy‘s experience as he joins the crowds 

in the streets in celebration of a public burning of the Corte Civil: ―Sintiñ una mezcla 

elemental de miedo y de alegría y tuvo una gran tentación de desnudarse también junto a 

esos hombres y bailar una danza interminable de mono y de serpiente‖ ‗He felt an 

elemental mix of fear and happiness and was tempted to strip and go naked next to those 

men and dance the interminable dance of the monkey and serpent‘ (112-13). Moments 

                                                           
45 Voodoization refers to the incorporation of Vaudou symbolism, practices, and even practitioners into the 

arena of politics, while politicization refers to infiltration of Vaudou sacred and physical spaces by state 

politics. Laguerre asserts that both these phenomena were made possible by Duvalier‘s co-optation of 

Vaudouiste masses through the official veneration of Vaudou‘s role in Haitian history and society 

(Laguerre 511). Laguerre explains ―One of Papa Doc‘s boldest moves was to have incorporated Voodoo 

priests in his government, especially at the local level. Voodoo priests served as informants, spying on 

members of their congregation, and as Tontons Macoutes within the boundaries of their communities and 

neighborhoods. Through the network of the priests it was possible to reach the masses and also to control 

them. Their temples were used for the diffusion of the Duvalierist ideology‖ (Laguerre 516). 
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after reuniting with the people, Jean Leroy‘s celebration and excitement are related to 

thoughts of Choucoune‘s body: ―Gritñ junto a la gente…y volviñ a recordar a la viuda 

con una excitaciñn pagana y sorda‖ ‗He shouted along with the people…and once again 

remembered the widow with a pagan and deafening excitement‘ (113).  Here Jean Leroy 

finds a sense of jouissance in merely thinking of Choucoune and immediately rushes to 

her house in hopes of embracing her physically as he has just done in his mind. Amid the 

―defeaning excitement‖ of the public, political demonstration, Montero allows 

Choucoune to further break her historic silence. Jean Leroy enters the widow‘s dark 

house: 

Todavía tenía los ojos empanados por el humo, pero poco a poco fue 

descifrando la desnudez violenta y colosal de esa mujer que se asomaba a 

recibirlo. Más gruesa y tal vez más alta que en aquellos años, pero 

igualmente hermosa y desenvuelta, y mostrándole unos pechos tan 

desbordados y ateridos, que sintió lástima por lo que se estaba perdiendo 

aquel ropavejero de Saint Marc. (113)  

His eyes were still glazed over by the smoke, but, little by little he 

deciphered the violent and colossal nakedness of the woman who leaned 

forward to receive him. Thicker and perhaps taller than in the years 

passed, but equally lovely and self-assured, and showing him breasts that 

were so overwhelmingly abundant and shivering that he actually felt sorry 

for what that seller of old clothes from Saint Marc was missing.  

(Translation mine) 
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Jean Leroy‘s sensual wishes are granted here as even in the darkness he is able to 

―decipher‖ the ―violent and colossal nakedness‖ of Choucoune who seems to grow in 

stature as he gazes hungrily at her.
46

 The timing of this encounter is near perfect, and 

Montero‘s narrator infers that Choucoune somehow intuits Jean Leroy‘s arrival and thus, 

makes herself ready to receive him in the fashion that she does. The widow‘s sensuality 

echoes that of her nation, and she can no longer be silent. In this same moment, the 

celebratory violence of a nation in revolt permeates the sexual space. Jean Leroy declares 

his pity for Choucoune‘s childhood rapist, the ―ropavejero‖ ‗seller of old clothes‘ from 

Saint Marc as he stares at her through the darkness.
47

 He also accepts her invitation to 

come to bed with her and expresses delight at her facial expression which he describes as 

―la expresiñn convicta de la que va hacia el matadero‖ ‗the convicted expression of one 

who approaches the slaughterhouse‘ (113; Translation mine). While in the 

―slaughterhouse,‖ Jean Leroy throws his head back in ecstasy as ―the first [gun]shots‖ of 

the evening echo those of his first sexual orgasm (114). The juxtaposition of 

Choucoune‘s ―violent and colossal nakedness,‖ her implied performance of oral sex on 

Jean Leroy and her lamb-like facial expression at the moment of sexual expression, 

makes her an interesting mix of predator and prey. Montero, as Jean Leroy, describes her 

in terms akin to the primitive language used by Carpentier and others who celebrated the 

primitiveness of ―blackness‖ and its penchant for beauty and savagery. The wild and 

                                                           
46

 Here, Montero‘s description of Choucoune‘s ―violent and colossal nakedness‖ calls to mind the image of 

yet another black woman who is visually (and even literally) dissected by onlookers: The Hottentot Venus.   
47

 Interestingly, Montero‘s protagonist toys with the idea of rape and pities Choucoune‘s rapist here. This 

hearkens back to Menegildo‘s willingness to rape Longina if necessary in ¡Écue Yamba Ó!  
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unbridled nature of Choucoune‘s body gives way once more to a description of her 

smells. After their amorous encounter, the narrator says that Jean Leroy:  

…Sintiñ de lleno aquel olor carnal, edulcorado y fuerte que lo habìa 

sofocado durante toda la noche y que llevaba pegado de los hombros, de 

las axilas, de la entrada de las ingles. Era el olor de Choucoune. Se 

refociló en su aroma intenso y sublevado, los vapores originales de su 

carne satisfecha, el olor de Choucoune. (131)  

He felt full of that carnal odor, sweetened and strong that had suffocated 

him through the entire night and the one he now wore stuck to his 

shoulders, armpits, and groin. It was Choucoune‘s smell. He basked in her 

intense and rebellious aroma, the original vapors of her satisfied flesh, the 

smell of Choucoune. (Translation mine)  

The smell of satisfaction literally covers Jean Leroy, after he both consumes and 

is consumed by Choucoune. In this way, Montero allows the once silent woman to 

express her power over Jean Leroy through smell (an extension of her body) and sex. 

This scene shows how the private sexuality of Haitian womanhood invades the public, or 

speaks up to assert that even though silent, it has always been there. Like Beverley‘s 

―ungovernable subaltern,‖ Choucoune‘s sexuality and sexual consumption of Jean Leroy 

stand as Montero‘s symbols of an empowered Haitian womanhood that literally refuses to 

go quietly or silently into the sexualized politics of the nation and night (Beverley, 

Subalternity 187).  

Other, more explicit assertions of Choucoune‘s ―voice‖ or agency are 

accompanied by an allusion to her physical and sensual ―olor.‖ Just before Choucoune 
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reveals her decision to marry Bonaparte Agena to Jean Leroy, for instance, the narrator 

says: ―pero él volviñ a percibir el mismo olor a yegua desmontada que no amainaba ni 

con el dolor del luto‖ ‗but again he began to perceive that same odor of an unmounted 

mare that did not fade, not even with the pain of mourning‘ (La trenza 174; Translation 

mine). Though he does not realize it at first, Jean Leroy is under the powerful spell of a 

seemingly powerless widow. He recognizes the smell of rebellion as noted by the allusion 

to the ―yegua desmontada‖ ‗unmounted mare,‘ but is still drawn to it. As Jean Leroy does 

not readily see Choucoune as part of the political battle which is taking place in the 

public context, Montero wants to demonstrate here that her sensuality is a tour de force in 

the private sphere which affects his role as an actor in the public sphere. As she 

excercises her power through body/smell and sex, Montero endows her once silent 

widow with another mode of expression, the exercise of ironic choice.    

 Choucoune‘s ultimate act of political agency in La trenza de la hermosa luna is 

that of consciously choosing to shirk off Jean Leroy‘s proposed way of escape for her. 

From the moment they resume their relationship, Jean Leroy seeks to impose upon 

Choucoune his own plan to move her to Saint Croix. When she rejects this plan, a 

prescription for a ―better‖ life and chooses to marry her rapist, the man whom Jean Leroy 

least expects to appeal to her, Jean Leroy and the patriarchal order he represents is 

completely thrown off balance. In shock, he asks if she is sure and, for the first time, 

Montero allows Choucoune to speak words of her own accord. Before answering the 

question ―Ella asumiñ una expresiñn casi feroz‖ ‗She assumed an almost ferocious 

expression‖ says the narrator, and Choucoune boldly declares ―Sì, Jean Leroy. Hace 

veinticinco aðos que me quiero casar con él‖ ‗Yes, Jean Leory. I‘ve wanted to marry him 
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for twenty five years‘ (177; Translation mine). With this ―ferocious‖ and determined 

declaration of her own desires, from her own perspective, Jean Leroy realizes that he 

really does not know Choucoune for who she is. Just as his homeland, his lover maintains 

her mystery and opacity. This is Choucoune‘s greatest moment of self-expression in the 

novel, and yet the reader shares Jean Leroy‘s confusion and wonderment at her decision. 

Why does she choose to marry Bonaparte Agena, the man who raped her when she was 

only thirteen? Choucoune never answers this question, and Jean Leroy is left only to 

conclude: 

Choucoune, definitivamente, no era para él. En realidad le había 

pertenecido desde siempre a Bonaparte Agena, El resto de sus pasiones, 

incluso su matrimonio con el difunto Hubert Gourgue, habían sido solo 

accidentes de la carne, aventuras asumidas con un cierto sentido del deber, 

que ya realmente no importaban. (177)  

Choucoune, definitely, was not for him. Actually she had always belonged 

to Bonaparte Agena. The rest of her passions, including her marriage to 

the defunct, Hubert Gourgue, had been mere accidents of the flesh, 

adventures assumed with a certain sense of obligation that, at this point, 

really didn‘t matter anymore.  (Translation mine) 

Jean Leroy‘s pride is crushed as he realizes that his ―carnal‖ approach to relating to 

Choucoune is for her a mere ―accident.‖ This scene is one of unrequited love in sexual 

reverse, as a cool-headed and calculating woman leaves behind an emotionally distraught 

man. Choucoune disappears into the future without ever looking back on Jean Leroy. 

Though Montero does not reveal the reasoning behind Choucoune‘s choice, the fact that 
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Choucoune actually chooses against Jean Leroy‘s (Haitian manhood‘s) wishes is 

evidence of her (Haitian womanhood‘s) rationality. Her decision points to the existence 

of an ―inscrutable independence‖—a characteristic of Beverley‘s ―ungovernable 

subalternity‖—at the heart of Haitian womanhood and, indeed, at the heart of Haitianness 

itself. In a world where women are forced to sell themselves to brothels in order to 

survive, Choucoune survives by selling her ―sweets.‖
48

 Her refusal to accept Jean Leroy‘s 

seemingly legitimate offer denotes a survival of her capacity to determine her own path. 

Though difficult for her compatriots and even for readers of La trenza de la hermosa luna 

to understand, Montero portrays Choucoune‘s ironic decision as an assertion of her 

power to break the silence and have the last word in her own life. Sophisticated as this 

approach to representing an empowered Haitian womanhood may be, I want to further 

complicate and explore it, by reading it alongside Montero‘s other variations on 

Choucoune‘s story, in the remaining novels of the trilogy. These novels reinforce the link 

between the search for sexuality equality and the sacred world of Vaudou, thus providing 

material for a more developed study of Montero‘s representational goals in the trilogy.   

 

Zulé as Choucoune in Del rojo de su sombra (1992)  

                                                           
48 There are various indicators of the deplorable living conditions of women in the novel. One of the most 

striking is the case of two sisters, Enéid and Renée. After a fire destroys their family home, they, along with 

their mother, are forced to sell themselves to the local brothel Chez Esther. The girls are both virgins at the 

time of their self-sale (25). When the same brothel burns down years later, the narrator implies that these 

two girls were the cause of it because they were the only ones who survived (109). An allusion to 

pyromania here complicates the reading of their situation, for they and their mother were the only survivors 

of a previous house fire also. If we read the first fire as an act of arson, I still believe them to be victims of a 

society in which women are driven to do desperate and even crazy things in order to find relief from their 

oppression. In this way, setting fire to their home and to the brothel becomes an act of self-determination 

and resistance against the status quo and not merely acts of insanity.   
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  In the years following the publication of La trenza de la hermosa luna, Montero 

writes two more novels about Haiti and its culture. Del rojo de su sombra, published in 

1992, is the second novel and the only one not set entirely in Haiti. Montero‘s second and 

most erotic novel of the trilogy centers upon the ambulant spiritual culture known as 

Gagá.
49

 Since Gagá is a form of Haitian spiritism born of cane-cutters who migrated to 

the Dominican Republic to work, it provides a convenient spiritual context for Montero‘s 

discussion of the fluid geopolitical space that is the borderland between the two halves of 

Hispaniola.
50

 Within the spiritual context, however, is the mission to represent an 

empowered Haitian womanhood. Just as in La trenza de la hermosa luna, I believe 

Montero appropriates various aspects of the poetic figure that is Durand‘s Choucoune. 

She also makes an explicit appropriation of another national symbol, that of the Vaudou 

goddess, Erzulie, to further explore the role and the importance of Haitian womanhood, 

for the identity of the Haitian people at large.   

Del rojo de su sombra is the story of a deadly love-triangle between the dueña, 

Zulé Rêvé, the dueño and ex-macoute, Similá Bolosse, and the ill-fated Jéremie Candé. 

As her name suggests, Del rojo‘s Zulé is meant to be a direct representation of the dual-

natured goddess Maîtresse Erzulie, Madonna (Freda)–whore (Dantó) of the Haitian 

Vaudou pantheon. Just as all the spiritual characteristics of Erzulie are embodied in Zulé, 

one can also see the bodily/physical or earthly characteristics of the Choucoune figure at 

work in Montero‘s representation of this character. As she exercises the ―inscrutable 

                                                           
49

 See Margarite Fernández Olmos‘s ―Trans-Caribbean Identity and the Fictional World of Mayra 

Montero‖ in Sacred Possessions: Voodou, Santeria, and Obeah in the Caribbean, eds. Magarite Fernández 

Olmos and Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert. Rutgers: New Brunswick, NJ, 1997. Print. 267-82. 
50

 ―Of all her novels Del rojo de su sombra most clearly affirms Montero‘s transnational and trans-

Caribbean reputation‖ (Fernández Olmos 273). 
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independence‖ of a woman, fully in control of her own sexuality, Zulé also makes the 

tragic choice of falling for the abusive Bolosse. Aside from the tragedy which ensues 

from this choice, there are other factors within the representation which show Montero‘s 

inability to divorce Zulé, the Choucoune figure, and all other markers of Haitianness 

from the stereotypical roots of a problematic blackness to which she (perhaps 

inadvertently) ascribes. As Beverley would have it, the ―ungovernable subalternity‖ of 

Zulé (and Haitian womanhood) speaks through Montero‘s fictionalized, re-presentation 

and appropriation of Haiti‘s poetic and religious symbols, but, as he, Fischer, and Sheller, 

also predict, that speech only further ―excludes,‖ ―silences,‖ and ―fixes‖ Haitianness to 

more of the same easily consumable blackness (Beverley, ―The Im/possibility‖ 50; 

Fischer, Modernity 114; Sheller, Consuming 140). We can begin by exploring the 

characterization of the young Zulé, at a moment in which Montero first attempts to 

combine the sexual and the sacred in her depiction of an empowered silent-no more 

Haitian womanhood.      

As a young girl, Zulé exemplifies both a talent for curing and a voracious appetite 

for deeper spiritual knowledge. Luc Rêvé, her father and a respected spiritual leader, 

sends Zulé away for religious training at age thirteen. Readers of Del rojo de su sombra 

have the opportunity to witness Zulé‘s transformation from curious child to leader of her 

own Gagá. Early on in the text, it becomes obvious that Zulé‘s pursuit of sacred 

knowledge accompanies her own sexual coming of age. Before she leaves home for 

training, one of Zulé‘s great delights is to spy on her father and Dominican stepmother, 

Anacaona as they make love (Del rojo 42; The Red 27). Zulé‘s burgeoning voyeuristic 

tendencies echo her spiritual growth as an increasingly popular clairvoyant. Directly 
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connected to Zulé‘s desire to see her parents make love is her desire to see further into 

the world of spiritual mysteries: ―Querìa ver de lo otro. De lo que contaban los hounganes 

más viejos que les daba grima; de lo que no se podía ni adivinar con los ojos de este 

mundo: querìa ver el paisaje natural de todos los difuntos‖ ‗She wanted to see the other 

thing. The other thing the oldest houngans talked about with reluctance; the other thing 

you couldn‘t even guess at with the eyes of this world: she wanted to see the natural 

landscape of all the dead‘ (72; 56). Here at the very beginning of her life, Montero builds 

the other worldly nature of Zulé. The normal curiosity of a young girl combines with the 

particularly Haitian desire for the ―other‖ world. In the absence of formal education, 

Montero allows her young Zulé to seek the particularly ―othered‘ way of knowing that is 

Vaudou. This representational strategy is one intended for the empowerment of Zulé. 

Montero, like Carpentier with Menegildo in ¡Écue Yamba Ó!, portrays the subaltern‘s 

characteristic lack of education, not as a weakness but as a strength (Beverley, ―The 

Im/possibility‖ 59-60). As we shall see, however, the author‘s marriage of the sexual and 

the sacred ultimately compromises her attempt at empowering Haitian womanhood.      

Papa Coridñn and his wife Marìa Caracoles also learn of Zulé‘s desire to watch 

when she moves to their home at the Colonia Azote for training (Del rojo 72; The Red 

55). Eventually, Coridñn and his wife encourage Zulé to join in their ―retozos‖ 

‗lovemaking‘ and thereby nudge her further along in her spiritual and sexual development 

(72; 56).  Their ménage à trois solidifies the link between spiritual and sexual knowledge 

established by Montero early on in the novel, and Zulé, like all those truly enlightened, 

must access the latter (sexual knowledge) before moving into the former (spiritual 

knowledge). Zulé‘s years of apprenticeship in the house of Coridñn come to a close only 
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after she has passed through the most difficult of her rites of passage. Her eyes are 

worked over ―with the crust of a dog‖ so that she can see into the world of the dead. The 

resulting nightmares and hallucinations from this dangerous Vaudou practice send Zulé 

into a psychotic frenzy. Despite her own personal strength and talent, Zulé comes out of 

this challenge and into a new level of spiritual consciousness only by sexual means: 

Jérémie Candé, que apenas le había hecho caso hasta entonces, se vio en la 

obligación de taparle la boca cuando aullaba y de sujetarla cada vez que 

amenazaba con volcar el catre. Una madrugada en que se despertó antes 

de tiempo, María Caracoles descubrió que su hijastro, sin haber 

desamarrado siquiera a la vidente, se había dormido encima de ella. A 

partir de ese momento, las visiones de Zulé se hicieron cada vez más 

espaciadas y a menudo pasaban dos o tres días sin que avistara otra cosa 

que lo que estaba viendo todo el mundo… 

Había emergido de su viaje demacrada y sabia, y se dedicó a trabajar con 

tanta saña que María Caracoles tuvo que seguir cuidándola, porque a veces 

se olvidaba de comer… (Del rojo 76) 

Jérémie Candé, who had barely paid attention to her until then,  found 

himself obliged to cover her mouth when she howled and restrain her 

whenever she threatened to overturn the cot. One night, when she awoke 

earlier than usual, María Caracoles discovered that her stepson, without 

even untying the second-sighted girl, was sleeping on top of her. From 

then on Zulé‘s visions became less and less frequent, and often two or  
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three days would go by when she didn‘t see anything except what 

everybody else saw… 

She had emerged from her journey wasted and wise, and she devoted 

herself so feverishly to doing the work that María Caracoles had to go on 

caring for her because at times she forgot to eat… (The Red 59) 

Jérémie Candé‘s decision to ―sleep‖ on top of Zulé, though not explicitly stated as 

such, is the first of many sexual encounters Zulé would have with him between the time 

before her coronation and the time she gives birth to her first and only child. As he is 

described in the normal patriarchal terms of man as rescuer of woman, his entrance into 

the sexual life of Zulé poses no problems to the social norms. Montero‘s aim in the novel, 

however, is to rescue Haitian womanhood from the confines of the role of damsel in 

distress. To this end, she allows Zulé to find her own voice through the use of her body as 

a power-bargaining tool. Just as Choucoune of La trenza de la hermosa luna who inserts 

herself into the political through the private use of her body, Zulé chips away at the 

patriarchal order man by man (Coridñn, then Jérémie, etc.). ―Wasted and wise‖ from her 

spiritual journey, Zulé quickly subjugates Jérémie Candé to her sexual control. By 

granting him the privilege of being her lover, Zulé traps Jérémie Candé in his own desire 

for her body.  Anacaona discovers them on one of the (many) nights of their affair and 

describes the startled lovers in the following way: ―tumbado boca arriba, Jérémie Candé; 

sudorosa, erguida, sentada sobre el otro cual reina en su verdadero trono estaba Zulé‖ ‗on 

his back, Jérémie Candé; perspiring and erect, sitting on him like a queen on her throne, 
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was Zulé‘ (61; 46).
51

 Safe from her role as damsel in distress Zulé, described here as 

―erguida‖ ‗erect‘ replaces the phallus with the emboldened image of her own body. In 

this way, Montero imbues Zulé with authority in the sexual sphere and allows her to 

remain atop Jérémie Candé and her husband, Coridón, for the duration of their sexual 

lives together. After Jérémie Candé‘s decision to ―sleep on top of‖ her, Zulé does not 

allow any other man to assume a position of sexual authority. The shock of an 

unexpected pregnancy and the death of the newborn lead Zulé to refuse Jérémie Candé as 

a lover altogether. Her husband also eventually dies. As the men she has already 

conquered are done away with, however, another challenge to Zulé‘s power over her own 

body arises in the form of Similá Bolosse. As we consider Montero‘s aforementioned 

desire to give a voice to Zulé and the Haitian womanhood she represents through the use 

of her body and sexual expression, we must ask why Montero would allow another 

representative of patriarchal authority to arise and take that authority away from her. 

Given Montero‘s extension of the Choucoune symbol to her characterization of Zulé and, 

by extension, Haitian womanhood, we must say that Zulé‘s conscious engagement with 

Bolosse is an expression of her ―inscrutable independence.‖ With Bolosse‘s arrival, Zulé 

temporarily loses control of herself and others.  The narrator‘s description of the 

historical context of Similá Bolosse‘s arrival helps to explain just how a woman 

accustomed to being ―on top‖ ends up kneeling ―llorosa y puta como la metresa Freda, 

sumisa y grande como la Virgen de Erzulie‖ ‗weeping and whorish like Metresa Freda, 

submissive and great like the Virgin of Erzulie‘ at his [Similá Bolosse‘s] feet (78; 96).  

                                                           
51

 The translation of the phrase ―sudorosa y erguida‖ ‗perspiring and erect‘ suggests the struggle for sexual 

power inherent in this scene.     
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A half-dead Similá Bolosse literally shows up on Zulé‘s doorstep in need of 

curing ―Desde que se revolviera el mundo por Haitì y huyera el mandamás de Port-au-

Prince‖ ‗When the world turned upside down in Haiti and the big boss fled Port-au-

Prince‘ (88; 70). Just as in carnival, the sudden flight of Jean-Claude Duvalier, the 

―mandamás‖ ‗big boss,‘ provokes a transnational shift in the balance of power and 

converts the dreaded macoutes into frightened refugees (70; 88). Similá Bolosse, an 

otherwise very powerful and dangerous tonton macoute, bokor (Vaudou priest), and drug 

dealer, is forced to seek help at the hands of Zulé, a poor cane-cutter‘s widow. In the 

immediate historico-political context Montero portrays here, Zulé is identified with 

power and not weakness, while Similá Bolosse comes to her emaciated and practically 

eaten alive by bugs after having braved the borderland jungle. As if charmed by him, 

however, Zulé betrays her own judgment and the wise counsel of Anacaona and lets 

Similá Bolosse into her home and heart. The seemingly tattered man regains his strength 

just as quickly as Zulé loses hers. The narrator describes Similá Bolosse‘s sudden rise to 

power first in the private sphere where Zulé is accustomed to reigning as an ―erect 

queen‖ over her body and her sexual expression: 

 Lo próximo que [Zulé] escuchó fue el golpe de su propio cuerpo que cayó 

redondo sobre el piso de tierra, inútil y pataleante como un carey puesto 

sobre su concha. Similá Bolosse la destazó así mismo, como se destazaban 

los careyes de la costa, la revolcó sobre los taburetes derribados y la 

sometió mil veces, haciéndola besar la tierra. (91)  

The next thing that she [Zulé] heard was the thud of her own body as it fell 

to the dirt floor, helpless and kicking like a turtle on its back. Similá 
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slaughtered her just as the turtles on the coast are slaughtered, he 

conquered her among the overturned stools, he subdued her a thousand 

times making her kiss the ground. (73-74) 

A merciless act of sexual violence transforms Zulé from powerful to pitiful in 

only minutes. This incident reestablishes the balance of power in favor of a male 

domination of her body and robs Zulé of choice in the matter of sexual expression. Since 

both Zulé and Similá Bolosse are spiritual rivals, however, Montero allows their 

interaction to marry the sexual and the sacred. In this way, we can view what happens 

with Zulé‘s rape as a supernatural occurrence. Ironically, Montero describes the 

occurrence as something that the gods condone. In continuance of her quest for 

authenticity of representation, Montero turns once again to the religious symbolism of 

Vaudou in order to explain Zulé‘s demise.  

A well-known Vaudou legend outlined in the novel provides the cultural 

backdrop for the love affair which ensues between Zulé and Similá Bolosse: ―Cuentan los 

santos que la metresa Freda se empeñó en probar la meaja de Toro Belecou. Pero Toro 

Belecou se dedicó a humillarla, la maltrató en las noches y la obligó a beber de los orines 

blancos que desaguaban por aquellos tiempos las culebras negras‖ ‗The saints say that the 

metresa Erzulie insisted on trying the seed of Bull Belecou. But Bull Belecou humiliated 

her, he mistreated her at night and obliged her to drink the white urine passed in those 

days by black snakes‘ (150; 171). Without doubt, Similá Bolosse is directly 

representative of Toro Belecou (Bull Belecou), Zulé‘s (Erzulie‘s) greatest love and arch 

nemesis. The bokor from Paredón is described as the consummate macho, with his three 

testicles, ―rabo largo‖ ‗long tail,‘ and amazing ability to sexually and otherwise subdue 
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and dominate the unruly ―marimacho‖ Zulé. Curiously, it is Zulé‘s desire for his ―meaja‖ 

‗seed‘ which poses the greatest challenge to Zulé‘s authority and eventually destroys her. 

Montero thoroughly documents Zulé‘s relinquishing of her authority over body and 

sexuality through an adaptation of this sacred legend. Curiously, the same Montero who 

tries to give voice to disenfranchised Haitian womanhood by empowering it, now uses its 

own strategically appropriated mythology to justify the subjugation of that same 

womanhood.    

As a stand in for her powerful body, Zulé‘s renowned tongue, the primary 

member through which she demonstrates her capacity for Vaudou incantation and the 

expression of her (verbal or sexual) approval, is the part of her most affected by Similá 

Bolosse. It is her treatment of Similá Bolosse which most aptly showcases the dual nature 

of her powerful tongue for ―Zulé curñ todas las mataduras del recién llegado [Similá 

Bolosse] con el prodigio inveterado de su lengua‖ ‗Zulé cured all the sores on the 

newcomer with the well-established miracle of her tongue‘ (63; 48). As a rational, sexual 

actor, Zulé performs oral sex on Bolosse as a manifestation of her own desire and 

fascination for him. In this way, she objectifies him and, like Erzulie Freda, relishes his 

extraordinary penis as the ultimate sexual delicacy. The act of oral sex when performed 

on Bolosse, however, can be read here as an expression both of Zulé‘s power and 

powerlessness.
52

 Oral sex requires a certain submission to Similá Bolosse on Zulé‘s part 

and, because it is described as something she does with an attitude of humility, it points 

                                                           
52

 None of her previous, male sexual partners ever elicit such a sexual response from Zulé and thus she 

remains symbolically ―on top‖ of them. She would later sexually consume one of her war queens, 

Christianá Dubois through licking her from head to toe while the Gagá is en route to Similá Bolosse. Even 

in this act of oral sexual expression, Zulé is described as ―la que más lamiñ‖ ‗the one who licked the most,‘ 

which implies that Zulé imposed her own will to power on Christianá and not vice versa (150; 129).   
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to how this mode of sexual expression is, in fact, an admission of her powerlessness vis-

à-vis Bolosse. When they part for the first time after meeting each other, the narrator 

describes Zulé‘s agony as follows: ―Allì se detuvieron ambos y ella se tirñ al suelo para 

abrazarse humildemente a sus rodillas; para apretar su boca hambrienta contra la bicha 

sigilosa donde se rejuntaban, desde su origen triplicado, las tres mentadas leches‖ ‗They 

both stopped there and she threw herself to the ground to lick his feet, to humbly embrace 

his knees, to press her hungry mouth against the secretive snake where the three famous 

streams of sperm spurted from their triple source and merged into one‘ (96; 78).   

       When Zulé meets her irresistible match in Similá Bolosse, she is forced to decide 

between her sexual and religious freedom as the independent dueña of the Gagá Colonia 

Engracia and the subjugation to male authority represented by an alianza with Bolosse‘s 

Gagá (Fernández Olmos 277).  Since she opts for the former, a conflicted Zulé must face 

Bolosse and his Gagá in a battle to the death. Ultimately, it is Zulé who loses the battle as 

she is killed by her ex-lover and stepson, Jérémie Candé. The spiritual source of this 

defeat, however, is directly connected to Similá Bolosse‘s sexual defeat of Zulé. Up until 

the moment she meets him, Zulé is revered as a wise and powerful spiritual authority. 

Once Similá Bolosse dominates her in the intimate, private space, her ability to make 

sound decisions in the public affairs of the Gagá Colonia Engracia is severely damaged. 

The narrator describes, for instance, a dangerous trip that Zulé makes sheerly for the 

pleasure of seeing Similá Bolosse (161; 140). During the same trip, the hithertofore 

strong-willed and proud Zulé candidly admits to Similá Bolosse ―Coridñn sabìa lo que 

hacía. Yo no, mira cómo pierdo mis centavos‖ ‗Coridñn knew what he was doing. Not 

me, look how I‘m losing my money‘ (161; 140). This confession, which had never and 
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would never have occurred in the absence of Similá Bolosse, functions as much as an 

admission of her lack of emotional, sexual, and spiritual aptitude. Curiously, as in 

agreement with this statement, Similá Bolosse seals Zulé‘s spoken surrender with yet 

another act of his sexual superiority: ―Cuando llegaron al houmfort, Similá la desnudñ sin 

melindres, la roció con el agua de vini-vini que usaba para sus trajines y la empujó hacia 

el lecho, un catre cubierto de plumas rancias, muchas de ellas manchadas de sangre, que 

la dueða ni siquiera se tomñ el trabajo de apartar‖  ‗When they reached the houmfort 

Similá undressed her with no preliminaries, sprinkled her with the vini-vini water he used 

for his work, and pushed her toward the bed, a cot covered with old feathers, many of 

them stained with blood, which the mistress did not even bother to brush aside‘ (162; 

141).  Here Montero again intertwines the sexual and the sacred as Similá Bolosse takes 

Zulé, as if she were a sacrifice, to the same place where he performs his Vaudou work.
53

 

In a sense, their subsequent love-making acts a sort of seal to a covenant, an agreement to 

the power terms that Zulé made with her words just moments earlier. As she cannot be 

overpowered by a man under normal, or natural circumstances, Similá Bolosse 

strategically takes her to a sacred place, his own houmfourt, where he seals his control of 

Zulé with a both sexual and spiritual rite. The efficacy of this final rite manifests at the 

moment of Zulé‘s death, where she stands before Similá Bolosse, Bull Belecou, as the 

veritable incarnation of Erzulie Freda. As a moth drawn to the flame of her own desire, 

―Zulé echa a caminar hacia el bokor, sumisa como si le hubieran ofrecido un refresco 

amarillo, un cigarrillo mentolado, una enorme verga retinta, todo lo que más le gusta a la 
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 Fernández Olmos calls on the work of Georges Bataille, Zora Neale Hurston, and Maya Deren in order to 

demonstrate the well-established links between the sexual and the sacred in Vaudou as well as in Del rojo 

(―Trans-Caribbean Identity‖ 278).  
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metresa Freda‖ ‗Zulé starts to walk toward the bokor, as docile as if he had offered her a 

yellow drink, a menthol cigarette, an enormous black prick, everything the metresa Freda 

likes best‘ (171; 151). A tantalized and ―submissive‖ Zulé is so distracted by Similá 

Bolosse that she does not even see the machete which ultimately claims her life (152; 

172).  

Instead of hating her rapist and spiritual aggressor, Zulé continues to pursue his 

affection and falls easily into the earthly role of woman in love and the spiritual role of 

the lovesick Erzulie. Her reabdication of authority over her body and sexuality to Similá 

Bolosse is an ironic assertion of choice and rationality, an act of agency akin to that of 

Choucoune‘s from La trenza de la hermosa luna. Here, the reader is deterred from 

pitying Zulé as the helpless, silent, and violated woman and forced to hear her ―speak‖ as 

a rational, sexual actor. Zulé‘s pursuit of Similá Bolosse‘s affection is an exercise of what 

Dash described as Choucoune‘s ―inscrutable liberty.‖ Of issue in this study is the fact that 

Montero‘s way of allowing her to ―speak‖ and break her silence eventually has mortal 

consequences for Zulé. Zulé and the Haitian womanhood she represents do not survive 

the act of ―hegemonic articulation‖ that Montero undertakes in representing them. 

Because, as Beverley would say, Montero is free to ―modify, or invert the structure of 

subordination,‖ the very structure that gives her the power as a speaking subject, her re-

presentation of Haitian womanhood always locates the problem with Haitianness, 

somewhere inside Haitianness, not just in the patriarchy in general (Beverley, ―The 

Im/possibility‖ 61). In appropriating and rewriting the once othered myths of Haitian 

Vaudou for the purposes of re-presenting an empowered Haitian womanhood, Montero, 
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albeit unconsciously, ―distances‖ herself from a sensual, otherworldly, Haitian ―other 

other‖ (Sheller, Consuming 141).       

The result of the struggle for sexual power, which occurs between Zulé and 

Similá Bolosse in Del rojo de su sombra ends in bloodshed. Sexual and sacred worlds 

collide in the love affair between Zulé and Similá Bolosse, as neither assumes their full 

spiritual potential without interacting sexually with the other. The sad plight of Zulé calls 

into question, however, the implications of Montero‘s construction of spiritual and sexual 

engagement in Del rojo de su sombra. The primary love triangle of the novel leaves Zulé 

caught between love-lust for her step-son and for that of a macoute-bokor. Unfortunately, 

Zulé is killed by the first after having been raped by the latter. In this way it seems that 

there is no attempt on Montero‘s part to create a Haitian male character that exhibits 

masculinity in ways other than sex and violence. In a word, the possibility of this non-

sexually violent Haitian masculinity is ―disavowed‖ and silenced by the author‘s attempt 

to ―speak for‖ an empowered Haitian womanhood. Even her portrayal of the sacred space 

is colored by such a negative portrayal of Haitian manhood, as both Jérémie Candé and 

Similá Bolosse happen to be described as and even mounted by Vaudou deities, when 

they carry out their respective acts of violence against Zulé.  In speaking for and about 

the issue that is patriarchal domination in the Haitian context, and using particularly 

Haitian cultural symbols, Montero‘s portrayals do not cease to be what Beverley calls 

―hegemonic articulations.‖ Rather, as Fischer and Sheller would agree, these narrative 

appropriations, rewrites, representations ―intervene in‖ and support ―the structures of 

disavowal‖ and ―fix‖ Haitianness to its historically subordinate status (Fischer, Modernity 

114; Sheller, Consuming 140).  
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The problematic nature of Montero‘s representation of Haitianness in Del rojo is 

consistent with the other works of her trilogy. Also consistent is her allusion to the 

―inscrutable independence,‖ the powerful, politically audible ―voice‖ which at once 

defines and confines, Zulé, the Choucoune figure of the novel to the tragic reality that 

Montero portrays as Haitian womanhood. As Durand‘s Choucoune and Choucoune of La 

trenza, before her, Zulé makes a calculated choice, according to her own ―ungovernable,‖ 

free, inner logic. Such a choice, though consciously made, leaves readers of Del rojo de 

su sombra to conclude that despite her talent as a mambo and her strong and fearless 

character, Montero‘s Zulé cannot rise above her desire for the most abusive lover she had 

ever had in her short life. In continuing to connect the sacred and sexual, Montero in 

essence recreates the story of Choucoune, giving it a new and yet equally disturbing 

ending. Zulé‘s death can be read as the direct result of the exercise of her ―inscrutable 

independence,‖ to neither marry Jérémie Candé, nor enter into an alianza with Similá 

Bolosse. Since she is also the novel‘s symbol of a sexually and spiritually empowered 

womanhood, Zulé functions as an example of how exercising her free will—or being the 

characteristically ―ungovernable subaltern‖ in Beverley‘s words—can eventually lead her 

to self-destruct.
54

 As we analyze the depiction of Haitian womanhood in the last novel of 

the trilogy, we can come finally to some conclusions about Montero‘s decision to restore 
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 To be fair, Fermández Olmos reads Zulé‘s death at the hands of Jérémie Candé as Montero‘s rewrite of 

Christ‘s crucifixion, or as ―a dramatic mythical turnabout and reversal of the ultimate ―master narrative‖ of 

redemption‖ in which Zulé, a ―black woman of Haitian origin,‖ becomes the ―sacrificial victim whose 

death consolidates the warring factions and leads to collective salvation‖ (280).  Despite this laudatory 

reading of Zulé‘s death, there is no indication that Zulé willed her death to be so. Instead, there is every 

indication that Zulé would have been willing to continue indefinitely the battle for spiritual and sexual 

sovereignty over Bolosse. Even within what Fernández Olmos describes as a carefully constructed 

narrative that demonstrates the connectedness of the sexual and sacred spaces, the ―inscrutable‖ nature of 

Zulé‘s choice is ultimately judged by the gods—as represented by Jérémie Candé-Carfú—as an 

unpardonable offense.   
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the voice of Haitian womanhood in ways which effectively condemn Haitianness to more 

silence.   

    

   Frou-Frou  as Choucoune in Tú, la oscuridad (1995) 

Montero closes her Haitian trilogy in 1995 with the publication of Tú, la 

oscuridad. This last novel will be the focus of the rest of the present chapter as seen in 

the characterization of a female character named Frou-Frou, yet another adaptation of the 

Choucoune symbol. In Frou-Frou, a character who shares the sensuality and sexual 

agency of both La trenza de la hermosa luna‘s Choucoune and Del rojo de su sombra‘s 

Zulé, all the symbolism of Haitianness, and Haitian womanhood combine to produce yet 

another variation on Durand‘s famous poetic symbol. As Beverley, Fischer, and Sheller, 

would predict, however, this variation, a re-presentation of an autochthonous, Haitian 

poetic symbol, allows Montero to maintain her privileged position as a speaking subject 

and to maintain a safe-distance from the ―ungovernable subaltern‖ Haitian ―other other.‖       

    Tú, la oscuridad is a story told from the oftentimes conflicting perspectives of 

Thierry Adrien and Victor Grigg.This dual vocality allows for the Haitian Other (Thierry) 

and the Western male (Victor), ―aquì‖ and ―allá,‖ to speak in tandem throughout the text.  

The novel is composed of twenty chapters which document Thierry‘s and Victor‘s 

accounts of the events leading up to their untimely deaths at sea on February 16, 1993.  

Thierry‘s account plays a dual role in the novel. First, vis-à-vis the account given by 

Victor, Thierry serves as the voice of the black, Haitian other. Montero uses two main, 

vehicles for show-casing the difference between Victor and Thierry. The first is the 

tension between spirituality and science. Victor and Thierry are brought together by a 
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scientific mission that will eventually claim both their lives. Victor contracts Thierry as a 

guide who can lead him in search of the Eleutherodactylus sanguineus, a rare species of 

Haitian frog that is feared to be near extinction. In their first encounter both men size 

each other up. Victor goes first, and as a representative of Western science, he 

communicates in ―francés rudimentario‖ ‗rudimentary French‖ and uses a drawing of the 

frog to test Thierry‘s knowledge (36; 18). When Thierry improves upon Victor‘s 

drawing, by including details about the frog‘s appearance that only a person familiar with 

the species would know, Victor realizes that he has grossly under-estimated the 

intellectual capacity of a man he describes as looking ―demasiado viejo, incluso de algún 

modo enfermo‖‘ ‗too old and even sickly‘ to be of any use to him (35; 18-19).  As the 

two embark on their journey in search of the grenouille de sang, Victor comes to respect 

Thierry‘s knowledge of animals: ―Empecé a grabar las conversaciones con Thierry 

cuando me di cuenta de que, entre una historia y la otra, intercalaba datos importantes 

acerca de la rana‖ ‗I began taping my conversations with Thierry when I realized that 

between the stories he was inserting important information about the frog,‘ he says (35; 

18). Thierry‘s ―stories‖ foil the almost scientific personal accounts of Victor, and serve as 

a narrative and at times mythological counterpart to Victor‘s statements of fact. Bits of 

Haitian mythology and spiritual knowledge are weaved into Thierry‘s chapters, which are 

―taped‖ by Victor.
55

 The latter must necessarily wade through the cosmovision of the 
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 By taping his conversations with Thierry, Victor indirectly steps over into another realm of ―science.‖ He 

becomes the quintessential Western anthropologist or ethnographer, who documents and consumes the 

―other‖ culture in order to interpret his own. This allusion, although subtle, is just one more way in which 

Montero seeks to undermine the monolithic, neocolonialist nature of Western science. Thierry‘s use of 

myth is used to explain the underpinnings of a reality that is seen by both he and Victor. The myth of Sikán, 

for instance, is used to explain why women should not be allowed to access certain types of knowledge and 
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former in order to understand his new, Haitian surroundings. In this way, Montero shows 

how ―science‖ and story-telling interact to form the complete reality of the novel. 

Montero also uses this as a strategy, as would Sheller, for showing that the Caribbean and 

the West are not in fact, ―separate,‖ but commensurate entities (Sheller, Consuming 144). 

Although the two men rarely see eye-to-eye, their interplay is essential to understanding  

Montero‘s vision of  ―the complex flows of material, cultural, and ethical relations 

between the‖ West and Other, ―consumer and consumed‖
56

 (Sheller, Consuming 3). 

Thierry and Victor‘s relationship also represents the differences between Western and 

Other masculinities.  

Each man‘s relationship to the women in their lives functions as Montero‘s 

second vehicle for representing the differences between the West and the Other. Victor‘s 

name ironically masks his utter failure as a lover and husband. After his wife, Martha, 

leaves him in order to pursue a relationship with another woman, Victor‘s pride suffers 

irreparable damage, and all that is left is an apathetic asexuality, which becomes 

especially disturbing when juxtaposed with the virility of Thierry and other Haitian men 

in the novel. Along with the myths in Thierry‘s stories, he includes details about his 

various sexual relationships with women. Characteristic of his inability to address his 

own sexuality, Victor, although taping these conversations, never makes any comment 

about them. He focuses instead on the science and the frog, which like him will turn out 

to be impotent and unable to reproduce. Thierry, on the other hand, is able and willing to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
why a (white) female colleague of Victor should not be allowed to discover the species of plant she is 

looking for (165-73; 122-31).   
56

 This dichotomy of voices also echoes with Carpentier‘s ―counterpoint‖ technique as discussed in the first 

chapter of the present study.  
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recount his various sexual escapades from youth to adulthood. These stories within the 

stories, unveil the second function of Thierry‘s chapters in the novel, that of introducing 

the stories of Haitian women. As the latter do not speak in the officially documented, 

taped conversations between Thierry and Victor, Thierry‘s remembrances about the 

women in his life are Montero‘s way of giving ―voice‖ to their stories in Tú, la 

oscuridad.  In fulfilling his role as ―voice,‖ however, Thierry is incriminated by his own 

account of his dealings with women and implicated in the perpetuation of a historically 

oppressive Haitian patriarchy. Furthermore, the fact that Thierry has the same name as 

his womanizing, polygamist father hints that he is destined to play the same role. As I 

read Carpentier‘s cyclical and self destructive Haitianness in El reino de este mundo, and 

Vega‘s refusal to try and change the plight of Haiti in her stories, I similarly read 

Montero‘s creation of a ―cyclical‖ Haitian masculinity as an act of ―hegemonic 

articulation‖ which, perhaps unbeknownst to the author, reinforces the subordination of 

Haitianness and privileges her role as one who orders and speaks for (Beverley, ―The 

Im/possibility‖ 61). The depiction of Haitian womanhood, captured inside the voice of 

Thierry‘s Haitian manhood, sheds even more light on Montero‘s problematic efforts to 

speak for and about Haitianness via her re-presentation of the Choucoune figure. Among 

Thierry‘s many lovers, we encounter Frou-Frou. This woman, more than any other, 

captures the spirit of Haitian womanhood that Montero seeks to represent in the novel. 

Frou-Frou also represents Montero‘s latest variation on the Choucoune-figure and the 

means by which she critiques the problematic gender relations in the novel.  

 Frou-Frou‘s story begins when Thierry‘s begins in the second chapter entitled 

―Bombardopolis.‖ Though it is his testimony, Frou-Frou‘s voice, the source of sensuality 
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and pain, speaks loudly. Family banquets hosted by his father frame Thierry‘s childhood 

memories. One year in particular, Frou-Frou, a young and saucy cousin of his mother, 

dares ―to raise‖ both ―the bottle‖ (of Barbancourt rum) and ―her skirt‖ (14; 28). Alcohol 

and attitude combine to produce a chaos that Thierry and his family never forgot: 

Mi madre la reprendía, pero ella no hacía caso, los niños nos sentábamos 

en el suelo, frente a ella, y aplaudíamos cuando Frou-Frou daba una 

voltereta. Mi padre también aplaudía, a veces bailaba con ella, la tomaba 

por la cintura y giraban juntos, pero en eso mi madre salía de la cocina y 

los separaba, los niños volvíamos a aplaudir porque entonces a Frou-Frou 

se le había abierto la blusa y le saltaban de golpe las dos tetas, que eran tan 

grandes y bastante claras. El resto de las primas venía a la carrera para 

impedir que mi madre la golpeara y Frou-Frou caía desvanecida, quedaba 

tirada bocarriba y empezaba a gemir, veíamos que algo le saltaba en el 

estómago y le bajaba al vientre, los niños pensábamos que había comido 

sapo…y las mujeres le sujetaban y la zarandeaban un poco para que no 

terminara de desnudarse. (Tú, 28-29) 

My mother scolded her, but she paid no attention; we children sat on the 

floor facing her and applauded when Frou-Frou twirled around. My father 

applauded too, sometimes he would dance with her, he grabbed her by the 

waist and they spun around together, but then my mother would come out 

of the kitchen and separate them, and we children would applaud some 

more because by then Frou-Frou‘s blouse had opened and suddenly out 

popped her two breasts, so big and light-skinned. The other cousins came 
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running to stop my mother from hitting her, and Frou-Frou fell down, she 

lay on the floor on her back and begin to moan, then we saw something 

jump around under her stomach and go down toward her groin and we 

children thought she had eaten a toad…and the women held her down and 

shook her a little to keep her from taking off all her clothes.  

(In the Palm 14)     

This scene is quintessential of Frou-Frou‘s brazen personality. Curiously, it is through her 

body and bodily expression of dance that we learn of her fearless character. In fact, it is 

through the act of dancing that her ―ungovernable‖ nature challenges not just the 

restraints on her exceptional physical form, but also the boundaries of sexual activity and 

propriety. Montero embues Frou-Frou with a sort of sensual power—at the moment of 

her own sexual awakening in the dance at the banquet, for instance, Frou-Frou also 

awakens the sexuality of the onlookers. Though very young, Thierry would never forget 

Frou-Frou‘s breasts and would remain enthralled with them throughout his adulthood.
57

 

Her body, made ―vulgar‖ in motion, allows Frou-Frou‘s ―voice‖ to burst out on the scene 

in the way that her ―two, big, light-skinned breasts pop out‖ of her open blouse.
58

     

Frou-Frou‘s scandalous behavior and her overt embrace of her own sensuality in 

dance eventually result in her adoption into Thierry‘s father‘s sisterhood of common-law 

wives. She would give him a child and rise as his favorite among three lovers. Favored 

though she may be, Frou-Frou‘s exercise of her sexuality costs her dearly. Later in life 

Thierry gets to live out his childhood fantasy when Frou-Frou accepts him as her lover. 

                                                           
57

 The significance of Frou-Frou‘s breasts echoes that of Choucoune‘s from La trenza de la hermosa luna.   
58

 Here, I make reference to the idea of the ―vulgar body‖ so aptly discussed in Carolyn Cooper‘s work on 

Jamaican dancehall culture.  
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Like so many other men had, he slides easily into Frou-Frou‘s bed. This choice—one 

Frou-Frou makes consciously and fully-aware of its scandalous implications—requires 

her to sever the relationship she has with her youngest son, Julien, in favor of a romantic 

liason with her stepson, Thierry.  

The characterization of Thierry and the long line of patriarchal domination he 

represents provide a disturbing portrait of Haitian manhood and reflects Montero‘s latest 

thinking on the subject. Through Thierry‘s inherited relationship of power over Frou-

Frou, we discover that the very bold sensuality for which Frou-Frou is desired is also the 

source of her greatest emotional woes in the novel. From the moment she enters the text, 

she is hailed as a symbol of desire by men of all ages. Even her name ―Frou-Frou‖ 

suggests playfulness and frivolity. Thus the fulfillment of men‘s desires, exercised upon 

her body, converts Frou-Frou into a play-thing. She inherits the legendary breasts of 

Durand‘s Choucoune only to be treated just as badly by the men in her life. Age and 

poverty would eventually drive Choucoune to accept her lot as the perpetual ―other‖ 

woman and live-in sex toy. Though he declares her the love of his life, Thierry, the son 

proves to abuse her as his carousing father did. At this point we may consider how Frou-

Frou fits in to Montero‘s greater efforts to portray or re-present Haitian womanhood in 

her trilogy and what all these representations, taken together, mean for her representation 

of Haitianness in general.  

In making Choucoune, Zulé, and Frou-Frou like the Choucoune immortalized in 

Durand‘s poem, Montero effectively makes her a sexual agent, a determiner of her own 

fate. Providing her with power over her own body and this liberty to choose and make 

demands of her lovers allows these Choucounes to demonstrate their ―inscrutable 
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independence‖ and exercise what is tantamount to power in the private sphere of 

domestic sexuality. Montero‘s Choucounes resemble Durand‘s fabled marabou in their 

mysterious and sensual physicality. Choucoune, Zulé, and Frou-Frou are, for their 

respective male counterparts, the epitome of a boundless feminine sexuality. Their 

remarkable and ageless breasts are fleshly monuments to Haiti‘s enduring allure and a 

sign of the nation‘s hidden, but ever-present charms. The same physical charms which 

distinguish them from other women, however, are also the cause of their greatest sorrows. 

Each is pursued and entrapped by men‘s desire for her beauty and eventually becomes 

prey to that desire. 

 Though Durand does not address the aftermath of his Choucoune‘s decision to 

succumb to the advances of the less than honorable intentions of her white lover, 

Montero‘s novels effectively add a sad ending to her story. Choucoune, Zulé, and Frou-

Frou cannot be divorced from the context of terror and political depravity in which they 

live. The beauty and allure of their romanticized poetic predecessor do not rescue 

Choucoune, Zulé, and Frou-Frou from their times. Each is bereft of protection from the 

sexual violence perpetrated by Haitian men. Choucoune is molested and raped by 

Bonaparte Agena when she is but a girl; Zulé is raped by Similá Bolosse when he comes 

to her for help, and Frou-Frou is raped by an ex-lover, the father of her daughter 

Carmelite after she welcomes him into her home (Tú 215; In the Palm 162).
59

  

                                                           
59

 Frou-Frou describes the circumstances of her rape in terms unlike those of any of her other sexual 

encounters. Before allowing a man to sleep with her, Frou-Frou would first obligate him to let her see him 

―piss.‖ The fact that she does not do this with Carmelite‘s father signals that having sex with him was not 

voluntary. She tells Thierry ―me obligó, en la cama de tu padre, allí quiso que lo hiciéramos. No le dije que 

tu padre podìa llegar a cualquier hora, porque lo que querìa era que llegara y lo rajara de una vez‖ ‗he 

forced  me in your father‘s bed, he wanted us to do it. I didn‘t tell him that your father could come back any 

time because what I wanted was for him to come and cut him once and for all‘ (215; 162-63). Home alone, 
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All three women are made to develop a relationship with death itself as they lose 

both spouses and loved ones to the terror of a waning Duvalierisme and, in Zulé‘s case, to 

the abject poverty of bracero reality in the Dominican Republic. The relentlessness of 

terror and death forces both women to cope with grief in extreme and bizarre ways. When 

Choucoune‘s husband is killed, she insists upon washing and kissing the wounds of his 

already putrefying body (La trenza 29). Zulé watches rabies-stricken family members die 

for want of protection from their Dominican employers (Del rojo 59-60; The Red 44-45). 

When her first common-law husband is skinned alive by an angry zombie, Frou-Frou 

prepares his skinless body as one normally would and goes through great pains to dress it 

even though the tiny veins stick to her fingers (Tú 80; In the Palm 55). 

 The final characteristic of Montero‘s Choucounes which can be interpreted as 

both a divergence and a convergence from Durand‘s Choucoune is their relationship with 

their dead or murdered sons. Choucoune and Frou-Frou have sons who die violent deaths, 

while Zulé‘s newborn survives but a few days. Choucoune‘s son, Alex Gourgue, is born 

from her relationship with Hubert Gourgue, her husband and assumed first love. As La 

trenza de la hermosa luna progresses, however, the reader discovers that Choucoune‘s 

one and only love has always been the same man who had raped her as a child. The day 

of her son‘s burial she expresses, relieved, ―ya no hay ningún impedimiento…me casaré 

con Bonaparte Agena‖ ‗Now there‘s no impediment…I will marry Bonaparte Agena‘ 

(175; Translation mine). Her candid and unexpected relief at the death of her son reveals 

                                                                                                                                                                             
with no one to help her, Frou-Frou places her hopes on the early arrival of Thiery‘s father, the one she 

counted on to rescue her. No rescue comes, however, and she, saddened, remarks ―él terminó contento y se 

levantñ a fumar los cigarros que Carmelite le trajo‖ ‗he finished, very happy, and got up to smoke the 

cigarettes Carmelite had brought him‘ (emphasis mine, 215; 163). Frou-Frou derives no pleasure from this 

encounter and must ultimately remain in a relationship with Thierry‘s father, a man who failed her when 

she really needed him.   
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that she does not view him as a beloved and dear being, but as an ―impediment‖ to what 

she really desires. As lover of both a father and his son, Zulé finds herself pregnant and 

yet unwilling to give up either one of her lovers. The swift death of the child masks his 

dubious parentage and convinces Zulé to forgo a future as a mother. Her rejection of both 

motherhood and Jérémie Candé, perhaps, contribute to her untimely death. The untimely 

death of the child mirrors that of its mother and creates a bond between the two that Zulé 

never anticipates and probably never wants.  In Tú, la oscuridad, Frou-Frou also gives 

birth to a son, who grows up to be an infamous tonton macoute and more of a terror to 

her than a blessing. Julien Adrien is seen as an impediment to his mother‘s relationship 

with his step-brother Thierry and even has his mother‘s lover severely beaten. When 

Frou-Frou suspects him, she returns the favor and beats Julien, a man much larger than 

she and the other men in her family, with her bare hands before almost stabbing him to 

death (147; 107-08). Thierry would later say that he believed Frou-Frou had ―erased 

[Julien] from her soul‖ and so did not remember him or mourn him at his own violent 

death (218; 165).  Just as Choucoune and Frou-Frou reject their sons, they are also 

rejected by their sons. Choucoune complains to Jean Leroy, for instance, that Alex 

Gourgue ―ya no se ocupa de su madre‖ ‗does not take care of his mother‘ as she hopes 

after the death of his father (La trenza 99; Translation mine). Frou-Frou‘s son Julien, 

never refers to his mother as ―mother‖ and ends all communication with her after he 

becomes a macoute (Tú 191; In the Palm 143). Mother-son rejection and a definitive 

break in the relationships through the sons‘ violent deaths point to an experience that 

Durand‘s poetic Choucoune never has. The impossibility of the relationship between 
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mother and child and the inability of that child to survive in each woman‘s sad world lead 

to lead to a convergence between Durand and Montero.  

Where Dash projects a gloomy future for the product of the relationship between 

the white lover and the marabou (―is destined to be in chains‖), Montero opts for an even 

deeper pessimism and describes a future in which the seed of the abused and silenced 

Haitian woman does not survive at all (Dash, The Other 51). As they are symbols of both 

the sad experience of the Haitian woman and representatives of Haiti as a whole, the 

relationships of Montero‘s Choucounes to the men in their lives are of utmost importance 

for understanding Montero‘s depictions of Haitianness in her novels. Herein lies a doubly 

disturbing problem of representation. As symbols of Haitian womanhood, Montero‘s 

Choucoune figures are described as blessed and cursed by their sensuality, victimized by 

their male-compatriots, and destined for lives of grief and struggle. In addition to their 

sad circumstances, these women are also defined by their paradoxical choice to embrace 

the very men who abuse them. Choucoune of La trenza and Zulé of Del rojo de su 

sombra both choose their rapists above the seemingly well-intentioned lovers; Frou-Frou 

in Tú, la oscuridad allows Thierry to make her part of his own burgeoning, urban harem 

and willingly moves into the house of his urban lover at the time. In revealing the 

troubling reality of the Choucounes, Montero also implies the depravity of Haitian 

manhood and the Haitian identity they represent in the works.   

In considering the roles of each novel‘s male protagonist in the lives of their 

respective Choucounes, for instance, we are also left with a disturbing view of 

Haitianness. Jean Leroy, Choucoune‘s lover, is indecisive and incapable of seeing 

Choucoune as anything other than a body upon which to express his sexual desires. He 
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loves her simplicity and silence and is quite willing to impose his plans upon her when 

she allows. When she finally asserts her desire to be with Bonaparte Agena, Jean Leroy is 

devastated and resigns himself to go on wandering the Caribbean as a shipman. His 

confusion and indecision only end when the allure of a Dominican woman‘s bed 

convinces him to stay in the country (La trenza 192). Haitian manhood as represented by 

Jean Leroy becomes totally disoriented when a Haitian woman (Choucoune) finally 

asserts her true will. Given his inability to cope with her choice, it seems that his only 

refuge is that of more sex, more sensuality, the acquiescent bodies of more women. 

Whereas Jean Leroy seems so resolved to reconnect once and for all with his country 

through Choucoune at the beginning of the novel, by the end of the novel and by 

choosing a Dominican woman—who had been the lover of Papa Marcel, another symbol 

of Haitian manhood—his actions logically amount to a disconnection from his country.
60

  

When taken together, Montero‘s representations of Haitian womanhood and 

Haitian manhood in the trilogy reveal disturbing similarities between stereotypes of a 

colonial past and the Haitianness she portrays in her novels. Each of these negative and 

stereotypical portrayals comes into stunning relief when we explore the interplay between 

both her critique of Haitian manhood and the representation of an empowered Haitian 

womanhood. As there is no indication that Montero intends to perpetuate these negative 

portrayals of Haitianness, we can read them as resulting from the complicated business of 

―hegemonic articulation‖ as discussed by Beverley (―The Im/possibility‖61). I believe it 

                                                           
60

Also interesting is that Jean Leroy resurfaces in Tú where he maintains his identity as a sailor and actually 

becomes the godfather of Thierry‘s son Charlemagne (Tú 237; In the Palm 180). Though not the biological 

father of Charlemagne, as godfather, he passess on his desire for rootlessness and wandering and eventually 

inspires the boy to become a professional sailor. Disconnected from the Haitian land like his godfather, 

Charlemagne eventually dies, caught up in the same net he uses to catch fish (238; 180).     
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is precisely the author‘s lack of consciousness of her role as a speaking subject, which 

leads her to reinforce the ―unethical relations‖ between speaker (consumer) and spoken 

for (consumed) begun by earlier generations of colonialist writers (Sheller, Consuming 

201). As we conclude, I would like to briefly explore a few more of what Sheller would 

call ―unintended consequences‖ of Montero‘s representation of Haitianness (201).      

In both Del rojo de su sombra and Tú, la oscuridad, for instance, a leitmotif of 

incest runs through the narration of sexual relations between Haitian characters. Familial 

ties are transgressed once and again in Del rojo de su sombra by Coridón and María 

Caracoles who invite Zulé to sleep with them when she relocates to their home in her 

early teens and by Zulé who has a child by her stepson, Jérémie Candé (54; 47). The 

ménage-à-trois style sexuality, at first encouraged by María Caracoles, is a power move 

of sorts, through which she and Zulé make Coridón a slave to his own desire to have both 

of them at once. The narrator says that after his first night with his wife and Zulé, his 

protégée, ―Coridón, más empequeñecido que nunca, se durmió tarde y como atolondrado 

por la satisfacciñn terrible de haber gozado de las dos mujeres‖ ‗Coridñn, seeming 

smaller than ever, didn‘t fall asleep for a long time, as if her were bewildered by the 

terrible satisfaction of having enjoyed both women‘ (72; 53). Zulé eventually develops a 

ménage à trois of her own involving Jérémie Candé and his father. María Caracoles is not 

privy to this new sexual arrangement, and thus Zulé assumes full control of it and all 

involved. Her triangular sexual kingdom collapses after the death of the child and can be 

read as the birth of Jérémie Candé‘s deadly obsession with Zulé. No longer able to have 

his step-mother as a lover, Jérémie Candé recedes into a dark fit of jealously from which 

he ultimately emerges, machete in hand to kill her.  
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Though Montero takes great care to demonstrate the rather non-conventional 

structure of rural Haitian families in the novel, the love affair between Thierry and his 

step-mother does not lose its incestuous trappings. Though Frou-Frou says, ―Con las 

madres los hombres no se revuelcan‖ ‗Men don‘t screw their mothers,‘ Montero‘s Tú, la 

oscuridad actually portrays a Haiti in which men do screw their mothers and their step-

sisters, and step-daughters (213; 160).
61

 Added to their illicit love affair is the fact that 

Thierry continues the same harem-like relationships with women that his scandalous 

father had. Frou-Frou, trapped in such an unlikely sisterhood of wives at such a young 

age, does not even protest when Thierry takes her to live, once an older woman, in the 

house with another woman. Thierry‘s unchecked sexual relationships with step-mother 

(Frou-Frou) and her daughter (Carmelite) are evidence that Montero wishes to suggest 

the absence of Western social mores in Haiti. As Thierry is bound to repeat the 

incestuous territorialism of his father and their Guinean patriarchs, Frou-Frou and the 

women she represents are destined to be sexually and socially ―fucked‖ by related and 

unrelated Haitian men for all time. Though Montero hopes to signify difference through 

positing Haitian sexual relations in Del rojo de su sombra and Tú,la oscuridad as free of 

Western-style familial constraints, we can also see in that signified difference a 

comparison between Haitian sexuality and that of the free-range, low expectations 

necessary for reproduction among animals.  In fact, the animality of Haitians is another 

―unintended consequence‖ and implication of Montero‘s collective portrayals of Haitian 

manhood and womanhood in the works of her trilogy. 
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Thierry comments that he suspects that his father was jealous of his sons‘ sexual relationship with their 

step-sister Carmelite. He says if it were not for his father‘s age, that he would have liked to have engaged in 

sexual relations with her also (47; 26). 
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A desire to show how Haitian women break their silence through sexual 

expression is at the heart of each of Montero‘s Haitian novels. Curiously, however, 

Montero depicts her strong, Haitian women protagonists as examples of women 

animalized by their own desire. Choucoune of La trenza de la hermosa luna possesses an 

unmistakable ―odor‖ and is described as a beastly giant whose bedroom is like a dark 

cave that her lover enters. As she ―consumes‖ Jean Leroy, through performing oral sex on 

him, Choucoune tells him ―estás salado,‖ or literally, ―you‘re salty,‖ as if he were a snack 

fit for devouring.
62

  In what is clearly a desire to show that Choucoune is indeed a sexual 

actor, Montero ends up portraying her as a monster vis-à-vis Jean Leroy. Their love-

making is described as a ―carnicerìa espléndida‖ a ‗splendid butchery‘ during which 

Choucoune takes the role of the carnicera ‗butcher,‘ benefactor, and initiator of all 

actions, while Jean Leroy is simply the carne, ‗the meat‘ (La trenza 87). Even though 

Montero disturbs the patriarchal order, and effectively puts the woman on top, it is 

necessary to note that in this ―complex flow of material, cultural, and ethical relations,‖ 

Haitianness still plays the roles of consumer and consumed, origin and destination of its 

own subjugation (Sheller, Consumer 3).    

Zulé is also animalized in Del rojo de su sombra. First, in the assertion of her 

strong, indomitable character vis-à-vis Jérémie Candé, she is described as a violent 

―fiera‖ ‗wild animal‘ (63; 48). In their stolen nighttime trists, the sound of their 

lovemaking is even compared to the ―trasiego febril de las mangostas‖ ‗frenetic noise 

made by the mongooses‘ (61; 45). The other facet of Zulé‘s animalization is 

accomplished through her relationship with Similá Bolosse. Like Choucoune, Zulé uses 
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 ―Estar salado‖ is also an idiomatic expression which means ―to be jinxed‖ or to be out of luck.   
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oral sex as a means to sexually consume her lovers. Christianá Dubois, one of her war 

queens, and Similá Bolosse are the only two characters who receive this act of sexual 

approval (150; 129). In Similá Bolosse‘s case, however, Zulé‘s consumption of him only 

comes after he slaughters (―amortazar‖) her, like a ―turtle‖ (91; 73). In this way, Zulé is 

animalized first as sexual predator (―una fiera‖ ‗wild animal‘) and then as prey to 

Bolosse.
63

     

The characterization of Frou-Frou in Tú also follows the trend of animalization set 

forth in the other novels. Unlike Choucoune and Zulé, Frou-Frou is never directly 

described as having the odor or other characteristics of animals. The way in which she 

chooses her lovers, however, is key to her portrayal as a domesticated animal, a female 

dog. As a sign of her own sexual power, Frou-Frou demands that men let her watch them 

―piss‖ before she invites them in to sleep with her. This behavior is consistent throughout 

the novel and occurs regardless of the lover. When juxtaposed with the behavior of 

another non-Haitian female character, Ganesha, Frou-Frou‘s sexuality takes on its dog-

like contours.  

 Nowhere in Tú, la oscuridad are there such direct and explicit examples of 

Montero‘s conflation of Haitian sexuality and that of animals than in the chapter entitled 

―Orìn de vaca‖ ‗Cow Piss.‘ This chapter documents the arrival of Ganesha, the female 
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 Though I focus here on the animalization of Zulé, there is also ample evidence of this phenomenon in 

Haitian male characters in Del rojo. Coridón, Zulé‘s mentor and husband, is called a ―vieja culebra 

perezosa‖ ‗old, lazy snake‘ (63; 48). Similá Bolosse, for instance, is not only associated with the Vaudou 

deity Bull Belecou, but he is also associated with a snake. Zulé spies some children toying in the distance 

with what appears to be ―un culebrñn cenizo‖ ‗an ash-colored snake‘ and as she ―esforzó la vista para 

precisar el tamaðo del animal‖ ‗strains her eyes to see exactly how big the animal was,‘ Similá appears 

behind her (89; 71). His smell precedes the sight of him and is that of a wild animal: ―jabalí enfangado y a 

pelambrera de guarida‖ a‗muddy boar and a thick-furred animal in its lair‘ (89; 71).  
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companion of Thierry‘s herpetologist mentor, Papa Crapaud. Ganesha‘s exoticism is 

clearly of import in this chapter. She is from Guadeloupe and of East Indian descent: the 

first such person that Thierry had ever seen. ―Orìn de vaca‖ ‗Cow Piss‘ refers to another 

means by which Montero exoticizes and ―others‖ Ganesha in the novel. Though Ganesha 

is Montero‘s sophisticated representation of the Asian other in the Caribbean context, her 

implied relationship to Haitianness ultimately contributes to its dehumanization in the 

novel. In this chapter, readers learn that Ganesha washes her house with ―cow piss.‖ 

Despite calling her filthy, however, Thierry spends the chapter talking about how 

irresistible she is for Haitian men, who, even when chased away from her, would return 

―igual que perros que van y vienen detrás de una hembra en celo‖ ‗just like dogs running 

away and coming back behind a bitch in heat‘ (Tú 99; In the Palm 70). After having run 

back to Ganesha himself, Thierry admits the reason he had done it was, ironically, 

because of the smell of the ―filthy‖ cow piss. ―Eso tira de los hombres…por eso vienen 

como perros, todos somos asì cuando se huele el ansia de un animal en el otro‖ ‗That 

excites men…that‘s why they come around like dogs, we‘re all like that when the smell 

of one animal‘s desire is on another‘ (101; 73). 

 Even against his best judgment and his own, culturally-mediated desire for 

cleanliness, Montero depicts Thierry and the other Haitian men as ―perros‖ ‗dogs‘ who 

would do anything to get to Ganesha. Just as Ganesha appeals to the dog-like desires of 

Haitian men, entrapping them in their own desire, Frou-Frou takes advantage of men‘s 

desire for her, by granting permission. In this way, Frou-Frou maintains control of her 

sexual experience assuring her own pleasure and not merely feeding into the pleasure of 

men as Ganesha does. Frou-Frou requires of the men with whom she sleeps that they first 
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―piss‖ so that she can watch. She, in a sense, provides a vision of the corresponding 

female sexuality of the ―bitch in heat,‖ who is not merely an object of desire, but a 

subject who demands that the male mark his territory before she grants him permission to 

mount her. Frou-Frou‘s demand and her visual consumption of men through her gaze are 

meant to symbolize her power as a sexual agent who decides the nature of her intimate 

encounters with men. Given Montero‘s desire to give voice to a once silenced Haitian 

female sexuality, we can assume that she ―includes‖ this depiction of Frou-Frou for the 

purpose of empowering her in the narrative. The centrality of men‘s urine and the 

allusion to the reproductive habits of dogs, however, remains problematic in Montero‘s 

depiction of Haitianness in her novels. Must an assertion of Haitian sexuality—male or 

female—be linked to the reproductive habits of animals? Is not the comparison of Haitian 

sexuality with that of animals worthy of suspicion? I believe this is an ―unintended 

consequence‖ of representing Haitianness for consumption by a reading public that 

replicates and reinforces the very structure of oppression that Montero wants to 

undermine.   

Montero‘s portraits of sexually-empowered female characters in her Haitian 

trilogy amount to stereotypical caricatures of Haitian womanhood. Despite being 

endowed with the power to choose and demonstrate approval of their lovers, Choucoune, 

Zulé, and Frou-Frou do not ultimately escape their sad reality. Their use of their bodies 

and their expression of sexuality, ultimately, do not amount to a means for bettering their 

political, economic, and even spiritual positions, as each one remains ―fixed‖ to the land, 

to their poverty, and to their dependence on abusive men.  
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Choucoune, as a seller of ―dulces‖ when we first meet her in La trenza de la 

hermosa luna, eventually leaves her own business behind in order to follow Bonaparte 

Agena, her childhood rapist into the uncertain future of the Haitian country-side. Zulé, of 

Del rojo de su sombra, is never afforded the opportunity to run her own Gagá, because 

she never marries either of the men-gods in her life. In fact, Zulé is destroyed by her 

desire to be a dueña/metresa/mistress rather than a madame (to either Jérémie Candé or 

Similá Bolosse). The love that she wants from the ―one she loved most‖ is denied her, 

while indeed life itself is denied her once she chooses against the love of Jérémie Candé, 

a love prescribed for her by Coridón. It is in refusing to have a proper marriage with 

Jérémie Candé, in preferring an improper extramarital relationship with Similá Bolosse 

that Zulé errs. Though Montero seeks to construct a laudatory depiction of Zulé‘s 

exercise of her free will, the results of such an exercise point to the supposed 

implausibility of such choice-making in the Haitian context.  

Frou-Frou‘s story in Tú, la oscuridad is also one of a woman trapped in her own 

web of desire. She is both a powerful lover and a sex object to various Haitian men. The 

latter identity forces her to miss out on any opportunity to escape her pitiful life in the 

countryside. In one of the few times where she expresses something akin to regret in the 

entire novel, Frou-Frou tells Thierry about the night she decided to show hospitality to a 

stranger from Port-au-Prince. After demanding that he ―orinara‖ ‗pee,‘ Frou-Frou sleeps 

with the visitor who in turn pleads with her to run away with him to Port-au-Prince (214; 

161-62). She agreed and planned to escape the next morning of her own free will, but she 

cannot runaway with him to the city, because Thierry‘s father comes back home ―con 

ganas de pisar‖ ‗wanting to fuck‘ (214; 162 ). In this instance, Frou-Frou‘s desire for an 
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urban future with the newcomer from Port-au-Prince is cancelled out by Thierry‘s desire 

to ―fuck‖ her. The opportunity of Frou-Frou‘s life passes by her, as she watches from the 

cage that is her playful and sensual identity as Thierry‘s father‘s play-object. Montero‘s 

characterization of her is in fact a continuation of her three-novel-long depiction of a 

Haitian womanhood whose sensuality is the source of its power and pain.    

Wanting to create regional similarity or identity, Montero excludes the possibility 

of any variation in Haitian behavior beyond that of powerful yet pitiful Haitian 

womanhood and that of virile and violent Haitian manhood. In imagining Haitian 

womanhood and manhood in this way, she effectively ―fixes,‖ in the Shellerian sense, all 

of Haitianness to its deliciously pitiful place in Hispanic Caribbean consciousness. Just as 

Carpentier before her, Montero showcases a reality framed by her own Pan-Caribbeanist 

desire to portray the Caribbean as a place devoid of cultural fissures. In exalting the 

unifying forces of blackness, sensuality, and African-based spirituality, Montero neglects 

to consider her own role in the portrayal and consumption of a dark and depraved 

Haitianness.  Through the Haitian woman‘s ―inscrutable independence,‖ or her ability to 

choose her lovers, Montero attempts to rewrite the story of Choucoune.  Curiously, 

Montero‘s retouched version of this Haitian literary self-portrait becomes the ―bitch in 

heat‖ that returns to the abusive male.   

In the final analysis, Montero‘s depiction of Haitianness, as interpreted through 

the doubly problematic adaptations of Durand‘s Choucoune and La Maîtresse Erzulie 

from the Vaudou pantheon, works against her desire to express Haitian humanity as part 

of a greater Caribbean whole and actually amounts to the dehumanizing animalization of 

Haitian identity. As Montero posits a vision of Haiti in which the silent, but ever-present 
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Haitian woman voices her importance and asserts her power through animal-like sexual 

behaviors, her novels perpetuate, rather than dispel the myth of the beastly and depraved 

black being at the base of the Hispanic Caribbean‘s historic unwillingness to accept its 

own blackness. This outcome of her desire to make a Haitianness that can be inserted into 

the greater narrative of a Pan-Caribbean identity falls into the category of what Sheller 

describes as an ―unintended consequence‖ of Montero‘s act of ―speaking for‖ Haitian 

women (Sheller, Consuming 201). Perhaps more than any other author discussed in this 

study, Montero‘s works demonstrate the need for what Beverley calls a ―critique of the 

forms of academic knowledge‖ or, more explicitly a ―critique of our own complicity in 

producing and reproducing relations of social and cultural inequality‖ (Beverley, ―The 

Im/possibility‖ 61). As Fischer warns us and Montero‘s Haitian trilogy proves, undoing 

the process of disavowal is not merely ―including‖ the Haitian‘s own symbols in the 

narratives produced (Fischer, Modernity xi). Rather, it would require, a ―revision‖ or, at 

least, a consciousness of the structure from which and to which one writes Haitianness. 

Only then could the ―distance‖ between the Hispanic Caribbean ―other‖ and the Haitian 

―other other‖ be minimized or even eliminated under the banner of a truly united Pan-

Caribbean identity.  
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CONCLUSION 

In the Haitian works of Carpentier, Vega, and Montero, these authors coincide in 

their desire to ―speak of‖ and ―for‖ Haiti. The treatment of blackness in their works is 

aimed at expressing a collective, Afro-Caribbean heritage between their countries and 

Haiti. In order to arrive at this shared cultural heritage, however, it is interesting that they 

all choose to approach their Afro-Caribbeanness through the representation of 

Haitianness. As each author conceives of Vaudou as central to Haitian identity and 

considers it evidence of a shared African heritage, they also demonstrate a profound 

respect for the struggles of the post-revolutionary republic of Haiti.  For this reason, each 

author criticizes the Euro-American repression of blackness and, in their works 

Carpentier and Vega, even go as far as to provide critical portrayals of the way in which 

Caribbeans repress their own blackness. Interesting to me is that all the authors in my 

study recognize that not all blacks are considered the same. They describe Haitians as 

―other others‖ living among ―others,‖ rejected and distant Caribbean relatives and a 

people condemned to suffering the worst of socioeconomic oppression. Though they do 

so in different ways and with varying degrees of consciousness of their roles as speaking 

subjects, Carpentier, Vega, and Montero all demonstrate a simultaneous appreciation of 

Haiti‘s importance for the formation of a transnational Pan-Caribbean identity and a 

reinforcement of its status as an ―other other‖ among Caribbean ―others.‖  
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Beverley‘s concept of the exclusive act of representation renders it impossible to 

speak of or speak for, without making a conscious decision about what identity markers 

must go inside and outside of the thing or entity represented. As these authors construct 

Haitianness, we are constantly reminded of their position and power to do so. Those who 

hold the power to speak for, according to Fischer, also hold the power to disavow and to 

silence those who are spoken of or for. The interplay—between these Hispanic Caribbean 

authors-speakers and the things, the utterances, representations they choose to 

construct—is the foundation of Sheller‘s literary ―consumer-culture.‖ Whereas Sheller 

does not imagine the possibility of Caribbeans consuming other Caribbeans as ―others,‖ 

Beverley says that these negative representations or ―intra-subaltern antagonism‖ can be 

explained, at least in part, as resulting from ―the forms of discrimination and segregation 

of populations introduced by colonialist and imperialist policies of ―divide and rule‖ 

(―The Im/possibility‖ 59). Though it is impossible to ignore the shared legacy of colonial 

domination among all Caribbeans, I think it necessary to consider whose interest is 

served by the sustained ―othering‖ of Haiti and Haitians that the authors in this study 

practice in their writings of Haitianness. I will venture to say here, as would Fischer, that 

Hispanic Caribbean identity, though itself a nebulous and unsettled entity, needs to 

constantly affirm the otherness of Haitianness. In this way, Carpentier, Vega, Montero, 

and the literary and cultural traditions they represent maintain the necessary ―distance‖ 

between themselves and the delightful depravity of a ―blackness‖ that they fear, know, 

and consume as a distant but all too close part of their own pasts and presents.      

The present study holds that these authors, at times, represent Haiti in ways akin 

to the stereotypical and negative caricatures so common to Euro-American depictions of 
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Haiti. As stated from the beginning, it is the act of speaking of or for Haiti that first 

allows these authors to construct a Haitian identity based on the use of cultural markers 

of their choosing. In their case Vaudou, sexuality, and violence—ironically three of the 

same preferred cultural markers of Haitianness for Euro-American oppressors—function 

as the ―included‖ content of Haitian identity. Sheller asserts that consumption of the 

Caribbean is made possible by the separation between the consumer and the consumed, 

the ―systematic forgetting‖ of the connections between consumer and consumed. Once 

separated from the consciousness of the ―others,‖ the consumers ―fix‖ their product to a 

certain physical, economic, or even social station in order to insure that the ―others‖ 

cannot move of their own accord. I see this process of forgetting and fixing as something 

that the Hispanic Caribbean historically needed to do in order to contain the threat that 

Haiti has always represented. This is not to say that other nations or regions did not need 

to contain Haiti. Rather I want to say that they did not need to contain it in the way that 

Hispanic Caribbean needed to contain it.      

 In speaking of the rise of the well-known anti-Haitianism in the Dominican 

Republic, for instance, Fischer reminds us that  ―the unexpected and—for some—the 

unassimilable event of the Haitian Revolution seemed to have thrown Dominican history 

off its normal course‖ (Modernity 132). Though I agree with Fischer when she says that 

―postcoloniality in the Dominican Republic is unlike postcoloniality anywhere else in 

Spanish America,‖ I also believe that the history of the rest of the Hispanic Caribbean 

was also ―thrown of its normal course‖ (Fischer, Modernity 132). The normal course, one 

could argue, would have been one that may have led to perfect and complete 

independence from the old-guard colonial powers or, at least, an easy 
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―departmentalization‖ such as that of the Franco-Antillean nations (Fischer, Modernity 

132). Despite the economic advantage the Hispanic Caribbean gained by the rather 

immediate loss of Haitian slave labor, the psychological trauma so aptly described in 

Fischer‘s work left an indelible mark.  I believe the representations produced by these 

authors indicate that there is still a persistent twentieth-century fascination with Haiti, 

based on a fear of the Hispanic Caribbean‘s geographical, cultural, political, and even 

racial proximity to Haiti.  

As Carpentier‘s works reveal, the specter of the Revolution invaded the 

contemporary reality of Machado‘s Cuba and blocked out any sense that Haiti could be 

anything different than a nation in revolt. Vega and Montero tackle the contemporary 

terrors of Duvalierism and, in a sense, produce their texts as caribeña responses to history 

of political decadence that threatened the well-being of all. Given the resulting deep-

seated, historical, and unconscious need to other Haiti, I believe we will continue to see a 

proliferation of texts written in Spanish about Haiti as they are but manifestations of a 

need to wrap the Hispanic psyche around the presence of Haiti in the background and 

forefront of Latin American culture and history. In the last twenty years, we have also 

seen Haiti represented in texts written beyond the borders of the Caribbean. Colombians 

Manuel Zapata Olivella‘s Changó, el gran putas (1983) and, as recently as 2009, Isabel 

Allende‘s La isla bajo el mar are novels which allude to the historical context of the 

Haitian Revolution.  La fiesta del chivo (2003) by the Peruvian Mario Vargas Llosa also 

touches on the historical Haitian-Dominican divide and the anti-Haitian legacy of the 

Trujillo era. These authors‘ novels point to the persistence of a Spanish-speaking market, 

hungry for Haitianness. It would be interesting to see how these texts compare to those 
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discussed here, in terms of their use of the Vaudou, sensuality, and violence as markers of 

Haitian identity. I do hope that there will be more careful critical attention to these texts 

in the near future. Also, the conscious departure from the historia oficial has prompted a 

re-reading and re-writing of academic research. I believe the move towards a 

reexamination of the role of subalternity and alterity in all fields, will demand new 

fiction. Of course, as true of the past, I believe the new academic research will be both 

the source of the supply and demand for these new works of fiction and non-fiction about 

Haiti. With this in mind, there will need to be a continued focus on whom, to whom, or 

for whom texts are written.   

  To be clear, this study does not pretend to be an examination of anti-Haitianism, 

a reality that is undeniably palpable in and out of the literary space. Rather my aim has 

been to shed light on literary manifestations of an anxiety about or fear of contagion that 

has colored colonial discourse since the Haitian Revolution. It is not that Haiti revolted, 

or that Haitians are poor, evil, and sick; it is that Haitian revolution, poverty, evil, and 

sickness could spread.
64

  When thought of in this way, we see why colonials, neo and 

post have attempted to contain Haiti in an easily consumable form. Through the act of 

literary representation, Hispanic Caribbean writers and their readerships are able to 

symbolically ―chew up‖ Haiti, and ―spit out‖ anything too ―heterogeneous‖ to borrow 

Beverley‘s words, or too indigestible in the language of Sheller‘s consumerism. 

Regardless of how Haiti eventually comes out, I have assayed to show that it must always 

be broken down by a violent internal process—a re-presentation, a disavowal, and a 

                                                           
64

 ―To be sure, the fear of a repetition of the events in Haiti led to denials of their transcendence and the 

suppression of any information relating to them‖ (Sheller, Modernity Preface ix). 
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consumption as ―other‖—so as to govern, manage, or maintain it forever below its 

politico-literary manufacturers and consumers. Unable to free themselves from their 

delegated ―location,‖ the others wait, presumably for the next buyer, until they are sent to 

market. Sheller‘s fixed body-products, like Spivak‘s subaltern, do not speak, their ―true‖ 

voices remaining imperceptible to the culture of the consumer. Voiceless, the othered 

Haitians are ―spoken for‖ and made to ―speak‖ of themselves in narrative representations 

by well-meaning (Hispanic) Caribbean authors in a language and from a position that at 

once is and is not their own. It is not that the authors intend to do this, but rather that it is 

the only way for them to truly comprehend what Haiti is and has historically been for the 

Hispanic Caribbean consciousness of self.  In echo of Fischer‘s comments on the psychic 

dimensions of the act of representation, I want to say that this issue of intentionality 

merits entry into our critical inquiries. As we reread these and other texts about Haiti, we 

should always consider whose interest is served by particular types of representations and 

who they hurt.  

Of course, I do realize that in speaking of these author‘s representations of Haiti 

that I am, in fact, speaking for and from a certain critical posture concerning this topic. In 

this way, I desire to complicate the critical approach to the Haitian-themed works of 

Carpentier, Vega, and Montero. These authors are most often viewed as champions of the 

Haitian cause, so it is necessary to start the discussion with them.  Still, my aim has been 

to be descriptive and not prescriptive in this matter.  It is my hope that in taking another 

look at these established and well-known, even canonical Hispanic Caribbean authors of 

Haiti that we may detect the silences their works create and maintain. Since there is 

power in the act of rereading, I trust that this and future studies on the theme will 
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eventually cause readers to examine their demand for such problematic depictions of 

Haiti and motivate authors to be more conscious in their creation of literary supply. 

Despite the fact that this is a slow process that would require more of a focus on the role 

that Haitian identity plays in both the background and foreground of readers‘ and writers‘ 

consciousnesses, I believe it to be a necessary one.        

Future studies on the representation of Haiti would cover not just 20
th

-century 

narrative, but also the poetic traditions of the Hispanic Caribbean.  Of particular interest 

would be Luis Palés Matos‘s Tuntún, de pasa y grifería as it is one of the earliest 

attempts to showcase and even pay homage to the African heritage of the Caribbean 

region. One may also examine the allusions to Haiti in the works of Nicolás Guillén who 

had very direct interactions with some of Haiti‘s most noted literary figures in his own 

life. Given the historic Dominican preference for the poetic genre, I also expect the 

Dominican Republic to figure more prominently in such a study.    

Another approach would be to examine the representation of Haiti in 20
th

-century 

narrative and drama from the Anglophone and Francophone Caribbean. Various works 

from the Anglophone and French Caribbean such as Derek Walcott‘s Haitian Trilogy, 

C.L.R. James‘s little-studied play ―The Black Jacobins,‖ Aimé Césaire‘s La tragédie du 

roi Christophe, Édouard Glissant‘s Monsieur Toussaint, and Maryse Condé‘s works 

featuring Haitian characters would enable us to draw conclusions about the role Haiti 

plays in the regional, and not just the Spanish-speaking Caribbean context. Haitian 

authors and playwrights could also be included in this approach and would enable us to 

examine the contours of ―self-representation‖ and its consequent implications. The works 

of Haitian Diaspora writers such as Edwidge Danticat and Myriam J.A. Chancy would be 
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of particular interest as they literally function as writers located physically outside of the 

Haitian national space, but which also regularly interact with and project from an identity 

position known as Haitianness. Although I do believe their depictions cannot help but to 

fall into some of the same difficulties that the authors I have examined do, their approach 

to Haiti‘s history is necessarily different because they see themselves and, indeed, they 

are directly a part of that history. Unlike those who will be speaking for and about Haiti, 

these authors would provide us with examples of what writing speaking from Haitianness 

would be like. Since I concur with Sheller‘s idea that consumers systematically forget 

their ties to the people and things they consume in order to place a distance between 

themselves and others, Haitian Diasporic consumption of Haiti should yield different 

results than those gathered from my study of the Hispanic Caribbean. 
 

 Besides the prospect of intellectual enrichment, I hope this and future studies will 

go beyond the limits of academic exercise to foster positive, material change in favor of 

Haiti and its people. Just as the cycle of political tragedies have helped to stain the global 

reputation of Haiti and ―fix‖ what it means to be and be seen as Haitian in the world to 

what one writer has called the discourse of ―guilt and compassion,‖ I believe changing 

the discourse by which we speak of Haiti will have tangible effects on how Haiti and its 

people are received in the media, politics, and everyday life (Accilien 166). According to 

Sheller, ―depictions…underwrite performance‖ and ―naturalize‖ or fix people and places 

to certain relations of power (Sheller, ―Natural Hedonism‖ 170).  For this reason, I 

believe it is possible to question and challenge representations of Haiti so that readers and 

writers become more conscious of their roles in the maintenance of those representations, 

and thus do not mindlessly consume Haiti as necessarily separate, ―other,‖ and below.      
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